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FOREWORD. 
I have tried to account for the caming of the Moravian 
Church to the North of England,and its subsequent establish-
ment and development,especially in Yorkshire,centred on the 
Settlement at Fulneck, in the WeeD Riding. It has been necess-
ary to give some baclcground by way of the origins and eari:ier 
growth of the Moravian Church, or "Uni tas Fra truml' in Europe 
and its caming to this country,in order to make the existence 
of the Yorkshire Moravians intell.igible. 
The vast stor,y of Moravian activity in Ger.many and 
America and the wider field of missionary work has- not been 
fol~owed and is only referred to in so far as it has a bearing 
on the YorkShire development.! have tried to indicate that the 
Moravians came of a long tradition and that the pioneer sp-irit·, 
at times almost heroic, of faith and tenacity evident in the 
Yorkshire Settlement,was characteristic of their inheritance. 
Similarly, with regard to the British Province,very little has 
been said of the work in other pa-~te of the United Kingd.am, 
except by way of background. to the work in Yorkshire.It should 
be remembered that the Moravians are a Church with an inter-
Continental organis-ation of which the British Province is but 
a part,and that, within the British Province,the Yorkshire 
work was one line of development among many. The main centres 
in which work grew along lines rather similar to those in the 
West Riding were: London, Bedford, Bristol,Derbyshire, Northern 
Irel~, and Lancashire, with same significant work- in South-
West Wales (Haverfordwest) and South-West ~ Scotland (Ayr). 
The main sources of info~ation for the earlier parts of 
this account. are standard printed histories, such as 11A 
History of the Moravian Church during the 18th. and 19,th. 
Centuries," an American publication written by J. Taylor 
. . . 
Hamilton at the end ofthe 19th. Century., "A History of the 
Moravian Church," by J.E.HUtton, published in London by the 
Moravian Publications Office in 1.909, and "The Begirmings of 
the Brethren's Church in England, "·a treatise presented by 
-~ Gerhard Wauer for his Ph.D. degree at Leipzig in ~901. 
The sources for the later part. are nearly all manuscript 
accounts, diaries, registers, minute books, and ~etters, 
together with some printed accounts, which were printed 
under private contract rather than tor general publication. 
These are all available for inspection in the archives of the 
Moravian Church at Fulneck but because of their nature,lack 
of page numbering and· adequate cataloguing, it has been 
impracticable to give effectively detailed footno.tes. A 
number of local histories have been used also and are referred 
to in the footnotes, and a complete list of the manuscripts 
used is appended hereto. The Minister and Church Committee 
granted free and ready access to all their records at Fulneck 
and I gratefully acknowledge their most willing assi~tance. 
3. 
SOURCES. 
Manuscripts in the archives at FuLneck: 
-For the very early period material is scanty. There are 
fragments of the Helpers' Conference at Lamb'sBill in the 
- . 
years 1743,1744,1745,1741, ~748,1.749, and .some early letters, 
including the letters and reports of Wn, Ho11and, Julyl744,and 
some letters of Metcalfe 1745-1747. Then, from a reasonab~ 
early date the·. various records are available in more prof'usio·n 
and completeness. 
The Fulneck Diaries 1748 - 19·59. 
Minutes of the Fulneck Elders' Conference 1750 -1912. 
Minutes of the Yorkshire Eld.ers' Conference 1814 - 1903. 
Minutes of' the Yorkshire Ministers' Conference 1795 - 1822. 
-
.Minutes of' the Yorkshire District Conference 1869 - 1902. 
Results of' various Provincial Synods of the British Province. 
The 11Foundat.iom Stone Document." 
Catalogues of members 1755 - 1855. 
11Same brief Historical Account concerning the Beginnings and 
Progress of the Work o~ the Lord in the Brethren's 
Congregation at Fulneck,com.piled in the years 1785-86." 
(This is a manuscript chronicle in the handwriting of 
John Muller, Single Brethren'~. Labourer, 1783 - 1788). 
- i :\···· 
Printed sources: 
J.T.Hamilton. A History of the Moravian Church in the 18th. 
and l9·th. Centuries. Times Publishing Co. Bethlehem. Pa. 
l90Qi· 
G.A.Wauer. The Beginnings of the Brethren's Church in England. 
Leipzig i900.(Translated by J.Elliott and published at 
Baildon, Yorkshire. 1901.) 
J.E.Hutton.A Histo;r of the Moravian Church.Moravian ~t*RK 
Publication Office. London.l909. 
S.Raynor. The Histoey of Pudsey. Longmans,Green and Co. 188'7. 
A.C.Price. Leeds and ita NeiSAbourhood. Clarendon Press, 
O.xf'ord.l909. 
F.S.Popham.(Ed). A Histo~ of Christianity in Yorkshire. 
ReligiOus Education Press.l954. 
The Centenary Book of Bradford. 1847-1947. Produced by the 
Yorkshire Observer for Bradford City Council, 1947. 
R.B.M.Hutton.Fulneck School 1753-1953. Privately printed by 
Fulneck School Bicentenary Committee. 1953. 
Results of the General Synod o:f' 1899 (Herrnhut). 
The Catechimn of the Moravian Church (American Province). 
The Moravian Hymn Book (1912). 
The Moravian Tune.Book (l8S7). 
The Moravian Liturgy (1960). 
The Church Book of the Moravian Church in the British 
Province. (1891). 
The Brotherly Agreement and Declaration concerning the Bules 
.. 
and Orders of the Brethren's Congregation at Pudsey, 
-· Gomersal, Mirfield and Wyke. (Privately printed 1777). 
An Account of the Bohemian-and Moravian Brethren.(Herrnhut 
1818). Translated from the German and privately publiShed 
in Bradford, 1822. 
5. 
Perio.dical Accounts relating to the Missions established by 
the Protestant Church of the Unitas Fratrum. Quarterly, 
London, 1790 - 1900. 
John Wesley's Journal. 
Amos Comenius. Ratio Disciplinae • .Amsterdam. 1660.Translated 
by Bishop Seifferth. Moravian Publications Office. London. 
D • 
1866. 
Carter and Weeks (Editors).The Protestant Dictiona~. The 
Harrison Trust.London.l933. Article on the Moravian 
. . 
Church by J.E.Hutton. 
6. 
SYNOPSIS. 
Part 1. Origins. 
1. The Bohemian Brethren. How they came into existence at 
Kunwald,1457;growth and influence; 11destruction" 1620. 
2. The Hidden Seed. Dispersion of the Brethren; Bishop 
Camenius and the securing of the Episcopal succession; 
persistence of the Church of the Brethren "underground:' 
3. Herrnhut. 
i. Beginnings. How refugees came to Berthelsd.orf' and 
establi~ped Herrnhut, 1722. 
ii. Bap.tism of the Spirit. How the Church of the 
Brethren was resuscitated at Herr:i~ ':l.ut. 
\ iii. Transfer of the Episcopate. How the
1
· resuscitated 
Brethren of Herrnhut became a disti~~:~t Church, with 
,, 
the Episcopal Orders secured from Can~~ius, 1727.. 
Part 1~. Great Britain. 
1.Beginnings of the Moravian Church in En~and. First 
v:L.sit of Moravians,1728; James Hutton; connections of' 
the Moravians with the Wee1eys; establishment of a 
Congregation of the Moravian Church in London, 1742; 
work begun in Yorkshire. 
2. Progress in Great Britain. John Cenni.ck; establishment. 
of Moravians in the West of England and in Ireland; 
opposition to Moravians in England - recognition by 
Act of Parliament 1749; further opposition :L.n tracts 
and books; Moiravians' defence and progress in spite 
of opposition. 
7. 
Part 111. Yorkshire and the North : Fulneclc. 
1. ~he Building Period. 1742 -175~. The Rev. B. Ingham; 
. . . 
fo~ation of the Yorkshire Congregation in London 1742; 
Lamb's Hill o1- Fulneck foundation, 1746; features o·f the 
Sett.lement life; "settlement" of the five Yorkshire 
.. ... , 
Congregations, 1755; dangers inherent in the system. 
2. Activity. 1755 - 1825. .Congregational and missionary 
activities; development of Fulneck; refusal to proselytise; 
reconciliation with Wesl.ey; educational activity; 
reaction in congTegational life. 
3. Decline and Recovery. 1825 - 1855;1855 - 1899;1900 - • 
Thiz•ty years inactivity; congregational decline - causes; 
signs of recover,, and progress; Horne rule - separation 
of Provinces; Moravians in EnglWDa; Yorkshire Moravians 
today. 
Appendices: 
1. Lists of Official~. 
i. H.olders of of'f'ice, Yorkshire Congregation, 1742. 
ii. Vorstehers at Lamb's Hill (Fulneck). 
ii:li.. Ministers and Assistants at Fulneck. 
iv. Directors of t~e Schools at Fulneck. 
v. Ministers in other Yorkshil~e Congregations 1755 -
1.855. 
vi. Various lists of Labourers, Co-Labourers, Wardens. eto. 
2. Chronological SmmnaJX. 
3. List 9f' Moravian Churches in the British Province 19'65. 
---- -- ..... --
4. Doctrine in the Moravian Church. 
5. Mor~vian Liturgy· and Worship. 
6. Footnote References. 
7. Map.s 1. and 11. 
a. 
PART 1 ORIGINS~ 
1. The Bohemian Brethren 
2. The Hidden Seed 
3. Herrnh.ut. 
i. Beginnings 
i:h. Baptism of the S;pir.it 
iii.. Transfer of the Episcopate 
9' .. 
LOLLARD 
INFLUENCE 
IN 
BOHEMIA. 
~. The Bohemian Brethren 
John ~VYcliffe 1 s followers, the Lollards, were 
-
speedily suppressed in England by Act of Pabliamen~ 
(1401) and survived in only a few villages, but he 
had a greater influence in Bohemia. There the ground 
had been prepared by teachers such as Milic of Kremsic 
( 1363-'74) ,_ Thomas of Sti tny ( 13rl0-1401) and Matthew 
of Janow (~381-1393). and Wycliff'e's teaching con-
tributed so much, indirectly, to the establishment of' 
the Ancient Church of' the Brethren that the first 
·chapter of' Dr.· J. T. Muller' a 11Geschichte der 
Bohmischen Bruder'' publisqed in 1922, is entitled 
"Bohem:Lan Wycliffism and the Hussi tea". 0.). 
For a period of' about fifty· years there existed 
a close connection, both personal and literary, 
between England and Bohemia. TWo years prior to 
Wycliffe's death Richard 11 of England married Princess 
Ann of Bohemia (1382) and many Bohemians came to the 
English court. Some students from Prague University 
visited Oxford in 1390, and after studying W,ycliffe 1 s 
doctrines, took back copies of some of his works when 
they- re"t.llr.ned to Prague .. This, with similar 
activity by students from Bohemia on later visi~s in 
1406 and 140'7 to Kemmerton in worcestershire and 
Braybrook in Northrunptonshire, resulted in W,ycliffe's 
doctrines becoming the subject of widespread dis-
cussion in Bohemia •. 
10. 
MARTYRDOM 
OF HUS; 
PROTESTANT 
FACTIONS. 
The influence of same English Lollards was even 
more significant. Whilst Wycliffe's followers were 
being burnt to death or induced to-re~ant in England, 
John Hus was preaching some of his teachings at the 
Bethlehem Chapel in Prague (2) and certain English 
Lollards dmd their utmost to help h~. Sir John 
Oldcastle wrote to one of his friends and Richard WYche 
wrote to Hus himself who read the letter f'rom.his 
pulpit. Other Lollards fled from England and lived 
together in St. Valentine's College, in Prague. 
The most influential of all the English Lollards 
was Peter Payne, Principal of st. Edmund Hall~ Oxford, 
who went to Dresden in 1411 where he tried to stir up 
the Waldenses. ShortlY afterwards he settled down in 
Prague and there not only populari-zed the doctrines of 
\yYcliffe by publishing them in the form of pithy extracts 
but also created a great sensation by refusing to take 
the oath when he tried to obtain a post in the 
University. 
In the course of time all ~his agitation led to 
the establishment of the Moravian Church. The martyr-
dam of John Hus, on July 6th 1415, gave rise to the 
terrible Hussite wars, during which no reform party in 
Bohemia accepted Wycliffe's doctrines completely and 
-
the people were divided into factions. The Utraqui~ 
were content with the Cup for the Laity and remained 
Catholic in all other respects_and eventually, by the 
11 •. 
FOUNDING 
OF THE 
BRETHREN. 
1457. 
Compactata of Bas·le in 1433 were recognised by the 
Pope as the National Church of Bohemia. The Taborites, 
regarded themselves as God's angels, commissioned to 
destroy the wicked by the sword, and they were defeated 
in 1434 at the Battle of Lipan. The Picards, the 
Amosites, and the Chiliasts added'to the confusion.(3) 
Against this background a tailor named· Gregory,. 
later to be kno\~ as Gregory the Patriarch, was 
deeply influenced by two powerful teachers of the day. 
At the Thein Church in Prague, the Archbishmp-elect, 
John Rockycana denounced the vi'ces of the clergy, and 
at a lit·tle village called Chel~ic lived a writer known 
as Peter of Chelcic, and both these prophets stirred 
the soul of Gregory. Through his attendance at the 
Thein Church, Gregory became convinced that in order to 
became a true Christian-he must leave the Utraquist 
Church. Reading the works of Peter of Chel~ic to whan 
John Rockycana had recommended hUn, he also became 
convinced that he must take the New Testament a-s his 
guide. Obtaining the special permission of King George 
Podiebrad he retired with some friends to the small 
village of Kunwald, in south-east Bohemia, about 1457 
or 1 58, and there established an independent Brother-
hood. (4) This Brotherhood placed themselves under 
the care of an Utraquist priest, Michael Bradacius, 
chosen not because he was an episcopally ordained priest, 
but because he was a good Christian in character. 
12. 
., 
THE 
BRETHREN 
OBTAIN. 
THEIR OWN 
EPISCOPACY. 
From the ve~ beginning they asserted their 
adherence to two principles taught by Peter of Cheltic. 
One, in conformity with wycliffe's teaching, was that 
~ 
Holy Scripture alone was the true Christian standard •. 
In contrast, however, to \liJ'ycliffe, \.he taught that neither 
the State ~or the Church had any right to make war. 
and the first object of the settlers at Kunwald was to 
be true to the Law of Christ in every department of 
life. Others soon came to join the Brotherhood at 
Kunwald, some from Vi tanowi t~, .the headquarters of the 
followers of Peter of Chelcic, some fram Kl~ttau and 
other v~llages, and some fram the University ~t Prague. 
A bold and decisive step was then taken at a Synod 
in Lhota in 1467 (5) when Gregory and his Brethren decided 
to obtain their own EPiscopal Orders, and applied to 
the Waldenses for this purpose. First a Waldensian 
Elder consecrated Michael Bradacius a bishop; next 
Michael consecrated Matthias a bishop (6); then Michae1 
resigned his priestly office which he had received from 
the Church of Rome. Matthias, the new bishop, then 
ordained Michael, Thomas and Elias as the first three 
ministers of the Church. Acting on the.belief that all 
Sacraments adminstered by a catholic priest were invalid, 
all the members of the synod were then re-baptized. 
Moravian EPiscopal Orders thus had their origin and so 
the Brethren broke away entirely from the Church of Rome 
13. 
which they held to be morally corrupt. So they 
asserted that a true Episcopal Succession depended, 
not on a mechanical descent from the Apostles, as the 
catholics claimed, but on a moral and spiritual con-
formity with Apostolic principles. Gregory maintained 
that in the days of the Apostles, the terms Bishop and 
Presbyter were identical, that the Waldehsian Elder 
possessed the necessary spiritual qualities and therefore 
he was qualified to consecrate Michael a bishop. 
During-the next century and a aalf the Brethren 
spread rapidly in Bohemia and strong branches were also 
formed in Moravia and Poland, the international 
character of the Church manifesting itself at so early 
a stage. son1etimes they called themselves Jednota 
Bratrska (the Church of the Brethren) (7), sometimes 
Brethren of the Law of C~ist, sometimes Waldensian 
Brethren, and sometimes simply Brethren. In official 
documents they usually referred to themselves as either 
Unitas Fratrum or Fratres. In doctrine they were 
broadly evangelical but they laid the chief stress on 
discipline and personal piety. At the head of the 
Church was an Inner council, elected by the Synod and 
next came the Bishops, also elected by the Synod. The 
Synod consisted of all the Bishops, Presbyters and 
Deacons. 
14. 
INFLUENCE 
OE' THE 
BRETHREN'S 
CHURCH·. 
This Synod authorised publications for the moral 
welfare of the people and, for this purpose, in 1501 
they published the first HYmn Book of Christendom, 
containing 84 hymns. Other editions followed and the· 
last had 743 hymns, making the Brethren the pioneers 
of congregational singing. They also published 
catechisms, same of which, translated into Ge~an, 
attracted the attention of Luther and were also used 
by the Protestants of Switzerland. Their most 
important publication, however, was the Kralitz Bible 
(15'79-92). This was the whole of the Bible in 
Bohemian and was the first translation of the Bible :from 
the original J.:Hebrew and Greek into the cormnon 
language of the people. It is the version which is 
sti~l issued by the British and Foreign Bible Society 
today. 
_The Brethren. tried to uplift the people by means 
of literature and also education. Bishop Luke of 
Prague wrote 150 treatises and John Blahoslaw w~ote a 
Historia Fratrum, a t~eatise on music, and a Bohemi~ 
grammar, amongst other works. Between 1505 and 1510·, 
out of sixty works in Czech, fifty were published by the 
Brethren. They had a school for the sons of the 
nobility at Eibe~schutz in Moravia and in nearly ever,y 
parish they-had free schools fer the poorer children, 
wher~ the Bible and the catechism were in daily use, 
.good conduct was taught from a "Book of Morals", and 
15. 
"DESTRUCTION" 
OF THE 
BRETHREN'S 
CHURCH. 
1620. 
practical lessons were given in trade and cormnerce. 
In their doctrinal outlook the Brethren became 
gradually more de~initely Evangelical. So long as 
Gregory, the Patriarch, lived they adhere~ mainly to 
the ethical teaching o~ Peter o~ Chelcic, but under 
Luke o~ Prague and John Augusta they came into personal 
touch with Luther, Calvin and Bucer. Finally in 16.09: 
they ~or.med a de~inite alliance with the Utraquist 
Lutheran National Church (8). At that time nine-
tenths o~ the jeople in B:ohemia were Protestants and 
about half o~ these Protestants were Brethren. In 
discipline they were as strict and pietistic as ever 
but in doctrine they were Protestants and accepted the 
Bohemian National Co~ession. 
It was then, at the height of its power,· that the 
Church o~ the Brethren was destroyed by ~orce. The 
Bohemian Protestants were routed at the battle o~ the 
White Mountain in 1620 and during the next six years 
something like thirty six thousand families left 
Bohemia and Moravia. (9) All the Brethren's Churches 
·-
were seized and converted into catholic Chapels and 
Kralitz Bibles and HYmn Books were burned in their 
thousands. Official word was sent to the Pope that the 
Church o~ the Brethren was no more. So, by the power 
of the sword, the Moravian Church was stamped out of 
existence; but the Jednota Bratrska did not entirely 
die. 
16. 
2. The Hidden Seed. 
PRESERVATION 
THROUGH The power of the alliance of the House of Austria 
EMIGRATION. 
BRETHREN 
CONl,INUE 
IN SECRET 
AT HOME. . 
with the Jesuits was sufficient to suppress all organic 
ecclesiastical life im Bohemia and Moravia, other than 
Roman catholic, and their rigorously tyrannical 
religious policy was confirmed by the Peace of west-
phalia. They could not, however, deprive the 
Evangelicals of the sad right of emigration and a 
significant body of emigrants proceeded at intervals 
from Bohemia to Silesia and Lusatia. By 1650 these 
exiles were so numerous in Dresden as to be given for 
their use the Johannes-Kirche. Others settled at 
wesgau near Barby, others at Zittau, Charselz on the 
Spree, and Gebhardorf, near Messersdorf, during the 
17th Centtiry. In the first decades of the 18th Century 
several Bohemian families lived at Gerlachshe~ and Gross 
Hennersdorf. Five hundred persons deprived of their 
homes et this latter place left for Berlin in 1732,(10) 
Of the many confessions managing to keep attachment to 
their traditional faith by emigration from successful 
suppression during that illiberal age the Jednota Bratrska 
or Unitas Fratrum was surely one. 
It is also difficult to believe that a movement of 
such quality and sturdiness as that of the Bohemian Breth-
ren could altogether vanish in their own land within a 
century of the inception of the Country's Refo~ation. 
The lack of sure records proves nothing. It is one 
thing for the rulers and hierarc~ to crush organic 
17. 
congregational life and suppress a prohibited cultus 
amongst the nobility, but quite another thing to 
extinguish the embers of a cherished faith amongst those 
in a humble walk of lifelil especially if these latt.er 
are intelligent and in possession of books. The 
stories of the perpetuation of faithfulness in secret 
down the generations that have came through the care 
of a Pastor like Augustus Schulze and Bohemian refugees 
like Zacharias and Tobias Hirschel and John Bittman, 
and Moravian refugees like David Nitschmann, Frederick 
Neisser and Christian David, showing that families and 
individuals cherished and preserved th~ doctrines and 
usages of the Brethren in Bohemia, cannot be exceptional. 
These families and individuals must have had counter-
parts elsewhere which failed to be chronicled. 
Thus, though the Church of the Brethren was 
outwardly destroyed in 1620, it was not killed but 
driven underground at home and abroad and continued to 
live, like the hidden seed, ~ater to grow and flouriSh 
in the light of day. 
BISHOP Amongst the 36,000 who fled after the battle of 
COMENIUS 
SECURES the White Mountain was their sole surviving Bishop. John 
OONTINUA1'ION 
OF BRETHREN'S Amos comenius, the le~ding educationist of the time in 
ORDERS. 
EUrope. His wanderings took him to Poland and Holland 
and he was invited to England to help reorganise 
Education. (11) Much sympathy for the Bohemian martyrs 
had been aroused in England during the Commonwealt~ when 
18. 
cromwell had offered them a home in Ireland, and for 
some time afterwards collections were made on behalf 
of the Unitas Fratrum in many Anglican churches. 
Believing the days of the Unitas to be numbered, 
comenius d.rew up a remarkable document in which he 
said:-
"As in such cases it is c~stomary to make a Will,. 
we hereby bequeath to our enemies the things of which 
they can disposses us, but to you our friends (of the 
Church of England) we bequeath our dear Mother, the 
Church of the Brethren. It may be God's will to 
revive her in our country or elsewhere. You ought to 
love her· even in her death, because in her life she has 
given you an example of Faith and Patience for more 
than two centuries 11 .(12) 
He secured the episcopal succession(apart from 
the.Polish branch in which it still continued, by 
having his son-in-law, Peter Jablonsky, consecrated 
bishop by Bishop Bythner at Milenezyn in Pol:and. Peter 
Jablonsky consecrated his son, Daniel Ernest· Jablonsky,. 
who eventually in 1735 consecrated David Nitschmann, 
the first bishop of the renewed Church of the Brethren. 
comenius also published a catechism for the benefit of 
certain Brethren who still kept faith in Moravia and 
during the century 1622-1722, there existed, both in 
Bohemia and Moravia a "Hidden Seed", who held their 
meetings in secret and handed on their traditions from 
19. 
EVIDENCE 
OF THE 
HIDDEN 
SEED. 
father to son. 
In-APril 1756 at a "Moravian Synod" held at 
Herr:nhut, preparatory to a General Synod of the ·church,. 
a committee of nine was appointed to draw up lists of 
all Brethren and Sisters of Moravian and Bohemian 
extraction, secure accounts of their experiences when 
fleeing from their homeland, and record their labours 
on behalf of the resuscitated Unity.(l3) So sources 
became available used by Friedrich Ludwig Kulbing in 
writing the "Memorial Days 11 and his "Bischofliche 
Ordination". 
From a passage in the Jilngerhaus Diarium of May l, 
1756, and a passage in Plitt's manuscript History, and 
Neisser 1 s manuscript "Fasciculus", it would seem that 
in 1.756~ 1014 members were living who had been born in 
Moravia or were of Moravian parentage, and 629 members 
who were born in Bohemia or were ot: Bohemian parentage.(l4) 
These latter resided chiefly in Berlin and Rixdorf. 
Plitt's and Niesser's manuscripts show that 313 
-
Moravians and Bohemians had already passed away. This 
would give a total of nearly 2,000 members of Bohemian 
and Moravian birth in the resuscitated Church up to 1756. 
It is also ltnown that· the Synods of the Polish 
Branch of the Brethren 1 s Unity met as such at LiS'Sa 
until 1699 and that in 1710 the Brethren and the 
Reformed met at warsaw in a Union Synod and continued 
20. 
as such in the future. It is known too that Bishop 
Jablonski called fequent Synods to strengthen the 
things that remaine«, and used his position as court 
preacher in Berlin to aid the Brethren in Poland, 
Russia and Hungary. No doubt the Polish Synods before 
the 18th century tried to keep in touch with their 
Brethren who secretly held to the faith in Moravia 
and Bohemia and encouraged them. 
certainly in Poland and Polish Prussia at least 
fifteen parishes still remained in 1715 despite the 
repeated disasters that had happened at Lissa, the 
central point of their activity. These were an element 
of sufficient importance to be granted representations 
at the Union Synod at Danzig in 1718 and to maintain 
their episcopate. So too, up to the same time, in 
Bohemia, around Landskron, Lei tomischl, Herrnani t·z, 
and Rothwasser, and in Moravia around Zerawic, Fulneck, 
zauchtenthal, Kunv.rald, and Behlen, the irrepressible 
adherents of the Unitas Fratrum dared the stake and 
dungeon to serve God according to conscience and after 
their fathers' traditons. 
-The Diary of the congregation in Berlin and 
R for May 1754 reads:-ixdorf' 
"On May·l8 Brother Hirschel began to draw up an account 
of our Bohemian Congregat:i.on. Several things of 
importance appear from it -
21. 
1. That the most of our members originate from 
around Leitomischl and Lititz where were 
formerly the chief seats of the Bohemian 
Brethren. 
2. That their awakening took place about the 
year 1720 and was th;erefore. contemporaneous 
with the awakening in Moravia. 
3. That they maintained the knowledge of the 
saviour and intelligence concerning the 
Brethren's Unity throughout the entire 
severiteenth century by the traditions of their 
forefathers which they passed on to their 
descen!&ants. 
4. That their first connection with the 
Moravian Brethren at Herrnhut was through the 
visits of ChPistian David and Christopher 
Demuth in 1726 and especially through that of 
Me1chiar Nitschrnann in 1728. 11 (15) 
. . 
Names which are recorded as unforgettable in 
Bohemia are those of Jacob Pechatschek and his son 
John, John Schallman, and WEmzel Kleych. (16) Also 
. . 
Still bUPning in their memorieS WaS the revival at 
Hermani tz and its neighbourhood 1720-22 which v1as 
followe« by such cruel persecution that the track of 
the confess,-·ors who had endured the knout could be 
followed from the castle homeward by the blood that 
dripped from them! 
22. 
In Moravia there was the Kutschera family of zerawic. 
and the Schneiders of zauchhenthal.(l7) Old Martin 
Schneider was a contemporary of Comenius arul had 
frequently held services, including the Lord's Supper, 
in his house, when ~ cler~an came secretly from the 
Brethren's parish of Skalic in Hungary. His grandson, 
-
Samuel Schneider often preached himself and, on his 
death bed in 1710, after refusing an offer of the 
viaticum firmly but respectfully, witnessing to assured 
salvation, won from the Romish priest the confession -
"Let my ·soul strive after a death such as that of this 
righteous man". In close fellowship with the Schneiders 
were the families of Kunz, Beyer, Stach, Zeisberger and 
Tannebergen, of zauchentha1, and the families of 
Jaeschke and Neisser of Sehlen and Seitendorf, the 
fa~i1y of Grasmann of Senftleben, and the family of 
Nitschmann of Kunwald. 
Thomas Piesch, born at Birlitz in Silesia, 1702, 
and later active in England, states im his memoir that 
his father took evangelical books from Birlitz to 
Moravia where he was arrested and persecuted for doing 
' 
so. ( 18) Rosina Kisselowa_(nee Hirschel) of Lippstadt 
in Bohemia related that she often heard of the so called 
wa1denses (a misnomer often appled to the Bohemlan 
Brethren) holding Services and celebrating the Lord's 
-Supper in the surrounding villages. (19) 
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Paul wattman, born in Bohemia June 28th, 1705 said 
his ancestors had maintained the faith and usages of 
the Brethren uninterruptedly in secret and implanted 
the truth in him in childhood. He died im Berlin 
1755.(20) Tobias Kutschera was born in Moravia in 
1671, his parents both being descendents from members 
of the old Unity. His mother was the grand-daughter 
of a presbyter of the Church and his paternal grand-
father pastor at zerawic where th~.Synod of 1616 
assembled. Moreover, in the ~~s of Tobias a 
meeting house of the Brethren still stood and as late as 
1680 services of the Brethren were still held openly. 
In his father's house the Brethren later held worship 
three times every Sunday but the persecution became 
more severe and public meetings were stopped.(21) David_ 
Nitscrunann of zauc~tenthal, born 1676 {uncle of the 
B-ishop 1'1'1 tschmann) recorded that his father John held 
services in his house every Sunday when they had more 
people than they could seat.(22) They sang hymns from 
the old Bretl"li'en' a l{.ymn Book and read such sermons as 
--
they had on hand. A new priest called Schlimman came 
to the parish and dealt with them severely but they 
maintained their services with great secrecy. That 
must have been before 1692 for the old parents died 
about then. George Pakota was born at Steinern 
Sedlitz near Leitomischl in 1699 and he told that his 
parents were loyal adherents of the Brethren's Church. 
His father had often told h~, as a child, of the 
evangelical preachers formedy in Bohemia, sighing over 
the tale of their suppression. Later his father had 
read to him from the New Testament and from a book by 
John H:us.(23) 
These and many others had remained in the lands 
of oppression. Though they had often contemplated em-
igration, they had stayed partly deluded by the 
elusive expectation of better times, partly fearing the 
dangers of detected and arrested flight, partly from 
a natural love of a beautiful fatherland, and partly 
shrinking from the surrender of all property and the 
loss of a certain means of earning a livelihood 
involved in secret emigratton. And thl"Ough it all• 
reading the Scriptures, sermons and other evangelical 
literature, keepmng family worship and carefUlly 
training their children in the traditional way, they 
kept alive the faith and usages of the Brethren. 
25. 
3. Herrnhut (a) Be ginn·ings 
AUTHORS TWo men drawn from the extremes of society were 
OF THE. 
RESUSCITATION destined to make the resuscitation of the Unitas Fratrum 
.. OJ! 'l'HE 
BRETHREN'S possible and fulfil the predictions of ...;comenius; 
CHURCH. . 
ClffiiSTIAN 
DAVID 
Nicholas Ludwig von Zinzendorf', a noble even more in 
character than in hereditary rank, and ~ certain 
shepherd and carpenter, Christian David. It was the 
latter who first came into touch with the remnant of 
the Ancient Brethren. 
Christian David was born of Roman Catholic parents 
at Senftleben not far from Neutitschein and the Kuh-
landl, memorable as the scene of the first scholastic 
labours of camenius.(24) As a youth he show~d himself 
a person of deep and burning devotion. He was 
apprenticed ·to a family at Holeschau which was secretly 
evangelical and there he was taught to discard his 
faith im the pictures of saints and in pilgr~ages; 
also he was greatly impressed by the fidelity of certain 
Protestants who endured ~prisonment for their Faith. 
In 1710 he came into poss.ession of a Bible, a book of 
which he had heard but which he had never read, and as 
·a result of his reading he determined to seek 1'ellow-
ship with some body of evangelical believers. So he 
set out on his travels through Hungar,v, Austria, 
Bohemia, Silesia, Saxony and Brandenburg. 
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The Lutheran pastors in sane places refused to 
receive hUn into their Church for fear of Catholic 
persecutors. In other places, shocked by the loose 
morals of the Chur·ch members, he desired no fellow-
ship with them. Eventu\'ally he joined the army of 
Frederick of Brandenb~g thinking to have more leisure 
to serve Christ as a soldier, than working at his 
trade. He was received into the Lutheran Church by 
Pastor Schmidt im Berlin before the army left the city. 
His expectations of a soldier's life were sadly 
-dispelled and after taking part in the siege and 
capture of Stralsund in December 1715 he was glad to 
obtain his discharge from the army. Eventually in 
1717 he came into contact with Melchior Schaefr.er, a 
pastor at Garlitz, together with John Andl~ew Rothe and 
John Christopher Schwedler. It was during his fellow-
ship with these men that David felt at long last he 
had faund the assurance of salvation he had been 
seeking, and also felt the inner call to evangelistic 
work amongst his fellovt countrymen, many of whom he 
knew were as little satisfied with the superstitions 
of Rome as he himself had been. 
Thus he made his first visit to his fatherland 
in 1717, and on his fourth visit in 1719, at Sehlen 
near Neutitschein he got to know the five Neisser 
brothers.(25) Their grandfather, George Jaeschke, 
27. 
whose ~amily had belonged to the Unity since the 15th 
century, had been a godly patriarch amongst the 
remnant of the Bx•ethren, and had prophesied on his 
death bed that the Brethren's Unity, so long cherished in 
secret, wopld be restored. As a result o~ meeting 
Christian David they began to think seriously of 
emigrating and on his third visit to them they told 
him they were anxious to ~ind re~uge in a Protestant 
country. He promised to do what he could to help them, 
and directed them to Pastors Stei~etz, Muthmann· and 
Sassadius, o~ Teschen, across the Silesian bord.er. (26) 
on his return to Garlitz he made the Niessers' desire 
for emigration known to Schaeffer and other friends, 
but it was some time be~ore their hope could be 
realised. 
COUNT In the Spring of 1722 a young Saxon nobleman and 
VON 
ZlNZENDORF. government official, Count Nicholas Louis von Zinzendorf 
talking with his future parish minister, Rothe, heard 
about Christian David and his efforts to find asylwn 
~or a few Jvioravians.(27) He was interested and sent 
~or David who told him of his visits to Moravia. The 
count promised to·find a place where the Niessers could 
worship God in peace and meanwhile offered to receive 
them temporarily on his estate. David inmediately 
went to Moravia arriving at Sehlen on ~Vhit-Monday, 25th 
May, 1722 and Augustine and Jacob Niesser resolved to 
28. 
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OF 
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emigrate at once, while the others preferred to wait 
until they received news of the successful issue of 
their brothers' venture. At 10.0 p.m. on the 
~allowing Wednesday night these two, with their wives 
and children - a son of 6 years, a daughter of 3 years 
and twins of 12 weeks - ·together with Micltael Jaeschke 
and Martha Niesser, set out from Behlen to follow · 
Christian David. into a new land. (28) They travelled 
all night along the byways, crossed the Silesian 
frontier, and followed the Oder to Nieder-Wiese, 
where they were welcomed by Pastor Schwedler. From 
there they crqssed into Saxony and were hospitably 
received at Leube by the von Schwienitz family and 
there met their future pastor, Rothe. At GOrlitz the 
families stayed with pastor Schaeffer while David and 
the two Niessers visited Gross Hennersdorf to interview 
Lady Gersd.orf, Zinzendorf' s ~·an&nother, for the Count 
was away in Dresden. She received them rather coolly 
but was persuaded by the family tuto::b, Marc.he, to send 
them to the Count's new estate at Berthelsdorf under 
the care of Zinzendorf's steward Heitz, who was 
engaged there building a new home for the Count and his 
bride.{29) Thus the first representatives of the 
Church reached the ground where its resuscitation was 
to take effect. 
When the refugees were first placed under the care 
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of' Hei t·z he intended to lodge them in a leasehold 
farm held by his employer, but while the men were 
fetching their families fram Garlitz he had further 
consultations with the Baroness ·and decided to settle 
the newcomers in some ;place by themselves rather·than 
in the existing village. He chose a spot on the high-
way from Lobau to Zittau where it skirted the southern 
slopes of the Hutberg, and where he d.educed, from the 
early morning mists, that water would be available.(30) 
It was a wild marshy stretch of land with tangled 
forests, bushes and briars on all sides, and the hmgh-
way was so poor that wagons sometimes sank axle deep in 
mud. Augustine Neisser•s· wife exclaimed in dismay at 
her first sight of the place, "VI/here shall we find 
bread in this wilderness?" but Christian David's 
recitation of' the third verse of the 84th Psalm as he 
plunged his axe into the first tree to be felled, was 
typical of the spirit able to transform the wilderness 
into the garden of the Lor·d. ( 31) 
By the time the Count had come to his new mansion 
built by Heitz, the Niessers were not the only 
expatriated strangers and the place had obtained a name. 
Writing to the count in July 1722 Hei t·z had named the 
spot Herrnhut, expressing the pr~er that, at the foot 
of the Hutberg a city might rise which should not only 
be "Unter des Herrn Hut"· (Under the Lord's watch care) 
but also "Auf des Herrn Hut"· (On the watch for the Lord) 
(32) 30. 
THE FIVE 
YOUNG MEN 
OF 
ZAUCHTENTH.AL. 
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News sent home by the refugees encouraged their brothers 
and, with the added stimulus of the harsh treatment 
meted to them in lieu of the fugitives Augustine and 
Jacob, who were out of reach, by the Austrian 
Authorities, they decided to emigrate too. When Hans 
Quitt and Frederick Riedel arrived at Herrnhut just 
after Easter 1723 they announced that the re.st of the 
Niesser family might shortly be expected •. 
·In December 1723 Chr'istian David went to Moravia 
taking a letter to Christian Jaeschke from his relatives 
at Hei•rnhut encouraging him to join ·J;hem and he arrived 
with his wife and five chilctren the following month. 
Meanwhile Christian David was busy at Zauchtenthal and. 
Kunwald. There a spiritual revival had met with 
repressive measures by the clergy and magistrates and, 
for some of the most determined, emigration became the 
·final resource. With the refugees so far it had been 
simply a question of personal liberty and conscience, 
and nothing definite in the way of resuscitating the 
ancient Unity .hacl been contemplated. Now, however, five 
young men of zauchtenthal d.efini tely r.'esolved to bring 
about the resuscitation of the Unitas Fratrum, should 
it please God to use them for that purpose.(33) They 
were David. Nitschrnann, a ·weaver, lmown later as the 
Syndic, and to become eventually a most useful agent of 
the Moravian Church as a negotiator with various 
. 3].. 
governments; David Nitschmann, a carpenter, to whom 
Bishop Jablonski later tr•ansmi tted the episcopate and 
was associated with the commencement of missions 
amongst the heathen; Melchior Zeisberger, who became 
a pioneer worker in America; John Toltschig, later 
. . ' 
to become a leader of the establishment of the Moravian 
Church in Northern England and Ireland; and David 
Nitschmann, the Martyr, later an elder of the congre-
gation at Herrnhut and destined toh martyr's death in 
( 
the prison- at Olmutz on April 15th, 1729 • 
.. 
On the 1st May 1724, Toltschig's :rather, the 
. -
village burgess, called these five before h~ and forbad 
them to hold religious services, advising them to behave 
as became theh" lively youth, fl-.equenting the tave1--ns 
and enjoying the dances and festivals. He threatened 
that if' they attempted em.igJ."at.ion they v:roulcl "be 
severe~ dealt with. Their response was decisive action 
and at 10.0 p.m. on May 2nd they slipped out of Zaucht-
enthal and, when fail"'ly outside the village, knelt and 
commended it a·nd. tlleir relatives to God. ~'hen they 
sang again the hymn which the Bohemian-Moravian Brethren 
had sung when going into Exile:-
"Selig ist ner 'rag, da ich muss scheic1en,. 
Mein liebes vaterland muss meiden 
Und mich l)egeben in das Elend11 • ( 34) 
Their intention was to go to Lissa, the old Polish 
centre of their fathers' Church and there worJr for its 
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renevval. When they were on the road, where it forked 
at Jaegersdorf, they decided to go aside and visit 
Christian David, before they proceeded to Lissa. Thus 
they arrived at Berthelsdorf om the 12th May. 
It happened that Zinzendorf and some of his 
Pietistic fr•iends had launched a venture in the auturnn 
of 1723 to provide a college for the education of young 
noblemen. A site had been selected for this purpose 
close to the humble homes of the settlers at Herrnhtm 
and on the very clay of the arrival of the five 
zauchtenthal refugees the corner stone of this college 
was to be laid. As they listened to the address by 
Count Zinzendorf and the prayer of Baron de Watteville 
they felt that Providence had brought them there to 
cast in their lot with Herrnhut and not proceed to 
Lissa. (35) 
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During th~ next few years the count and his 
associates De wattsville, Rothe and Schaefer were 
occupied by their own projects and the movement from 
Moravia t.o Herrnhut grew in force. By May 1725 there 
were ninety refugees at Herrnhut, (36) many of whom 
had thrilling stories of escape from persecution and 
impr~sonment to tell. 
Not all who came to Herrnhut from Moravia were 
allowed to stay as a matter of course, however. On 
his arrival, each was brought before a justice and had 
to give a reason for his presence, and if he were moved 
by anything other than a desire to serve Christ freely 
he was given a letter of connnendation to his former 
feudal lord, dismissed with the advice to return and 
provided with money, usually furnished by Zindendorf, 
for the journey.{37) 
The fervour of the religious life at Herrnhut 
coupled with the spreading f'ame of Rothe 1 s preaching 
-
at Berthelsdorf began to attract others from the 
vicinity and other parts of Germany. Thus in 1725 
Frederick Kuhnel, ft linen weaver from the neighbouring 
village of Oberoderwitz butlt himself a house near the 
Moravians. Another industry was introduced by the 
brothers Martin and Leonard Dober who were potters.(38) 
The diversified occupations and the reputation fpr 
thor•oughness which Hei•rnhut a~quired began to give 
34. 
promise of prosperity to the settlement. 
RELATIONSHIP Amongst the settlers some were practically 
BETWEEN 
SET'l,LERS AT Lutherans, others Calvinists and a number of the 
HERRNHUT . 
AND THE Moravians, led by the five young men who desired the 
LOCAL CHURCH. 
resuscitation of the Unitas Fratrum, urged the 
-
adoption of the Brethren'·s principles and practices· 
at Herrnhut. The standing.of the settlers in relation 
to the parish of Berthelsdorf was undefined and tension 
arose between members of the parish 11ecclesiola" and 
the people of Herrnhut who resisted all efforts to 
bring them into its membership. No rules and regulations 
for the inner life of Herrnhut had as yet been fo~ulated. 
Thus the welfare of the new settlement began to be 
threatened by sectarianism and separation and the 
trouble was intensified towards the end of 1726 by the 
arrival of a company of SchwenlcCelder from Silesia.(39) 
These were descendants of the followers of caspan 
Schwenkfeld, a Silesian nobleman, contemporary with 
Luther, who had in the main embraced the evangelical 
faith but disagreed with the reformers regarding the 
Lord's Supper, holding views peculiar to himself. 
The separatist tendencies of Herrnhut were a great 
worry to Zinzendor·f and early in 1727 he obtained 
indefinite leave of absence from his official duties 
in order to devote himself to the people on his estate.(40) 
On the 21st April he made his home at Herrnhut and left 
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his business matters wholly in the hands o:r his wi:re 
and De watteville. The problem :forced upon him was 
that o:r acceding to the Moravians 1 desire to preserve 
-the disciplinary features of ·their ancient church and 
at the same time to maintain the connection with the 
parish organisation. He did not then contemplate a 
resuscitation of the Unitas Fratrum pure and simple, 
nor, i:r he had so desired, would the laws o:r the State 
have allowed it. The peculiar relation o:r Herrnhut to 
the state Church :ror some time yet to come, coupled 
with Zinzendorf's ef'f'orts to have it a Moravian con-
gregation and yet part of the State Church, gave a 
peculiar tendency to the development of the Unitas 
Fratrum for many decades. His endeavours as an 
ind.ividual were complicated too by his relation to 
Herrnhut in civil matters, for·he had not only given 
the Moravians a refuge, he had become their feudal lord. 
In consultation with Rothe, the parish minister, 
Christian David, Marche, his legal adviser, and the 
leading Moravians, he proceeded with the drawing up of 
statutes to regulate the life of Herrnhut. On the 12th 
May, forty-two statu.tes relating to Christian conduct 
and demeanour, together with certain prohibitions and 
injunctions setting forth their relations to Zinzendorf 
. as their feudal ·lord, were publicly accepted by the 
people of Herrnhut.(4l) Twelve elders were chosen to 
have spiritual supervision, four of whom were singled out 
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by lot as chief elders, namely, Christian David, George 
Nitschmann, Me1chior Nitschmann and Christopher 
Hoffmann. Nightwatchmen, inspectors of public works, 
watchers by the sick, almoners of the poor, and other 
similar officials were appoi:J?-ted. "Bunden11 (bands or 
classes) were instituted, v1hich were small associations 
of those who had @ spiritual affinity to one another, 
to promote personal growth in grace and spiritual 
fellowship.(42) 
Zinzendorf had came into possession of a copy of 
comenius' "Ratio Disciplina19~'~with which he was 
-previously not familiar, and now reading it was amazed 
at the substantial agreement between the principles of 
the Unitas Fratrum set forth in it and the statutes 
fixed at Herrnhut on May 12th 1727. This, in itself, 
was a token of the purity.of the tradiUbn preserved 
by the Moravian' forefathers of the Hidden Seed. It 
-
was at this time that Zinzendorf first began to think 
seriously that the resuscitation of the Unity might be 
providentially intended through the colony of Moravians 
at Herrnhut.(43) 
On Wednesd~, August 13th there was a remarkable 
realisation of the presence of the Lord and a Baptism 
of His Spirit in connection with a celebration of the 
Holy Communion held at Berthelsdorf. 
It was ·at the invitation of the pastor, Rothe, 
that the special celebration was about to take place' 
37 •. 
and he gave a short address on the Holy Communion 
that morning at Herrnhut. Later the service began in. 
the Parish Church at Berthelsdorf with the nymn:-
"Entbeinde mich, mein Gott" ("Deliver me, my 
God, from all that's now enchaining"). Then Roche 
.. . 
coni'irrned two Moravian candidates and gave an earnest 
address. During the next hymn - "Riera legt me in Sinn 
sich vor Dir nieder11 ("My soul before Thee, prostrate 
, . 
lies") - the congregation knelt and Zinzendorf offered 
a moving public confession and prayers, finally asking 
a blessing on two absent elders - Christian David and 
Melchior Nitschmann, who were visiting exiles in 
Hungary. Pastor Suss. of Hennel"'edorf, pronounced 
the absolution and administered the elements, and all. 
who partook were filled with a peace and joy as they 
had not experienced before. The remarlcab1e thing 
was that, on the same day and at the same time, 
Christian David. and Melchior Nitschmann at Sablat in 
Hungary felt an overpowering impulse to pray for their 
brethren at Herrnhut and, on their return, immediately 
aslced what ·had happened at that time. (44) 
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{c) The Transrer or the EpiSCQFate 
PROCESS OF F~r s~me years Herrnhut remained an integral part 
INDEPENDENCE FOR HERRNHUT. of the parish or Berthelsdorf, gradually developing 
communal, liturgical and doctrinal features of its 
own which were practically complete by 1732. The 
absolute separation did not take place until 1756 and 
a legally binding agreement regarding the separation 
was concluded in 1758 between Zinzendor.f' and the 
ecclesiastical authorities of the older community.(45) 
The renewal of the Unitas Fratra~, as such, could thus 
only ·take place after a formative period of' transition. 
The gradual separation of' Herrnhut.f'rom the parish 
of' Berthelsdorf was accompanied by the birthpangs of' 
both inner friction and antagonism from without. 
ATTEMPTS TO During the surmner of' ~ 728, whilst Zin·zendorf' was 
INTEGRATE 
THE BRETHREN absent at Jena, Pastor Rothe and other Lutheran 
AS PART OF 
THE LU'l'HERAN Ministers in the neighbourhood. persuaeled Christian 
CHURCH. 
David and some of the elders to give up the name and 
regulations of' the Brethren's Church and amalgamate 
-
completely with the State Church, with the aim of 
increasing their true catholicity and avoiding pers-
ecution for themselves and evangelical believers in 
Austria, whom the Roman Catholics ictentif'ied with them~ 
. (46) 
Christian David and .Andrew Beyer were sent to Jena to 
tell Zinzendorf of the proposal. He and the Moravians 
with him and a large group of students under the 
leadership of' Spangenberg, vigorously opposed it and 
on Zinzendorf's return to Herrnhut the scheme fell 
-
through. However, at the beginning of 1731, 
Zinzendorf himself proposed the very course which he 
had previously opposed. The subject 11vas laid before 
the Church council on January 7th and met with strenuous 
opposition from the Moravians. Finally it was agreed 
to refer the mat·ter to the decision of the lot. Two 
tickets vTel"'e prepared, one bearing the text "Brethren, 
stand fast, and hold the traditions which ye have been 
taught" (~ Thess.II.15) and the other bearing the 
words "To them that are without law, as without law" 
( r.-cor. lX. 21). Then Zinzendorf's son, Christian 
Renatus, was called in and drew a ticket. It was the 
fanner, and Zinzendorf's implicit faith in the lot led 
-him to yield at once,· becoming more persuaded than ever 
clergy and the leading Pietists at Halle. Formal 
accusations were laid before the Saxon Court both by 
Zinzendorf's personal enemies, on the ground that he 
was a dangerous man, and by the Austrian Govermnent, 
alleging that he was enticing its subjects to remove 
to his estates. He, therefore, asked for a judicial 
investigation and the Prefect of Garlitz, by royal 
comnission, thoroughly examined the affairs of Herrnhut 
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:t:rom Jan.l9th- 22nd i732.(47) The report was 
most f'avour•able but the Government took no action until 
August 1 '733. Meam~;hile, in March, Zinzend.or:f' asked 
permission to resign his office in service of the State 
and this was grante~. The further reception o:f' 
refugees from Bohemia and Moravia was prohibited and 
the count's enemies tried to have him imprisoned in the 
-· fortress of Konigstein. They failed in this but it 
. . 
was clear they would achieve-his banishment, and he 
anticipated this by carrying into full effect the 
transfer of his estates - especially those acquired since 
their marriage- to his wife.(48) In November 1732 
an order came from the Saxon court directing him to 
alienate his property - but it came too late. If his 
estates had then passed. into hostile or unsympathetic 
hands, the Moravians at Herrnhut would surely have been 
dispersed. 
ORDINATION In his student days Zinzendorf had a personal desire 
QF 
ZINZENDORF. and inner call to enter the Christian Ministry and this 
was deepened by his experiences in connection with 
Herrnhut. In spite of serious opposition, not only 
from enemies, but from within his own family, for such 
a step to be taken by a nobleman was considered excessive 
eccentz•ici ty, he ·publicly entered the Ministry at 
~tUbingen on the fourth Sunday in Advent 1734.(49) He 
had hoped eventually to restore the ruined Protestant 
cloister of st. Georgeuin the Black Forest and there. 
41. 
establish a theological seminary to train ministers 
to supply the. needs of people belonging to other Churches 
without proselytising, and also by the conunencement 
If\ 
of missionary work remote places amongst backward 
"' 
races. Had Zindendorf's plans materialised, the 
" 
organic resuscitation of the Unitas Fratrum would 
probably never have taken place, since Lutheran orders 
would have been imposed on Her:riihut and its affiliations. 
However. his plans for the cloister of St. George were 
refused by Duke Charles Augustus and his Cabinet.(50) 
BRETHREN AT The return of Leonard Dober from St. Thomas with 
HERRNHUT-
FEEL THE NEED a converted negro boy pressed home the need of the 
OF THEIR OWN 
EPISCOPAL missionaries for an ordination which would qualify them 
ORDERS. 
in the sight of other Christians, and in the opinion 
of governors and courts of justice, to admin:i61t:er 
the sacraments and perform other ministerial functions. 
The Moravians thought about the episcopate of their 
f'athe:rs and, e.fter receiving ap. aff'irmative answer to 
their customary resource for guidance to the use of 
the lot, one of their elders, David Nitschmann, the 
carpenter, was chosen, also by lot, as the one who 
should receive consecration.(51) 
CONSECRATION The episcopate of the Unitas Fratrum at that time 
OF BISHOP 
DAVID was represented by Daniel Ernest Jablonsky, the grand-
NITSCHM.ANN. 
son of comenius and court preacher at Berlin, and 
Christian Sitkovius at Thorn, Superintendent of the 
42. 
United Reformed and Brethren's congregations in 
-
Poland. ·The aged Sitkovius signified his written 
approval, and Jablonsky consecrated David ND8chmann 
a Bishop of' the Unitas Fratrum in Be~lin on March 13th, 
1735, and issued the following certificate setting 
out his conception of the purpose of the consecration:-
"In the name of' the Blessed Triune God, to Whom 
be honour and glory for ever and·ever. Amen! 
"Inasmuch as it seemed good to the eternal and 
wonderful God, to permit His f'aithful confessors, the 
Bohemian - Moravian Brethren, to fall into such evil 
circumstances, that many of them were forced to for·sake 
their native land and to seek other places, where they 
could serve their God with freedom of eonscience, and 
confess His truth; therefore, it has come to pass that 
some of them are scattered in the northern portions of 
Europe, and others even in America, both on the cont-
inent and the Islands there; but this all-wise God put 
it into the hearts of ·the noble-born Count of' the 
Empire, S:ir Louils Nicholas, count of' Zinzendorf and 
Pottendorf, to receive as a father such Bohemian -
Moravian Brethren in their dispersion, and to care for 
their bodily and spiritual welfare, especially also 
for the maintenance of their venerable ancient Christian 
Church statutes and discipline; in accordance with all 
this with the knowledge and approval of the congregation 
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he also piously resolved to have the Rev. Mr. David 
Nitschmann, who was one of the first of the Moravian 
witnesses in America, who had ventured all things in 
trust in God, and to whom the Lora_ had given the first 
fl"'Ui ts of the heathen, in accordance VI-i th the ancient 
Moravian rites ordained a Senior and Superintendent of 
this and all f'uture Colonies, in all congregations and 
for all their ministers. 
"Therefore, I, the undersigned, in accordance with 
this properly presented request, as Elder, Senior. and 
Episcopus of the Bohemian-Moravian Brethren in Great 
Poland, with the knowledge and consent of my colleague 
in Great Poland, Sir Senior Ohr•istian Si tkovius, did 
ordain the afore-mentioned Mr. David Nitschmann, on 
March 13th, 1735, in the name of God, according to our 
Christ.ian customs, with imposition of hands and prayer, 
a Senior of the afore-mentioned congregations, and 
endowed him with full authority to perform the visit-
ations called for by his office, to ordain the pastors 
and church servants of those congregations, ·and to take 
upon himself all those functions which belong to a 
Senior and Antistes of the Church. May the dear 
saviour, to Whose service he has devoted himself, abide 
with h~ most sensibly, endow him with courage and 
strength, accompany his apostolic of'fice with rich 
blessing to the glory of God, and to ~he salvation of 
many souls; in order that he may bear much fruit in 
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God's vineyard, and that his reward may be great in 
' 
eternity. 
"I myself' have written the above, signed it, sealed 
it with the seal of' our Church. So given at Berlin, 
June 14th, 1737. 
seal. 
Daniel Ernest Jablonsky 
Royal Elder court Chaplain, Consistory 
and Church Councillor - as Elder Senior 
and Antistea of' the Bohemian-Moravian 
Brethren in Great Poland. Manu propria.(52) 
In Zinzendorf' 1 s judgement the episcopate which 
had so been transf'erred was intended merely f'or f'oreign 
missions and was not to separate Herrnhut from the 
Lutheran Church or to become an independent organisation. 
Yet these things necessarily resulted. The f'irst 
ordination by Nitschmann was of John George Waiblinger, 
not a missionary, but minister elect of the settlement 
at Pilgerruh in Schleswig, on ;~&uly 29th 1735.(53) 
Zinzendorf''s entry into the Ministry alienated many 
·-influential people and his enemies, regarding him as a 
dangerous man, had h~ banished f'rom saxony on March 
20th, 1736. Instead-of' returning to Herrnhut from 
Holland which he was visiting when the decree of' banish-
ment was issued, he lef't the supervisioDO. of' its aff'airs 
to his wife and he eventual~ leased property in 
Wetteravia from the Count Ysenburg. (54) At Ronneburg, 
a ruined medieval castle populated by Jewish and gypsy 
familes, he began his new evangelistic work, against the 
advice of Christian David. •rhere he inaugurated an . 
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institution which long influenced t~e Brethren's Church-
the Pilgergemeine or Pilgerhaus, (the Congregation of 
Pilgrims). (55) · This body stood at the head of affairs 
during his banishment. It was a body of men and women 
whose mission was to proclaim the Saviour in all the 
world and who, therefore, moved from place to place 
accorcling to the needs of the cause~ After the count 1 s 
r·eturn from banishment the Pilgergemeine became kno11m 
as the ·'Jungerhausr ;~ and in 1r147 the Diar·d.un cler Hutten, 
later lcnown as the Diarium des Jungerhauses, was 
begun.(56) ·It provided a complete account of the 
doimgs of Zin.zendor:r and his coadjutors from day to 
day, and it contained verbatim reports of all the 
discourses he delivered and copies of all reports 
received from every mission in Christian or heathen 
-lands. No part of it was printed but the· whole was 
writ"ten and manuscript copies sent to all parts of the 
world wherever the Brethren were established. To do 
this the Schreiber-Collegium - a body of copyists 
devoting almost all their time to transcribing the 
diary and letters - was formed. 
After a short stay at Ronneburg he toured Livonia 
and op. the return journey he visited Frederick William I 
of Prussia at his hunting lodge in wusterhausen. The 
King was impressed by Zinzendorf' and concluded that . 
his only fault was that he wished to be pious although 
46. 
a nobleman. He advised Zinzendorf' 'to be consecrated 
as a Bishop of' the Brethren's Church and the CO\Ult gave 
-
this serious consideration and consulted further with 
Bishop Jablonsky. 
FIRST SYNOD On his return to Wetteravia the first Synod of' · 
OF. THE RENEWED the Renewed Uni tas was held in the. castle of' Marienborn, 
BRE'rHREN 1 S 
CHURCH AT another estate leased from the counts Ysenburg. This 
MARIENBORN. 
Synod 1net from nee. 9th 1736 and one of its chief' 
discussions was on the importance of' the episcopate 
as giving the Brethren's Church a distinct and 
independent position. At the close of' the Synod 
Zinzendorf' went to Holland, then to England to consult 
with the 'l'rustees of' the Colony of Georgia regarding 
a Moravian Settlement at Savannah, to do evangelistic 
work among the Germans in London, and to confer with 
Archbishop Potter at canterbury with respect to the 
Moravian episcopate. The Archbishop received him in 
a most friendly way and repeated~ acknowledged the 
validity of Moravian Orders and urged Zinzendorf to 
accept consecration at the hands of Jablonsky.(57) 
OONSECRJ8A'riON ·rhus on May 20th 1737 Zinzendorf was consecrated 
OF 
ZINZENDORF ·in Berlin by Jablonsky and Nitschmann in the presence 
AS A BISHOP 
OF .THE of several members of the old Bohemian congTegation 
BRETHREN'S 
CHURCH.. - and with the consent of Si tkovius. Letters of 
congratulation were received from the King of Prussia, 
Sitkovius and Archbishop Potter. This consecration 
47. 
was an ~portant step in the direction of independence, 
which was almost forced on Zinzendorf eventually, so 
that the Moravians might not be driven from Herrnhut 
but might have an acknowledged standing as tnembers 
of a recognised Chur•ch. 
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in England 
2. Progress in Great Britain. 
1. Beginnings of the Moravian Church in England 
FIRST CON'I'AOT Early in the summer of 1728. Zinznedorf had. sent 
OF 'l'HE RENE~~D three men, Wenceslaus Neisser, John Toltschig and 
BifETHREN' S 
CHURCH WI'I'H Davio. Ni tschmann, the Syndic, to England, to fo·rm 
ENGLAND. 
a connection with the Society for the Promotion of 
Christian Knowledge. He had been in correspondence 
with a lady of the English Court, Countess Lippe-
Schaumberg, and was counting on her support to obtain 
introductions to officials of OxforcJ. Univei•si tjr. 'I'hey 
left Herrnhut on June 7th and travelled via Jena, 
obtaining there from Dr. Buddhaeus, a letter of 
recorunendation to Ziegenhagen, the Court Preacher.(l) 
They reached London after enduring great privation on 
the journey but failed in their errand, l~rgely through 
the hostility of Zeigenhagen whose mind had been 
prejudiced against them by Hellensian opponents. Thus 
the first contact of the renewed Moravian Church with 
Britain was most unpromising. 
JAMES A few yards to the west of 'I'emple Bar there was 
HUT'l'ON' AND 
'l'HE WESLEYS. a lliondon bookseller's shop known as "The Bible and Sun". 
This bookseller, James Hutton, in time became the first 
English member of the Brethren's Ohui'ch (2) and he was 
.. 
the connecting link between the Moravians and the 
Methodists, playing quite a vital part in the Evang-
elical Revival. 
James Huti;on was born on September 14th, 1715, 
the son of a High Church clergyman, a non-juror who 
had been compelled to resign his living and kept a 
boarcling house in College street, . Westminster, for boys 
attending the Westminster School. James was educated 
at that school 1Nhere one of his teacher's was Samuel 
wesley, the elder brother of John and Charles. Brought 
up as a son o.f the Church of England, with a deep 
concern for her se~vices and doctrine, and with no. 
knowledge of Herrnhut or Zinzendorf, he merely longed 
for a revival of spiritual life within his Church. 
One of the Religious Societies then meeting in 
London met at the house of Hutton's father, but ~ames 
-felt that it was a group of slumbering souls who 
fancied themselves mol"e holy than other people. Being 
apprenticed to a booltseller he thought he might do 
some good business by visiting old schoolmates at 
oxford and it was on such a visit' that he was intro-
duced to John and Charles Wesley.(~)· These two, with 
others, had formed a group who attended the Holy 
communion at st. Mary's every Sunday, met on Sunday 
evening to read classics and the Greek New Testament,.. 
regularly visited the poor and the prison, and observed 
regular fasts. They had become known variously as 
the Holy Club, the Reforming Club, the Sacramentarians, 
·the Bible Moths, the Enthusiasts, and the Methodists. 
5JL.. 
C0~1ACTS James Hutton was deeply stirred by his contact 
W'r.iiff'EHE 
BRET.f!R_]!:J!. with these men. He was still living with his father 
at College Street and next door to his old teacher, 
Samuel wesley, and he aslced John and Charles Wesley 
to call on him next time they were in London. About 
that time Johm wesley received an invitation from the 
Governor of Georgia to go to his Colony as a missionary 
and he and his brother Charles, who was appointed as the 
Governor's secretary, came to London in 1735 and spent 
two days at Hutton's house before sailing to Georgia. 
' 
Hutton was caught in their enthusiasm and would have 
sailed with them had he not been b bound apprentice. 
As it was, he ·went to Gravesend with them to see them 
off and spent some time aboard the ship which was to 
take them. '!,his provided him with his first contact 
with the Moravian Brethren, for the passengers .on the 
11 s immonds 11 incl tided not only the Govei•nor, Gemeral 
Oglethorpe, but Bishop David Nitschmaru1 and twenty three 
other Moravians bound for missionary worlt in the 
American colonies. 
The following year saw Hutton's apprenticeship 
completed and he set up for himself as a bookseller at 
the "Bible and Sun". -He founded a new Religious 
.. 
Soci.ety with weekly meetings in his own. back parlour 
which was to become the centre of the Evangelical 
Revival. John wesley began his famous Journal as he 
sailed for Georgia and he sent copies to Hutton who, 
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HUTTON'S 
SOCIETY AT 
ALDERS GATE 
STREE~\ 
PETER 
BOEHLER. 
read them out at his weekly meetings. In his story 
wesley told with admiration of his· contact with the 
Ivioravians, how they had impressed him with their quiet 
and courageous faith in sto1~s at sea and how he had 
been personally helped and inspired by the advice and 
company of the Moravian scholar-missionary, Spangenberg. 
. (4) 
As he read these reports at the "Bible and Sun" · 
Hutton began to take a deeper interest in the Church 
of the Brethren. 
Not only had Hutton met with the Wesleys at Oxford, 
he had also 1nade the acq~aitance of Benjamin Ingham 
and George Whitefield. He was the first to welcome 
Whitefield to London, found him opemings in the Churches 
there, supplied him with money for the poor, and 
published his sermons. Now he founded another Society 
in Aldersgate Street and was 'soon to meet Zinzendorf.(5) 
In 1737 the count came to London for about six 
weeks, first to talk with Archbishop Potter about 
Morav~an Episcopal Orders, and.secondly to consult with 
the Board of Trustees for Georgia. He had several 
talks with the Board's secretary. The Secretary was 
~· 
Charles Wesley, who was then lodging at old John Hutton's 
house in College street.(6) It was he who intro-
duced James Hutton to Zinzendor:f', thus forging the 
next link in the chain. 
On January 27th, 1738 another Moravian arrived 
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in London, who was to nave an incalculable effect on 
the rising Revival. Peter Boehler had just been 
ordained by Zinzendorf and was on his way to mission-
ary work in south carolima. He arrived in London 
five days before John wesley landed from his visit to 
America. On February 7th the two 1nen met at the house 
of a Dutch merchant named Weinantz.(7) Wesley found 
lodgings for Boelher, introduced him to James Hutton, 
and then set out with him to Oxford where they had 
conversations which deeply influenced Wesley. 
There is little doubt that John Wesley was a real 
and practising Christian w11en he embarked on his mission 
to Georgia but he had returned bankrupt of much of his 
original ardour. He lacked the one thing that Boehler 
seemed to possess - wh~t st. Paul called "peace with 
God", and what the Methodists call "assurance". Boehler 
did more than any to l~ad him through his troubled 
doubts to the calm waters of rest~(8) Boehler had 
to leave for South carolina and he wrote a farewell : .. 
letter to wesley from Southampton in which he charged 
him - "Beware of the sin of unbelief and if you have 
not conquered it yet, see that you do conquer it this 
very day, through the blood of Jesus Christ". 
That evening, May 24th, 1738 John Wesley went to 
Hutton's Socie~y Meeting in Aldersgate Street. Someone 
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was reading Luther's preface to the Epistle to the 
-
Romans, and Wesley ;vrote afterwards - "About a quarter 
to nine, while he was describing the change which God 
works in the heart through faith in Christ, I felt my 
heart strangely warmed. I felt I did trust in Christ, 
Christ alone, for salvation; and an assurance was 
given me that He had taken away my sins, even mine, 
and saved me from the law of sin and death11 .(9) From 
that moment John Wesley was a changed man. Peter ~­
Boehler had similarly deep~ influenced Johm wesley's 
brother, Charles, during his brief stay in England. 
But Boehler's influence was not only on the 
-Wesleys. He had quickly learned English from Charles 
wesley and had given addresses to the people who 
gathered at James Hutton's house. Rapidly he changed 
. -
the whole character of the Society. In particular it 
changed from being a rather free-and-e~sy gathering 
of a group of High Churchmen, to a society of Evangel-
icals withvery definite regulations and for some two 
years was nothing less than the headquarters of the 
growing Evangelical Revival. 
The Rules of the Society were the joint work of 
John wesley and Peter Boehler, drawn up on May lst,l738 
just before the. latter sailed for America. By these 
rules the members of ·the Society were, almost uncon-
sciously, introducing a new principle into English 
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Church life, that o~ democratic government. The 
society was a self-governin~ body in which all members. 
clerical and lay, stood on equal footing. '!'hey met 
weekly to confess their ~aults one to another and pray 
for each other. They divided their Society into 11bands 11 
with a leader at the head of each, and it was ruled 
that "everyone without distinction, supmit to the 
determination of his Brethren".{lO) 
The Society increased and soon the meeting room 
at Hutton 1 s house was too· small, therefore, he hired a 
large Baptist Hall knoVlln as the Great Meeting House,. 
in Fetter Lane. From then on the Society became 1mown 
as the Fetter Lane Society and·for some months all was 
well.. Hutton and the Wesleys became still more 
impressed with the Moravians as1 :many called ·in on the 
society as they passed on their way to America, and the 
fervour of the Society reached its height at a watch-
Night Service at Fet·ter Lane on December 31st, 1738. 
John Wesley writes "About three in the morning as we 
were continuing in short pr~er, the power of God came 
mightily upon us, insomuch that many cried out for 
exceeding joy, and many fell to the ground11.(ll) 
JOHN. This happy state was not to continue however. 
WEBLEY 
PARTS FROM Johri wesley soon found serious faults in the Brethren. 
THE. BRE~1HREN. 
He had visited Marienborn and Herrnhut in August 1738 
56. 
and was displeased because-the Brethren had excluded 
him, as a "homo perturbatus" (a- restless man). from 
their Holy communion, although they had admitted his 
companion Benjamin Ingham. ( 12) N,ow he found increas-
ing difficulty in fitting in vii th the c_omplete 
democracy of' Fetter Lane, for his nature was rather 
that of' a commander than a member of' the crew. Because 
the members of' the Society came from such varied 
stations in life and free discus~ion was the rule, 
scholars, tradesmen and artisans, all standing on the 
same footing, discussed theology with the eagernes~ 
of novices and the confidence of' experts. This was 
a sphere quite foreign to wesley who had been brought 
up in the realm of authorfty. He grew increasingly 
impatient and disgusted with the discussions and his 
alienation was made complete in his clash with Philip 
Henry Molther (13) who arrived en route for ~erica on 
18th October, 1739. The Fetter Lane Society was no 
longer a calm and peaceful place and the wranglings 
came to a head at a meeting on July 16th, 1740 when 
wesley determined to clear the air. He charged the 
l'/Ior'avians with antinomianism, they regarded him as 
perverting the doctrine of' salvat~on through grace 
without merit, and the dispute went on until eleven 
On Sunday evening, 20th July 1740 wesley 
attended the meeting again and delivered an ultimatmn 
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STEPS IN 
saying 11 I find you more and more confirmed in the 
error of your ways. Nothing now remains but that I 
should give you up to God. You that are of the same 
opinion follow me". Eighteen supporters answered 
his call and wesley departed never to return to Fetter 
Lane. (14) Zinzendorf' tried to heal the breach and 
met wesley in Gray's Inn Gardens, 3rd September, 1741 
' (15) 
but the result .of this meeting was to drive wesley 
further than ever f'rom the Brethren. 
After John Wesley had left the Fetter Lane Society, 
THE ESTABLISH~ 
MENT OF · James Hutton came to the forefront, and he was chiefly 
THE FIRST 
ENGLISH . 
CONGREGATION 
responsible for the Society becoming more and more 
OF 'l1HE Moravian in character. He maintaineo_ correspondence 
BRETHRF-1~ 1 8 
Qff~JRCH. with Zinzemlorf, introcluced Moravian literature to 
English I'eaders by :publishing a collection of Moravian 
hymns, a Moravian Manual of Doctrine and a volmne of 
Zinzendorf's sermons. He asked for Moravian teachers, 
-· 
and Molther, who had done so much harm, left and the 
sober ~nd scholarly Spangenberg arrived. Immediately 
things were lifted to a higher level, quarelling 
ceased, and. the members began to apply themselves to 
spreading the Gospel. 'J.'hey established the "Society 
for the Furtherance of the Gospel", ·with the object of' 
supporting foreign missions, under the direction of a 
comnittee of four, one of whom was James Hutton.(l6) 
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'J•he next step was to licence the Chapel in 
Fetter Lane, for as long as the members met without a 
licence they could be accused of' breaking the Convent-
icle Act. The licence was taken in September, 1741 
and they took on themselves the title "Moravian 
Brethren, former·ly of the Anglican Cormnunion". William 
Holland asked, for most of the members were loyal to 
the Church of England but desired closer connection 
with the Church of the Brethren, "Can a man.join the 
Moravian Church and yet remain a member of the Anglican 
Chu:r.chtt! and the answer was given, "Yes, for they are 
sister Churches". 
' 
so, without Viishing to become Dissenters, some 
members applied to Spangenberg to esta~lish ~ Comgre~ 
gation of the Moravian ChurCh in England. At first 
he hesitated and the matter was put to the Lot which 
sanctioned the move. Thus, on lOth November, 1742 
the London congregation was established, ·consisting 
of seventy two members of' the Fetter Lane Society, 
most of .them Anglicans who considered themselves Anglicans 
still. But they were now Brethren in the fullest 
sense and about half' of them took office in the new 
congregation which was modelled on the pattern of·. 
Herrnhut. It was divided into Choirs with an Elder 
at the head of each. There were also two Congregation:·: 
Elders, two Wardens, two Admonitors, two censors, 
five Serv.ants and eight Sick-Waiters. (17) This Church 
in Fet~er Lane ·was the headquarters of Moravian work 
59. 
in Britain for some years and meanwhile a new 
campaign had begun in Yorkshire. 
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2. Progress in Great Britain 
A strange factor in the establishment of new 
congr~gations in the renewal an<:1 growth of the Brethren's 
church is the part played so often in preparing the 
way by one who clid not originally belong to that Church 
himself. At Herrnhut the pathmaker was the Lutheran 
Christian David; at Fetter Lane it was James Hutton, 
the son of an Anglican clergyman; in Yorkshire, as we 
shall see, it was the :Angl·i:cari clergyman, Benjamin 
Ingham, who never actually joined the Moravian Church 
at all.; and in the south west of England, Wales and 
Ireland, it. was another Anglican, John Cennick. 
John cennick, said to be descended from one of 
the Brethren who fled from Bohemia to England in the 
middle of the 17th Century, was born in 1718 at Reading. 
. (18) 
In his youth he seems to have ~een unaware of 
his descent from .the Unitas Fratrum. He was baptised 
and brought up as an Anglican at St. Lawrence's Church 
where he experienced the assurance of salvation, or 
conversion, before he met Moravians or Method.ists. 
A few months after this experience he was at a 
private card party in Reading and when asked to take a 
hand he refused. His ref'usal was regarded as priggish · 
and someone in the company remarked that there was just 
such another stupid religious fellow at Oxfoi•cl c~lled 
Kinch in. Charles Kinchin was one of Wesley's :rx•iends 
CENNICK 
IN 'l,HE 
WEST 
'COUNTRY. 
and a fellow member of the Holy Club. As soon as 
possible cennick went to Oxford to seek out Kinchin 
and was introduced by him to the Wesleys. He went to 
London and there met James Hut·ton and George Whitefield. 
and was thus drawn into the main stremn of the Evang-
elical Revival at the time when wesley and Whitefield 
first began their open air preaching. 
In 1739 John wesley opened a Charity school for 
miners' children at Kingswood, near Bristol, and he 
appointed cennick as head warden.(l9) Cennick soon 
joined the ranks of the preachers and for some eighteen 
months was one of Wesley's first lay assistant preachers, 
, 
using'the same sensational style as Wesley and meeting 
with the same sensational results. At the services 
listeners often behaved like maniacs and wesley, far 
from being shoclced, regarded this as a sign of the 
working of the Holy Spirit convicting people of their 
sin. At first Cenniclc felt the same but before long 
his common-sense. prevailed and he differed from Wesley 
on this and also on other matters such as the doctrines 
of predestination and Christian perfection. The result 
was that wesley dismissed him from his service. 
Now; cennick joined forces with Howell Harris and 
then with Vifhitefield. From 1740-45 he engaged in 
preaching through Gloucestershire and Wiltshire and in 
spite of much ~alent and humiliating opposition, from 
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his headquarters at Tytherton, near Chippenham, he 
established Societies at Bath, Brinkworth, Foxham, 
Malmesbury, and in many other villages.(20) 
'rHE Before long he felt he had too many flCbcks under 
BRE'l1HREN' s 
CHURCH his care and he decided to hand them into the care of 
ASKED TO 
HELP. the Moravians whom he had met and for whom he developed 
an increasing admiration. Eventually a meeting of' his 
stewards at Tythertmn on 18th December 1745 made a 
petition to the Brethren, and in answer to this request 
workers were sent down to begin their work in the West 
of England.(21) 
'rhe Brethren's policy was_ never one of proselytis-
ation and instead of forming a number of new and 
independent congregations they followed their typical 
pattern of centralisation which everywhere ultimately 
prevented the extension of their Church. They centred 
their work at Tytherton and it was many years before 
the other Western congregations received recognised 
status. This did not happen at Bristol until 1755, at 
Kingswood until ~757, at Bath until 176~, Malmesbury 
1770., and Devenport lr/71. Many Societies had to wait 
so long that, their patience exhausted, they simply 
died of exhaustion and neglect. 
CENNIOK Leaving his Societies in the West to the care of 
JOINS THE 
BRETHREN the Brethren, Oennick toured Germany and spent three 
AND WORKS 
IN months at Herrnhag where he was received into the 
IRELAND. 
Brethren's Church as a member. 
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Returning to Britain as a Moravian he embarked 
on his great campaign in Ireland, beginning at Dublin, 
and proceeded to found religious Societies in the 
Counties Antrim, Down, Derry, Armagh, Tyrone, Cavan, 
Monaghan, and Donegal. In spite of some fierce 
opposition his work was accompanied by phenommnal 
success and was supported by Dr. Ricl.er, Bishop of 
Do~m and Connor. At the close of his work Cennick had 
built ten chapels and established some two hundred and 
twenty religious societies. The Brethren were 
particularly thick on the ground around Lough Neagh 
where they were divided into Four districts. In the 
north-east there were four• societies with chapels at 
Ballymena, Gloonen, and Grogan, with a growing cause 
at Doagh. In the north-west there was a society at 
Lisnamara, later established as· a congregation at 
Gracefield. In the south-west three chapels were being 
buil.t xx in Co~ Armagh, and in·the south-east there 
were s~veral societies with chapels built or being 
built at Ballinderry, Glenavy, and Kilwarlin.(22) 
Little remains in Ulster today· to indicate the 
power of the Brethren in those days, and the cause of 
the Cl.ecline would seem to be threefold. The first was 
financial, for the Moravian Church was at that time 
passing through a financial crisis so that, when money 
would. have been most useful to support the hold the 
movement was achieving on the affections of desperately 
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poor Irish folk, none was available. The second was 
the questtc;mable system of management, ~or central-
ization was pursued in Ireland as it had been in 
Wiltshire and Yorkshire. As, in Yorkshire, the 
congregation were dependent on :B1ulneck, so in Ulster 
a settlement was bU:.:lJ.t at Gracehill_, ne~r Ballymena, 
upon which the other congregations were mad.e to depend. 
The third cause was Ce1Lnick 1 s early death. At the 
· height of his powers he bl:>oke clown in body and mind, 
worn out with his labours and the victim of mental. 
depi•ession. On his way to Lond~n he was taken seriously 
ill and arrived at Fetter Lane in a. state of high fever 
and exhaustion. There, in a room which is now the 
Chapel vestry, he lay delirious for a week and died 
at the age of thirty-six. (23) 
Now he is perhaps chiefly remembered in English 
Churc~es as the author of the well known grace before 
I 
meals' "B~ present at our table, Lord 11 and some hymns 
such as "Children of the Heavenly King11 and "Ere I sleep 
for every favour". Perhaps he did more than other 
English Brethren to extend the Moravian cause in the 
United Kingdom, yet, strangely, :'..:he was never pPomoted 
to any position of s:peed:al resr~onsibil.i ty,. never having 
the sole ch2.rge of a cong,T•ege:t ion nor being superintend-
ent of the work in Ireland. 
Meanwhile, in England, the Brethren had been bi ttei•ly 
opposed. This opposition was often due to prejudice 
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and misunderstanding and they tried to counter it 
first by an appeal to Parliament and other authorities 
and then, more successfully, by answering their critics 
both in print and also by the quality of their own 
spiritual life. 
There were several reasons for the opposition 
which developed against them. 
1. The first was that the leading Brethren were 
NATT.JRJ.\L 
SUSPICION Germans. The English then .had a German King for whom OF -
FOREIGNERS they had little love and ·the genel:"'al feeling was that 
2. 
WRITINGS 
OF GILBERT 
TENNENT. 
any foreigner was almost bound to be a conspirator or 
traitor. If a man's name were John Smith he was 
accepted as a loyal citi·zen, but if his name should be 
Gussenbauer or Ockershausen, he was probablY another 
Guy Fawkes plotting against the State~ So the 
Brethren were accused of treachery. Gussehhauer at 
Pud.sey was· ar:r·ested, tried at Wakefield, and cow..mi tted 
to prison in York Castle. In Essex, at Broadoaks, 
where the Brethren had opened a school, they wet'e 
accused of being agents of the Young Pretender~ 
A book published in .Ame.rica by a certain Gilbert 
Tennent, entitled "Some account of the Principles of 
the Moravians 11 , was the source of the second cause of 
trouble. In 1743 it was published in England, with a 
preface by an English editor in which extravagant 
and strange accusations ·.vere levelled at· the Brethren, 
resulting in the spreading of the alarming rumours 
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that the Moravians were really Papists in disguise!(24) 
In fairness to those who attacked them it must be 
remembered that, in conm1on with other Evangelical 
revivalists, they were running counter to the current 
mood of the Age of Reason and presenting an acceptance 
of authority completely foreign to that which had 
general acceptance. A religious source of authority 
independent of Reason or the state was bound to create 
opposition and misunderstanding. Accusations of being 
"Papists in disguise", whilst clearly being far from 
literally true, may well have had more justification 
that is at first evident, and was, to some extent at 
least, brought upon themselves. 
A third source of misunderstanging was the 
religious -language employed by the Brethren. They 
talked of Jesus as "the Man of Smart", ancl referred 
to their oVIn condition as 11 Sinners.hi:p·" and "Sinnerlike-
ness". Such terms seemed absurd to the orthodox Church-
man who, failing to lmow what it meant and not finding 
it in the Bible, therefore concluded that the Brethren's 
doctrine was unscriptual and so unsound. 
Fourthly, the Brethren's doctrine of Justification 
-
by Faith alone brought against them the most serious 
and persistent charge of despising good works, and they 
were denounced as Antinomians. In this their severest 
critic was John Wesley with his "Letter to the Moravian· 
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Church" published in his Journal, his "Short View of' 
the Difference between the Moravian Brethren, lately 
in England, and the Rev. Mr. John and Charles wesley", 
and his "A Dialogue between an Antinomian and his 
Friend". (25) 
In the face of all these attacks the Brethren 
considered what measures they should take in self -
defence. Accused of disloyalty to the throne, on 
behalf of all the English Societies connected wit the 
Brethren's Church, Jrunes Hutton, Benjamin Ingham and 
.. 
William Bell, drew up an address to the King, went to 
see h~ in person on April 27th, 1744 and· assured him 
that they were loyal subjects who hated both Popery 
and popish pretenders. Accused of attac1cing the 
Anglican Church, two Brethren called on Bishop Gibson 
of London, and ~ssured him that this was untrue. 
Regarding the rest they kept silent, following the 
direction of the Lot, consulted at a conference in 
London, which decided they should not reply to Tennent 
or wesley.(26) 
The Brethren had established a flourishing Indian 
vongregation at Shekomelco, in Dutchess.county, New York 
and in 1744 the New·York Assembly, stirred up by liquor 
sellers who were losing their business, passed an Act 
declaring that "all vagrant preachers, Moravians, and 
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disguised Papists" should not be allowed to preach to, 
the Indians unless they first took the oaths ·of 
allegiance and abjuration. (27) The English 
Moraviaas felt insulted since the Act did not apply to 
other denominations such as Presbyterians, Independents 
and Quakers, but bracketed loyal Moravians with 
"Papists in Disguise", and they were stung to action 
to protect their Church in the ·colonies. Helped 
by General Oglethorpe, Govenor of Georgia and himself 
a Member of the House of Commons, they eventu~lly had 
a new clause passed in Parliament extending the free-
dom already extended by previous Acts to Quakers and 
other foreiun Protestants in Pennsylvania, to all 
I 
foreign Protestants in all American Colonies, the 
Moravians being especially mentioned. (28) 
This did not, however, greatly help the Brethren 
in England whose great problem was the standing they 
were to hold in England, where, on the one hand they 
were entitled to religious liberty as a foreign 
Protestant Church, but on the other hand were practicaGy 
treated as Dissenters, being compelled to have a11. 
their buildings licensed. A fUrther petition was 
made to Parliament that the Brethren in America should 
be exempted, not merely from the oath, but also from 
military service, and this ~esulted in the formation 
of a Parliamentary Committee to. investigate thoroughly. 
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the whole history, doctrine and practice of the 
Brethren. This committee satisfied itself that the 
Moravians were the true descendents of the Old Church 
of the Brethren with a genuine episcopal succession, 
that they had nosectarian motives and no desire to. 
compete with the Church of England, and that wherever 
they went they made honest and industrious ci ti·zens. 
As a result of the Committee's good report, leave was 
granted to bring in a Bill "for encouraging the people 
known by the name of the Unitas Fratrum, or United 
Brethren, to set·t;le in His Majesty 1s Colonies in 
.America." The real purpose of the Bill, however, 
was to recognise the Brethren 1 s Church as an anc_ient 
.. 
Protestant' Episcopal Church, net only in the American 
colonies, but also in the United Kingdom, and its 
provisions were to be in force wherever the British 
flag might fly. 
The first reading of the Bill was on March 28th, 
1749 and had a smooth passage. (29) Some possible 
opposition was expected in the Hause of Lords where it 
was feared same Bishops might raise an objection because 
the Brethren were described as an "Episcopal Church 11 • 
However, the English Bishops had met .at Lambeth and 
after discussion resolved not to oppose, and Bishop 
Maddox of worcester spoke on behalf of the other Bishops. 
He said 110ur Moravian Brethren are an ancient Episcopal 
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Church. Of all Protestants, they come nearest to, 
the Established Church of this Kingdom in their 
doctrine and constitutio~ And though the enemy 
has persecuted them from several quarters, the sound-
ness of their faith and the purity of their morals 
have defended them from any imputation of Popery and 
immorality". (30) Eventual~ the Bill. was carried 
without division on May 12th, 1749. (31) 
Shortly after the passing of the Act of 
Parlimnent, Count Zinzendorf·moved the headquarters 
of the Brethren 1 s Church from Germany to London and 
.. 
acquired a considerable property in Chelsea where he 
began the arrangements for a Moravian settlement in full 
working order. (32) Then he published a folio-
volume entitled "Acta Fratrum Unitatis in Anglia 11 , 
on the advice of Wilson, Bishop of Sodor and Man. It 
contained the main evidence examined by the Parliamentary 
committee; an article setting out the Brethren's 
doctrinal beliefs, called "The Whole System of the 
Twenty-one Doctrinal Articles of' the Confession of' 
Augsburg"; an article on "The Brethren's Method of 
Preaching~e Gospel, according to the Synod of' Bern, 
some extracts from the minutes of' German 
Synods showing what the Brethren meant by such phrases 
as "Sinnership" and "Blood and Wounds Theology"; and 
Zinzendorf's treatise, "The Rationale of the Brethren's 
-Liturgiesn. The volume ended with the Brethren's 
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"Church Liturgy", revised by Sherlock, Bishop of 
London. (33) It was an honest manifesto of the 
Brethren's principles, a declaration that they had 
-· 
nothing to hide, and a challenge to their enemies to 
do .their worst. This they proceeded to do1 
-
VARIOUS John wesley, still regarding the Moravians as 
WRI'!'ERi§ 
AT'l,ACK THE wicked Antinomians, obtained a copy of the "Acta 
BRETHREN'S 
CHURCH: Fratrum" and, in 1750, published a summary of its 
l.JOIIN contents with comments of his own, entitled "Contents 
WE'StEY 
2.GEORGE 
of a Folio History" and signed 11A Lover of the Light". 
It was a fierce attack on the Brethren, accusing them 
of deceiving the Govermnent and obtaining their 
privile ges under false pretences, of a hypocritical 
pretence in their professed reluctance to steal sheep 
from other Churches, ·and lastly, earnestly besought 
all Methodists who had joined the Church of' the 
Brethren to quit their diabolical delusions, to flee 
from the borclers of Soclom, and leave these Bret:h.ren, 
who lovect darlcness and rejected the Holy Scriptur·es] 
(34) 
A milder attack followed from George Baddele,y• 
BADDE!;~ the Curate at Melbourne in Del"•byshire, who was 
disturbed that so many of his parishioners hacl. ceased 
to attend the Parish Church. He appealed to them in 
a pamphlet called "A Kincl and Friendly Letter to the 
Peo1)le called Moravians at Melbourne, in Derbya.."'l iJ:>e 11 • 
(35) 
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It was, in fe.ct, kind and fr·iendly, but revealed a 
mistaken impression which the writer had of the 
Brethren's teaching which it reported inaccurately • 
. 
The fantastic nature of rome of the at-tacks made 
against the Brethren is nowhere bet-ter illustrated 
than in a pamphlet publish ed in 17Eil by Gregory 
Oldknow of Spondon, near Derby, entitled "Serious 
Objections to the J?ernicious Doctrines of t:pe Moravians 
and Methodists". He clescribed the Moravians as 
cannibals and German pickpockets and said that their 
chief object at their "love-feasts" was to squeeze 
money from the poor.(36) At some of their Services 
they played the bass viol, ana. at others they did not, 
which plainly shmved th~t they were unsteady in their 
minds and therefore a danger to Church and State. 
4. JOHN ROCHE In Dublin, also in 1751, e.nother writer, John Roche, 
published a treatise subscribed to by a number of prom-
inent Chur•chmen, entitled "Moravian Heresy" in which 
the Mol"'avians were denounced as Antinomians. When he 
wrote both cennick and wesley had been preaching in 
Dublin and Ol"'iginally he intended to expose both 
Moravians and Methodists but he said that "the Moravians 
being the more dangerous, subtle and powerful sect, 
and I fear will be the more obstinate, I shall treat 
of them first". (37) 
5. GEORGE 
WHITEFIELD The Moravian Brethren m1derwent a financial crisis 
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at this time which was due entirely to their foolish 
mismanagement of their investments and rather rash 
expenditure on expensive building sbhemes. Thus 
when some £6?1 000, invested with a Portugese Jew named 
Gomez Serra, was lost, the English Brethren found 
themselves in 1752 with liabilites amoYnting to about 
£100,000. Relying on the Brethren to rep~ their 
debt as soon as possible Zinzendorf pledged himself 
for- the whole sum at a meeting of credi tOl'•s who, 
accepted the offer. ( 38) It \'v·as at this point that 
George V~bi·tef~eld interfered and nearly sank the 
Moravian-ship. He accused them of several unusual 
religious practices but most seriously he accused both 
Zinzendorf and the Brethren of robbery and fraud, which 
undermined the confidence of their creditors. To prove 
his point about their ruthless exploitation of Bimple 
believers he quoted the case of one Thomas Rhodes as 
one of the victims. He said that they had fiz•st per-
suaded this man to sell a valuable estate, seized part 
of his meney to p~ ~1eir debts and at length drained 
him so d.ry that he had to sel~ them his watch, bureau, 
horse and saddle, to fly to France, and. to leave his 
aged mother to die of starvation in England. At first 
the story. was believed and creditol"S in panic began 
to press for their money. 
was on the brink of ruin. 
The Church of the Brethren 
However, those very people 
the Brethren were supposed to have robbed came to their 
?4. 
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.defence and repudiated Whitefields's charges. They 
formed a committee and. drew up a statement - ttThe 
Representation of the Conuni ttee of the English CongJ.""'e-
gations in Union with the Moravian Church" (1754) 
declaring that Whi·liefield 1 s charges were untrue. 
Thomas Rhodes wrote a letter to his own l~er 
declaring that he had sold. his estate of his own free 
will, that the Brethren had paid a good :price, and 
that he and his mother were living in perfect comfort. 
With Whitefield's fiction so exploded the Brethren's 
.. 
crddit was restored. (39) 
In 1753 another writer in London Henry Rimius, 
issued "A Candid Narrative of the Rise and Pr.ogress 
of the Herrnhuters 11 • This was to be followed by a 
series of writings from Rimius attacking the Moravians 
"A Solemn Call. on Count Zinzendorf" (1754), "Supple-
ment to the Candid Narrative" (1755), "A Second Solemn 
call on Mr. Zinzendorf 11 (1757) and {undated) "Animad-
versions on Sundry Flagrant Untruths ad.vanced by Mr. 
Zinzendorf". {40) His books were malicious,. indecent, 
and unfair, painting a progressively more disgusting 
picture of the Brethren. If some of his accusations 
had s0md basis in ·the foolish excesses of' the fanatics 
·of Herrnh·aag (a settlem~nt which Zinzendorf had wound 
UPt it was .dishonest of Rimius to father their sins on 
the English Brethren against whom he had no.ev~dence 
at all. 
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Also in lr/53, one Andrew Frey issued an eye-
witness story, "The True and Authen·tic Account of 
Andrew Frey11 • (41) He cl~imed to have spent some 
four years.among the Brethren in Germany E~d had 
settled at Marienborn when the fanaticism there was 
in full blood. Disgusted with the gluttony, drunkenness 
and self indulgence he found amongst them he had 
finally concluded that they were the wick edest sect 
that had ever been and turned his back on them for. 
good. The picture he drew of Marienborn and Herrnhaag 
in their worst days was substantailly true, for when 
the settlement at Herrnhaag was abandoned some of the 
Single Brethren went to Pennsylvania where they 
confessed to Spangenberg that Frey's description was 
no exaggeration. 
Bishop Lavington of Exeter struck at the Brethren 
with a book in 1754, "The .Moravians Comp~red and 
Detected". (42) He described the Brethren as "immoral 
characters fitted to enter a herd of swine", and 
explained his purpose, in his prer.ace, as the supp-
ression of the Brethren's Church in England. It was 
a scurrilous attack and quite.unworthy of its episcopal 
author, framed in extravagant and offensive language. 
The finishing touch in these written attacks 
came from John wesley, in 1755, when he published a 
pamphlet "Queries to count Zin-zendor:f" (43) in which 
he claimed that· he wanted to be' quite fair to the 
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Brethren and give them a chance o~ clearing them-
selves, and so set out the case against them in a 
nutshell. 
Attacked in this way from many sides the Brethren 
set themselves to selt"'-defence. Zinzend.or~, James 
Hutton, Frederick Neisser and others, who remained 
anonymous, issued a series of pamphlets. The chie~ 
of these were:-
1. Peremptprischen Bedencken, or The Ordinary o~ 
the Brethren's Churches; 
Short and Peremptory Remarks on the Way and 
Manner wherein he has been hitherto treated 
in controversies. (1753) 
( Zinderidorf) • 
2. A Modest Plea for the Church of the Brethren. 
(1754) (Anonymous) 
3. The Plain case of the Repr·esentat.ives of the 
Unitas Fratr•um (1754) (Anonymous) · 
4. A Letter from a Minister of the Moravian Branch 
of the Unitas Fratrum to the Author of the 
"Moravians compared and Detected" (1755) 
(probably by Fred.Neisser) 
5. An Exposition, or True State of the Matters 
objected in England to the People known by. the 
name of unitas Fratrum (1755) ~Zinzendor:e). 
6. Additions, by James Hutton. 
7. An Essay towards giving sane Just Ideas of the 
Personal Character of Count Zinzendorf (1755) 
(James Hutton). 
8. A Short Answer to Mr. Rimius's Long Uncandid 
77. 
Narrative (1753). (Anonymo~s). (44) 
General~, these pamphlets pointed out that the 
accusations of Rimius and Frey were "out of court" on 
two grounds. Firstly, they accused the whole of the 
Brethren's Church of sins committed b~ only a few 
-
fanatics at Marienborn and Herrnhaag, and secondly, 
that fanaticism had practically ceased before the 
Emglish Act of Parliament was passed. The critics 
had to go to these centres of fanaticism and abuse 
for the material of their accusations because it was 
lacking in the English Brethren, whose good character 
was well known to theiz• neighbours and was its own 
defence. It was clearly unfair to blame innocent 
Englishmen for the past sins, long ago abandoned, of 
a few foreign fanatics. The apparently strange and 
extravagant language used by the Brethren in same of 
their worship and which had brought the charge ·of using 
·in~ecent language, was explained and justified by both 
Zinzendorf and Hutton. 
But the better part of the Brethren's defence was 
not the writing of ·these pamphlets. It was their 
concentration on setting their English House in order. 
In 1752 they published their first authorised collection 
of hymns with a preface whiCh declared their purpose 
as first ,the proclamation of the Gospel and then the 
cultivation of personal holiness.(45) In the same year 
at a Synod at Lindsey House they resolved that a Book 
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of statutes was needed and aekad Zinzendorf to prepare 
one. ~J.lhe result - "Statutes: or the General Principles 
of Practical Christianity, extracted out of the New 
Testament" was sanctioned and adopted at the Synod on 
May 12t~ 1755. (46) It was thorough and systematic 
and provided a handy guide to daily conduct and so long 
as the Brethren ordered their daily conduct by its 
rules they could. smile at Rimius and his supporters. 
The Moravian influence in England was at its 
high tide and we find that just at the time when their 
enemies were denouncing them as irrrnoral Antinomians, 
they were establishing their strongest congregations 
at Fulneck, Gomer sal, ViJyke, Mirfield, Dul<:infi eld., 
Bristol and Gracehill. In all these congregations 
the "Statutes" were being strj.ctly enfor~ed. 
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1. The Buildj.ng Period, 1742 - 1755. 
The Moravian connection with Yorkshire began when 
the Rev. Benjamin Ingham met Moravian missionaries in 
Georgia. Ingham was porn at Ossett in Yor-kshire in 
1712. WhiLe-~ at Oxford he joined the Wesleys and the 
Holy Club and was so enthusiastic in the Evangelical 
cause that on his return to Ossett in 1734 he held 
nightly religious meetings in his mother's hcuse. He 
sailed with John wesley to .America in 1735 meeting the 
Moravians for the first time during the voyage on board 
the 11 Symrnonc1s 11 and then getting to know them more 
thoroughly in Georgia. {1) In 1737 he returned to 
Yorkshire and devoted himself t.o· preaching the Gospel 
to the poor working people -in the area between Halifax, 
Leeds, Wakefield and Bingley. Though his area was rm1gh 
and opposition was considerable and frequently violent, 
his work prospered and soon he had some fifty Societies· 
depending upon him and many more people interested. 
'fhe work grew beyond him and. he badly needed help,, 
especially since he wished to extend the sphere of his 
worlc further north in the region of Settle. 
His thoughts turned to the Moravians as the most 
sui table he knew for the work. He had been with Wesley 
to Marienborn m1ere, though they had excluded Wesley, 
they had admitted Ingham to the Holy Corrmunion. He had 
been a fr~quent visitor to Hutton's house in Lond.on and 
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had attended the services at Fetter Lane, and all his 
subsequent contact with the Moravians had deepened 
the regard. which he had from his first meetings with 
them in Georgia. He wrote of them, "They are more 
like the Pr·imi"tive Christians than any other Church 
now in the world, for they retain both the faith, 
practice and discipline delivered. by the Apostles. 
They live together in perfect love and peace. They 
are the more ready to serve their neighbours than them-
selves. In their business they are diligent and 
industrious, in all their clealings strictly just a·nd 
conscientious. In everything they behave themselves 
with great meekness, ·sweetness and simplicity". (2) 
Unlike wesley, who changed bitterly towards them, 
In~1am 1 s good opinion remained· constant, although he 
never actually joined the Brethren as Cennick did, but 
remained an ordained Minister of the Church of England 
having no official .charge. 
He decided that the Moravians were the people to 
take on this work in the west Riding, and he particularly 
desired the help of one whom he had met in Georgia, · 
John Toeltschig. so, whilst on a visit to Herrnhut in 
1738 he wrote to count Zinzendorf asking that 
Toeltschig be allowed to go with him to England:-
"B· Ingham sends greetings and bids grace and 
peace to the most Reverend Bishops, Loi'c1 Count Zinzeno.ori' 
and David Nitschrnann and to the other esteemed Bretlu·en 
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in Christ. I shall. be -greatly pleased if, 1.'/ith your 
consent, my b~loved brother, Joha~ Toeltschig, be 
permitted. to stay with me in England as long as our 
Lord ana. Saviotu, sh.:,ll so approve. I am heartily 
united with you all in the bonds of love. Farewell. 
Herrn.hut. Sept. 29th 173811 ( 3) 
Thus John 'l1oel tschj.g came to Ossett and joined 
Ingham in his woPlc in YoPkshil"'e in November, 1739 
where he was eagerly welcomed by the Societies. They 
gave the same welcome and support to another Mor avian 
evangelist, Peter Boehler (who had been friend and 
early guide of wesley) when he came to take Toeltsc.hig 1 s 
place in 1741. 
'rHE Ingham, however, desir•ed mor•e Moravians to c:ome 
"¥5RICS HIRE 
CONGREGATION'" and so he called a mass meeting of his Societies and 
FoRMED. 
_put to them the question - "Will you have the Moravians 
to work among you?" '1'he ir answer was unanimous and 
voiced in lou.d. shouts of approval, ancl_ a letter ·was 
accordingly sent to Gottlieb Spangenberg who was then 
in London with a group of Moravians at Fetter Lane. He 
b id the letter before the Fetter Lane Society and on 
the 26th May 1742 a "Yorkshire congregation" was formed 
containing twenty-six members from the Moravians in 
London. (4) With Spangenberg a·t their head they set 
out to join Ingham to commence their evangelistic work 
in earnest and arr•ived in July at Smith House, a farm 
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building in Lightcliff'e near Halifax, where they set 
up their headquarters. (5) 
Shouts of approval were not enough for Spangenberg 
who wanted much more concrete evidence of the local 
desire for the Moravians to work in Yorkshire. He and 
Ingham prepared a document which was laid before 
another meeting of the societies and some twelve 
hundred Ym:aksh ire folk signed the request. So Ingham's 
societies were handed over to the care of t11e Moravian 
Church. The v1hole neighbourhood was mapped out and 
places arranged for preaching, prayer and Bible-reading, 
mostly in barns and smal'i ··cottages t·o begin liT it h. 
Leaders were appointed and stationed. at central places -
Gussenbaner and his wife at Pudsey; Toeltschig and 
Piesch at GI'eat Horton, near Bradford; Oclcershausen 
at Mirfield; the Browns at Holbeck, Leeds; and others 
were soon busy at Lightcliffe, Wyke, Halifax, Hightown, 
Wortley, Farnley, Clec~eaton, Great Gomersal and 
Baildon. Crowds gathered to listen to the Moravians,. 
many jeered and threw stones, but many vvere brought 
into the fellowship of' Christ. By the end of 1743 
forty-seven preaching places had been established and 
a great opportunity for Church extension was ready far 
the Moravians to grasp. 
In Febrpar.y, 1743 Count Zinzendorf came to 
Yorkshire (6) and went to see Ingham at Aberford. He 
A 1 SETTLEMENT'soon applied his own method of organisation to the 
:ATFUt]"EcK. . 
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work which quite effectively prevented its extension. 
Here as elsewhere his method was centrali·zation. He 
held that the Brethren should not f'orm new congregations 
but be content with 11diaspora" work, builcling, where 
it was possible, a settlement on the model of Herrnhut 
for the cultivation of social religious life. 
At six o'clock on the morning of ~th March, 1743 
the count set of'f from the meeting house at New House, 
near Halifax, called at Smith House, and PO<le on to 
see the Gussenbauers at Pudsey to visit their child 
who was seriously ill. It was on this journey that he 
had his first sight of the site which Fulneck now 
occupies.(7) It was a spacious but wild and unkempt 
valley and hillside with a few small cottages along 
the hilltop. The Gussenbauers lived at one end with 
a splendid view across the valley. The estate was then 
lcnmm as F~e.lneck and Zinzendor:f' sa,w, in his mind 1 s eye, 
another Herrnhut rising on the hillside, and named the 
place 11Lamb 1 s Hi 11". A few months later Ingham heard 
that the Falneck estate was :f'or sale and through his 
agency the count· pul"'chased the l:and and cottages and 
preparations were made fo1• the establishment o:f' the 
Moravian Settlement in England. 
At first the Brethren called the place Lamb's 
Hill, Zinzendorf 1 s first choice of designation, then 
Gracehall, and then, no·doubt partly from the suggestion 
of the sound of the original nrune and partly in 
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memory of Fulneck in Mor avia; the home of Comenius, 
they gave it the name which remains today. Gifts of 
money came fram friends in Germany, timber from others 
in Norway and the work began. 
The founding of Fulneck toolc place in a surge 
of zeal, the Brethren singing and pr~ing as they marked 
out the sites and laid the first stones. The land 
for the Church was staked out in March, 1746 during a 
visit of Leonard Dober, a Moravian missionary pioneer, 
and on 21st May the foundation stone was laid. A 
manuscript account in the Fulneck archives tells us:-
"This solemnity began at six o'clock in the 
evening when ·the congregation assembled in the 
meeting room". Letters were read, including one 
from Lady Margaret, wife of Benjamin Ingham, and 
then John Toel tschig ·1knel t down upon the corner-
stone and poured out his heart ttnto the Lord in a 
very moving manner, praying that He would from the 
very beginning talce possession of this house and 
plaue ••••• At ten o'clock at night the Single 
.-
Brethren came to the building place and sweetly 
sang upon it. ~'he following morning early at one 
o'clock, Brother Toeltschig being so ~pressed with 
-joy and thanlcs on account of the transactions of the 
last evening that he could not sleep, went to the 
foundation and thanl'"..ed Our saviou:P for this gracious 
beginning. He thereupon walked round the place and 
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sang. some of the Brethren and Sisters, being 
surprised to hear him singing so early, got up 
and joined him, and at four o'clock the Single 
Sisters did the same.upon the building place. And 
thus almost the whole night was spent in singing 
and praising the goodness of the Lord to us".(8) 
The first building to rise in 1746 was the Chapel; 
then the minister's house, with the rooms beneath on 
-
the east side of the Chapel in 1748. 
The Chapel eame in for some criticism among the 
earlier generations of Moravians at Fulneck for the 
supposition on the part of some that it had a certain 
superfluity of ornament which they condemned as 
inexpedient. But having regard to its solidity of 
structure and careful design later generations had 
cause to be grateful for a building so durable and little 
in need of repairs ·in a century or more. It was 
evidently the work of an architect of considerable 
ability but there is no certainty as to his identity. 
It is recorded in 1855(9) that Brother P.La Trobe said 
that his deceased father, who had been born in Fulneck 
only ten years after the completion of' the Chapel, 
often named a Mr. Bottomley, of' Halifax, as the 
archi teet. Attempts to trace more infol"'mation about Mr. 
Bottomley have proved fruitless. The Chapel and 
Minister's house and other rooms were consecrated in 
June 1748 by Johannes de watteville, assisted by Peter 
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Boehler. (10) In the same year the organ was 
erected by Snet·zler, the most eminent organ builder 
in England at the time. Among the many organs he 
built were those in Hali~ax Parish Church; Chester-
~ield Church; st. Nicholas', Newcastle (now Newcastle 
cathedra1); St. Mary's Church, Lowgate, Hull; Beverley 
Minster; Gloucester Cathedra~ and Buclcingham Palace. 
In the organ at Fulneck, in spite o~ a rebuild in 
1850, some of snet·zler 1 s pipework and part o~ his 
original case remain • The pulpit was not erected 
. . 
until 1750 and the first preacher to occupy it was 
Benjamin La Trobe, at that time the Single Brethren's 
Labourer. 
It was during a visit of Count Zinzendor~ and his 
son, Renatus, in 1749 that the foundation stones of the 
two choir-houses were laid, and these buildings were 
completed and inhabited in 1752. The Burial-ground 
was consecrated in 1749 by the occasion of the inter-
ment of a Sister called· Grace Clark.(ll) 
A Chapel was begun. at Gomersal in 1\llay and 
completed in November 1751, when it was consecrated 
by Johannes de watteville. It was in this little 
Chapel, rather later, that Zinzendor~ preached his first 
English sermon. At Mirfield a house was rented for 
use as a Chapel. It was opened on December 15th, 1751 
by Benjamin La Trobe, but they were compelled to 
abandon this Chapel the following year when they took 
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other :premises on lease which seem to have been 
obtained in perpetuity in 1765 and the premises were 
added to in 1801 and 1837. At 'NYke preparations 
for a Chapel began in 1752 and it was completed on 
December 26th, 1753. This Chapel at Wyke was enlarged 
in 1775 and a Sisters.~ house was built there in 1783. 
-
'fhe Widows' House was begun at Fulneck in 1763 
. -
and further added to in 1770 and 1780. The Congreg-
ation Inn and Shop-buildings were either built or 
enlarged in 1771, both establishments having.been set 
on foot some years before. '!'he Belfry and some rooms 
under it were added to Fulneck Chapel in 1779 and the 
Boys' Boarding School was in building from April 1784 
to August 1785 and further additbns made in 1818. 
In the earliest years the only place where 
labourers resided, apart from Fulneck was Gomersal, 
where every two or three month~ a married pair lived. 
The rest boarded altogether at Fulneck and went from 
there to visit, :preach and hold meetings where societies 
were gathered. A different arrru1gement began about 
the time of the completion of' the Chapel in Fulneck •. 
Then, a marriea. labourer was stationed at Jviirfielcl., 
and another at Scholes, near Wyke. The service of the 
various other societies by means of out-preaching 
places continued and in 1'750 there were twelve of these 
regularly supplied probably from Fulneck alone. By 
17'79 there weJ:>e as many as seventeen being cared for 
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by this congregation. (12) 
'l'he intel~estn of the young were not forgotten. 
A brother· and sister, known as 11 the children's father" 
and "the chilc1Pen's mother", were given the special 
-
oversight of' the chilclren. Day schools were begun 
in various parts for the use of' the societies, and the 
chilctr•en of those brethren and. sisters who were set 
apart for the service of' the church, together with the 
children of some others who clesired it, were collected 
into one family which formed the nucleus of' what was 
later to become the boarding schools at Fulneck. This 
children's 11 oeconorny 11 was at Broad.oaks in Essex in 
.. 
1743, the boys being moved later to Buttermere in 
Wiltshire ana_ thence to Smith House in Yorkshir·e in 
174,8, finally moving to the rooms under the Chapel at 
li'ulneck in 1'75:3, which rooms they occupied unti~ the 
building of' the Boys' School in 1784-5. (13) 
-
Daily life was organised in accordance with the 
settlement system at Herrru1ut and Herrru1aag, each 
inhabitant having his or her own duty. Men and women 
were divided into their• various groups or "choirs" 
accord.ing to sex, age and state. There wer•e nine 
choirs - the Married. Couples, the Widowers, the Single 
Brethr•en, the Single Sisters, the Youths, the Great 
Girls, the Little Boys, the Little Girls and the Infants 
in arms. Each choir was 11eaded by a Labourer Ol"' 
Labouress and had its own special services, festivals, 
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Love-:reasts and hymns. 'rhe whole congregation had 
daily meetings, and in the church they sat in their 
various choirs, the Brethren on one side and the 
Sisters on the other. The day began with prayer and 
singing and the reading of the Text-book at 5.0.a.m. 
and ended with more prayers and singing at 9 p.m. 
A congregational Love-feast was held once a month on 
a Sunday afternoon, when prayers and hymns and reading 
of missionary reports were accompanied by the chapel-
servants (Sisters in white shawls and caps) bringing 
round. to each person a cup of water and a piece of rye 
bread. Such a service took pl~ce in an open field in 
Great Gomersal in 1742 when many people toolt part and 
were addressed by Ingham and Spangenberg, and which 
lasted for four hours.(l4) 
The Settlement system was a real attempt to show 
that a Christian republic was a possibility. The 
Brethren maintained that so long as the Settlement 
existed at Fulneck, there one could. f'ind.a realm where 
the law of Christ would. be supreme, where Single 
Brethren, Single Sisters and Widows would be screened 
from the temptations of the wicked world., where 
candidates would be trained for the service of the 
Church and her Master, where missionaries, on their 
way to the British Colonies, could rest awhile and 
learn the English language, where children in an age 
when schools were scarce, could be· bi•ought up in the 
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fear of God, and where trade would be conducted, not 
for private profit, but for the benefit of all .• At 
Fulneck the pri~ciples of Christ were to be applied 
to the whole round of the ·Settlement lif'e; dishonesty 
would be unknown, cruel oppression impossible, and 
doubtful amusements forbidden. There people would 
learn by practical experience that it is more blessed· 
to give ~han to receive, more satisfying to work for 
a common cause than for a private bank account.(l5) 
To this end they organised what they call.ed 
diaconies. A diacony was simply an ordinary business 
coriducted,· not by a private individual for his 
personal profit, but by some official of the congreg-
ation for· the benefit of the congregation as a whol.e. 
So a Single Brother, James Charlesworth, was made 
manager O·f a cloth-weaving factory which did a good 
trade with Portugal and Russia for some years, kept 
the Single Brethren in employment, and supplied funds 
for general Church projects.(l6). A whole series of 
these diaconies became established as the years went 
by: a Congregation General Dealer's Shop, a Congreg-
ation Farm, a'congergation Bakery, a Congregation 
Glove Factory, and finally a Congrega.tion Boarding-
House or Inn. 
In each diacony the manager and his assistants 
received a fixed salary and the profits helped to 
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swell the congregation funds. Thus daily labour was 
sanctified, men toiling not because they· aimed t.o line 
their• pockets but because they wanted to help the 
cause of Christ. It was for the sake of thel.. Church 
that the baker lcneaded,the weaver plied his shuttle 
and the Single Sisters did their remarkable needle-
work. For many years, indeed, the Brethren at Fulneck 
empl_oyed a Congregation Docter whose object was not 
to build up a flourishing practice but preserve the 
good health of his Bretheen and Sisters.(l7) 
Two other features which were characteristic of 
life at the Settlement worthy o~ notice were the 
Festival.s and the l?edilavium or "Foot-washing". 
'rhe Festivals at Fulneclt. were always a leading 
feature of the place, especially in the latter part 
of the 18th Century and the early part of the 19th 
Century.(l8). On these occasions many came from the 
congregations and societie~ at Holbeck,· Baildon, Wyke, 
Dudley Hill, Gomersal, ' .. Mi¥field, Heclonondwike and other 
parts to join in the services which followed at short 
intervals during the day. The converging of the 
Societies on to the centre at Fulneck, small parties 
wending their way along the roads must have done much 
to strengthen the fraternal feeling and political 
unity of the locally divided members of the Church of 
the Brethren. 
These Festivals were of two classes - General 
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Festivals, r·elating to the whole community, and the 
Anniversaries, immediately connected with the 
individual congregation. There were eight ,Genera1 
I· 
Festivals:-
1. The Beginning of the Building of Herrnhut, 
June 17. 
2. The Laying o~ the Foundation Stone of the 
first Meeti.ng Hall at Herrnhut, May 12. 
·3. The Renewal O·f the Brethren's Church, 1722, 
August 13. 
4. The Great Awakening among the Children a~ 
Herrnhut, August 27. 
5. The Begiru1ing of the Hourly Intercessmons, 
August 27. 
6. The First Mission to the Heathen (Negroes at 
St. Thomas', West Indies), August 22. 
7. The First Mission to the Heathen in 'Greenland, 
January 1.9. 
8. The Experience in the Unity that Jesus is the 
Chief' Shepherd, September 16 and Noaember 13. 
Th.e observance of Festival Days usually conmenced 
with a sho~t early.service, followed by an ordinary 
service and address. Later there was a Love-feast, and 
this was succeeded by an evening service which was 
usually the Holy Communion. A particular characteristic 
was the passing round of a loving cup or the "Cup of' 
Praise" when the whole "choir" 
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or congregation of 
members, stood and joined hands and passed the cup 
from one to another, each. one as he, or she, took it 
making a solemn promise to belong wholly to the Lord. 
At the Centenary Festival of' the ·establishment 
of Herrnhut the words from Psalm 84 v.3, uttered by 
Christian David when he struck the first blow with his 
axe, were the theme of the sermon on 16th June, 1822, 
which, we are told in the diaries:-
"Treated on the excellency of our religious 
ordinances, enjoyed for a hundred years, with full 
security under every Government in whose dominions 
we have been planted". 
The account continues:-
11 In the evening the congregation met for a 
solemn conclusion of the last century of the 
revived Brethren's Unity; a powerful emotion 
pervaded the whole assembly, and we received 
manifest proofs that the Lord still owns us as 
His flock and people 11 • (19). 
On the foll.owing morning, the ~7th, the true memorial 
day:-
11As early as five o'clock we were, by musical 
. 
instruments, roused from sleep, and then already 
our distant brethren and sisters began to arrive 
from various quarters. At eight we assembled for the 
morning blessing; and at ten an extensive and very 
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affedang narrative was read of the events we com-
memorated •. IJ.,he meeting was opened and concluded with 
the singing of some verses composed for the occasion 
by our brother James Montgomery, in which the 
congregation joined with uncommon life and spirit .• 
'l'he Chapel coul.d scarcely contain the congregation, 
especially at the Love-feast, when an ode was sung 
which was. the substance of a translation of that which 
had been composed for the congregation at Herrnhut. 
Want of room prevented us from admitting, with very 
few exceptions, any but members of' the congregation. 
The discourse was held on Gamaliel's words, Acts v . 
. -
38-39. That the cause comnitted to the Brethren's 
Unity is of God we Vl.rere most powerfully convinced, by 
tracing His way with us hitherto. To belong to such 
a people becomes increasingly dear to us, and at the 
Cup of Praise we covenanted with one accord to be 
faithful to Him who hath called us. We can hope, from 
our experience tais day, that our Saviour will grant 
to our Church a season of revival and renovation".(20). 
In the use of the Pedilavium, the Moravians were 
following the action of Jesus on the night of the Last 
Supper, and His injunction "Ye ought also to wash one 
another's feet", which was accepted literally in the 
. 
Brethren's congregation. The following extracts from. 
the ]ulneck diaries tell us something of the practice: 
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Wednesd.ay, April 11th 17'70. "At the Pedilavium 
of the place,- we, who were to wash the f'eet of 
our Brethren of the Pudsey congregation tomorrow, 
had our feet washed with the brethren o·f' the 
place, and those who washed them were also to be 
washed with us tomo·rrow". 
April 12th. "At seven in the morning and at five 
in the evening was read the day's portion of' the 
-Acts of the Son of Man, and presently af'ter a 
sui table discourse and prayers·, lmeeling, was the 
Pedilavium for the conununicants of' this congreg-
ation, and for those of the place (1!'ulneck) who 
had washed their fellow members yesterday". (21). 
How important was this foot-washing as a matter of' 
conscience and obedience is shown from the following 
notice in the Diary for February 28th, 1778: 
11 Brother Samuel Fowler, a widdower(sic) had the 
"foot-washing" previous to his going to the Holy 
Communion tomorrow, as he had. exempij5 himself' 
from it for many years through unprofitable 
reasoning". ( 22) • 
THE The establishment of the Moravians' worlc in 
Jiil'Ol(AVIANS 
MEET WITH Yorlcshire was accompanied by remai•ka.ble success and at 
SuCCEss_ 
& _ _ the same time violent opposition. At the first Easter 
OPPOSITION 
Morning Service at E'ulneclc some four thousand people 
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assembled to witness the solemn Service. Many had came 
out of superstitious curiosity thinking that whilst 
the Moravians walked round the graves of their dead, 
rejoicing in the Resur•r·ection of Jesus Chr•ist, they 
were going to try to raise the d.ead~ When Benjamin La 
.Trobe preached from the parapet of the Chape~ on Easter 
Sunday 1753 his audience numbered some five thousand, 
and· John Cennick: had preached to a similar number on 
his visit in the previous year. (23). Thus, whilst the 
actual numbers of the Brethren were always small, they 
contributed tremendously to the revival of evangelical 
piety in the West Riding of Yorkshire. In 1755 "country 
congregations" were established at the villages of 
Wyke, Gomersal, and Mirfield, each with a Chapel and 
Minister's house. 
On the other hand, when the Moravians came to 
Smith House in 1742 they found all the windows smashed 
in by hostile folk.(24). During the Young Pretender's 
rebellion in 1745 they were suspected, without any 
cause, of being Papists and were threatened by angry 
mobs. Ockerhausen vms arrested and imprisoned in York 
Castle; young men attending Moravian meetings were 
threatened with t~e Prees-gang; and, on one occasion, 
a mob came out from Leeds and threatened to burn 
] 1ulneck to the ground. A neighbouring landlord sent 
his men one day to Fuln.eck to destroy all the linen 
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hung out to dry.(25). Most of the opposition was due 
to ignorance and deliberate misrepresentation of their 
religious practices to folk naturally suspicious 
towards 11 foreignars"~ 
SE'r'l'LF.:MENT Until the year 1755 all the work done in Yo·rkshire 
OF THE FIVE 
YORKSHIRE had been under the style of the Yorkshire Cong~egation 
CONGREGATIONS 
L755. established for the purpose at Fetter Lane in London. 
It was in 1755 that Fulneck and the congregations at 
Gomersal., Wyke, .Mirfield, and Pudsey were "settled", or 
in other words, received the constitution and privileges 
of congregations of the Brethren's Unity. The event is 
perhaps best described in the words of· the 1'785 manu-
script chronicle of John Mul~er: 
·, 
11FulnecJ{ was then declared a place-congregation 
of Jesus, and the four congregations, Wyke, Gomersal, 
Mirfield, and Pudsey, were likewise solemnly declared 
to be congregations of Jesus in. the way of other 
country~congregations; yet so as to be under the 
direction of the Elclers' Conference at F~lneck:, to 
which the labourers O·f the respective congregations 
were to look fo·r clecision and advmce, in all matters 
belonging to them as members of the said Conference. 
The settling was done in the following manner, during 
a visitation of the brethren Johannes(de Watteville) 
and La Trobe. A general. Congregation-day was appointed 
for April 14th, and in the Love-feast Br. Johannes 
related all that had been resolved upon at the last 
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Synod, touching this place and the plan in Yorkshire. 
1'hen at a particular meeting was the ordination of 
Br. Prosky, as a Deacon of the Brethren's Ohurc.h; 
some brethrenfriere also, accepted as a~oluths. After-
wards all the-members of the congregation met the 
first time, to a general congregation-conference. 
After singing a few verses, Br. Johannes explained 
the name and intentio~f the meeting and that instead 
of one brother speaking, all who had something to 
pro~ose, or say, might. do it freely, though with 
due moderation, and the consciousness t~at every 
one was met before the eyes of our dear Lord11 .(26)a 
After referring to the reasons whj_ch had weighed 
with the Synod for making the proposed change the 
chronicle goes on: 
"The :plan o.f this new regulation was: to be as 
follows: Gracehall (Fulneck) should be the chief 
place, upon which all the others should depend, and 
where also every Saturday the labourers of the 
respective congregations should meet and consult 
together about ·the concerns of the whole. The con-
grega:Dions were to meet at Fulneck every quarter o,f 
a year to a general celebl"ation of the Holy Cormnunion, 
which would.at other times be held in the country 
chapels. In like manner with prayer-days, there was 
'to be a "general-day 11 at tended by all the Yorkshire 
congregations and held alternately at Fulneck and 
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Gomersal". (2'7). 
The boundaries of these five congregations 
were defined. Fulneck was to be confined to its o\vn 
place. The Pudsey congregation included Holbeck, 
Dudley Hill, Horton, and Baildon. Gomersal included 
Highto'ltm and Cleckheaton. Golcar and Ossett were 
associated with·Mirfield. The Wyke congregation was 
given charge of the Halifax Societies. 
Then the names of the labourers were announced. 
Br. Traneker was to be Ordinary (Bi.shop) of' Fulneck 
and the whole, and his wife also was to be a general 
labouress or Elder. Br. Charlesworth was. to be 
Vorsteher (Warden) and his wife to be considered an 
office-bearer. Br. and Sr. Gross were stationed at 
Pudsey, Prosl~ at Gomersai, Hauptman at Mirfield, and 
Rice at Wyke. Br. Planta was appointed congregation 
physician and Br. Ocl{ershausen appointed 11 Gaius 11 or 
congregatio~ inn-keeper. 
It is significant that great care was taken to. 
emphasise, time and time again, that the brethren and 
sisters were still one body, although a.ivided into 
several congregations for the sake of convenience. 
In 1'755 also a new work was begun across the 
Pennine border in Lancashire at Dukinfield, and in 
·the same year Count Zinzendorf' and the Jlingerhaus 
moved their headquarters from London back to the 
Continent where the Count died in 1760. (28). 
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Some of the Moravians at Dukinf'ield, later 
seeking a permanent dwelling place, plannerk and 
built a Settlement, much on the same lines as 
Fulneck, at Fairfield near Manchester. This was 
opened in 1785 and was a self-contained, self-
governed village, centred (Unlike Fulneck) on a 
s·quare, with its Inn or Guest House, Shop, Bakery, 
Laundry, and Farm •. It had its own fire-engine, night 
watchman, inspector of weights and measures, overseer 
of property and roads, and its own physician. There 
were, too, the typical community houses for Breth~en 
and Sisters. 
DANGERS The Settlement system established at Fulneck 
OF 'rHE 
SETTLEMENT and Fairfield was idealj.stic and noble to look at 
SYSTl!1Iv'l. 
but serious dangers were inherent in it. 
1. 
EXCESSIVE First, it required more skill to work it than 
MANAGEMEN'r 
REQUIREM&~TS the Brethren in fact possessed, and more super-
vision than was humanly possible. So lomg as a 
·business flourished and paid, the congregation 
reaped the benefit, but if it failed the congregation 
suffered not only in finance but in reputation. Once, 
in an excess o.f zeal, James Charlesworth mortgaged the 
manufacturing business, speculated with the mmney, 
and lost it.(29). This caused critics to· accuse the 
Brethren of wholesale fraud and robbery. The system 
was also opposed to the strongly developing compet-
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itive economy in which men were being presented with 
that most powerful of incentives, the profit motive. 
Any attempt, at that particular time, to implant. 
this type of co-operative system was bound to meet 
with failure. Another disastrous effect of the 
diaconies was that they interfered with voluntary 
giving, becoming regarded as Church endowments. 
Instead O·f opening theil" purses the people relied 
on the diaconies to supply the bulk of the funds 
required for the current expenses of congregation 
life. Here the effect of the diacony system is in 
marlced contrast to the system of free-will offerings 
imposed on his Methodist Societies by John Wesley. 
At first sight the Moravian system might appear the 
more Christian but it was Wesley's system which, 
-
whilst it nevertheless proved to be undemocratic 
and developed into a form of endowment, proved the 
sounder and while Methodism spread, the Moravian 
movement was choked at' its foun'(;ain-head •. 
TENDENCY The second danger was its tendency to encourage 
TOWARDS 
ISOLATION. isolation. The iaws of living at Fulneck were so 
strict that it is surprising that Britons became 
Moravians under its submission at all. One rule 
laid down that no member should spend a night out-
side the Settlement without consent from the Elders' 
Conference. This might pave been all right applied 
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to the young men ana women, but when it was enforced 
against business men who might need to travel at a 
moment's notice, it became an absurdity. The Choir-
houses were places of the strictest discipline. The 
Single Brethren's House stood at the West End and 
there the young men lived together, sleeping in one 
long dormitory. They all rose at the same time, met 
for prayers before breakfast and were expected to attend 
certain services designed for their particular 
benefit. All had to retire to bed at a fairly early 
hour. The Single Sisters.~. House stood at the East 
End, about two hundred yards aw~, and was subject 
to similar rules. The dress regulations for the 
Sisters ruled that nothing in a lady's dress should 
-
indicate whether she were rich or poor. All wore 
the same kind of material in black, grey or brown, 
with the same ldnd of three-cornered white shawl. The 
only dress distinction was the ribbon in their cap 
which indicated the wearer's state of life -blue for 
a married woman, white for a widow, pink for a young 
woman, and red for girls under eighteen years old. 
The relations between sexes were strictly ·guarded. If 
a young man desired to marry, he was not even allowed 
to speak to his choice without the consent of the 
Elders' Conference, which generally submitted the 
question to the Lot. If the Lot fi~nly refused, he 
was told that God disapproved his choice and commanded 
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t-o fix his affections on someone else~ All this 
-led tcb a ·degree of :purity and peace, but also to· an 
unhealthy spiritual pride. 
3. The third danger was the proli:f'eration of 
EXCESSIVE 
O'FF'"fCIALDOM. officials. At the top was the Elcters 1 Conference. 
This consisted of all the Ministers of the Yorkshire 
District, the Fulneck Single Brethren's Labourer, the 
Single Sisters' Laboureas, and the Widows' Labmtress. 
-It met once a month at ]1ulneck and had the general 
oversight of all the Yorlcsr..ire work and the personal 
conduct of ever•y indiviclual member. Next in order 
vras the Choir Eld.ers' ·Conference, consif:ltj.ng of a 
number of lay assistants callecl Choir Helpers. This 
had no independent powers of action and provj.ded an 
advisory board to the Elders' Conference. The third 
bmdy was the Congregation Committee, elected by voting 
members of the congregation, and it had charge of the 
premises and finances, and acted as a board of arbi-
tration in cases of legal dispute. Then came the 
Large Helpers' Conference, consisting of the Committee, 
the Eld.ers' conference, and certain others elected by 
the congregation. This was followed by the congre-
gation Council, a still larger body, elected by the 
Congl"egation. If these bodies give an impression of 
democracy it is an entirely mistrucen impression, for 
the mod.e of election was peculiar. As so on as the 
votes were collected, those at the top of the poll 
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were s11bmitted to the Lot, and only those confirmed 
by the Lot were held to be duly elected. The rea~ 
power lay in "Ghe hands of the Elders 1 Conference, 
who were the supreme court of appeal, by virtue of 
their office members of the corrnnittee, and alone had 
the final decision as to who shoulc.'l. be received as 
members of the Corrmittee, and alone had the final 
o.ecision as to who should. be r•eceived as members and 
who shoulo. not. The conception of this system was 
German rather than English and was one of ecclesiast-
ical official authority rather than popular control. 
4. The other great danger lay in the centralization 
THE 
D!SADVANrAGE of the system. If the Brethren had deliberately set 
OF 
CEN'l'RALIZATION. out to keep their Church as small as possible they 
could not have devised a rn.ore successful method .• The 
centre of the Yorkshire work was Fulnecl{. There the 
Elders' Conference met; there all the.Choir Festivals 
were held, at which. the o·ther congregations were 
expected to, be present. John de Watteville came on 
the scene in 1754 and ruled that although in the 
future there were t.o be 11 as many congregations as 
chapels in Yorkshire" they were yet to be still one 
body and all members must appear at Fulneck at least 
once a quarter. ( 30-). Only at Fulnecl{ was a cemetery 
laid out and there all funerals were to be conducted. 
Thus, as long as the other congregations w·ere tied to 
Fulneck in this way, they could never have independent 
10.6. 
In fact the early Brethren had no desire 
for Moravian Church extension. •rhey never a. slced 
people to attend their meetings and never invited 
any to join their ranks. If one wish ed to become 
a member of the Moravian Church he was told at first 
"to abide in the Church of England" and only if he 
persistently begged was his application given further 
consideration, and then obstanles were thrown in his 
way. First the matter was submitted to the Lot, 
and if' the Lot B§id "No", he was informed that the 
Lord cJ.id not v1ish him to join the Brethren's Church. 
-
If the Lot said "Yes", it did not mean that he was 
accepted but only that his case could be further 
considered .• He them had to wait two years, during 
which the Elders' conference enquired into his motives 
an.d gave him a searching exam i:qt'a t ion and even after 
two years he was just as likely to be refused as 
accepted~ In this way the Brethren scrupulously 
~ 
avoided ·~he C?harge of being sheep-stealers from the 
Church of England. 
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2. Activity. 1755-1825. 
The next seventy years followjng the "settlement" 
of the first congregations centred on Fulneck were 
marked by a constant congregational activity, mission-
ary labours and work in the field of education. The 
intensest congregational activity seems to have 
occupied the first half of this period and the latter 
part was es!~cially notable for the educational 
interest. 
CONGREGA'l'IONAL 'l'he minister and his assistants provided out-·· 
ACTIVPI'Y1 AT HOME AND IN standing examples of inudstry, extending their jour-
THE MISSION 
FIELD. neys from_the various-congregations in the West Riding 
to more distant societies at York, in Swale Dale, and 
even as far as North Wales. Within about fifteen 
years the n~wbers in the congregations reached their 
peak. various extensions to the accorrrnodation at 
Fulneck took place. The 1 .. oad Puns through the estate 
from East to west and on the higher level along the 
north side is a· row oi' cottages some of which existed 
when the settlement was begun. At the lower level 
along the south side are the Chapel, Choir houses and 
schools arranged in a long line with a wonderful 
terrace extending the whole length on the south of 
these buildings and overlooking the valley. In 1755 
the main features of the settlement were clearly 
discernible but still incomplete. The Chapel and the 
main parts of the Brethren's and Sisters' houses were 
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the only representation of the fine row of buildings 
along this terrace. Additions were made to both the 
Brethren's and Sisters' houses in 1758 at the same 
tUne as the west end of the place arose, the first 
house of which was a small buildi~g for the .•manu-
-factory' or cl o:bh business. ( 31) In 1762 the Congre-
-gational shop was begun for the congregation, the 
Brethren who carried on Grocery and Linen Drapery 
"having given up the business, and themselves, to the 
service of. the whole". 'l'he ttinntt was established in 
the main part of the settlement instead of being 
housed as before at the Lane End. The Congregational 
B!ll{ehouse was erecte.d and also a block adjoining it 
to be used for weaving and joinery. (32) In August 
1763 the foundation stone was laid for the Widows' 
house ·which was occupied on the 13th September, 1765. 
(33) 
The manufactory was separated from the estate 
of the congregation in 1'763 and in 1'766 was entirely 
in the hands of the Single Brethren and being carried 
on in the nome of' Clifford, Naylor & co. It is 
recoz•ded that in 1766 three Brethi•en went from FuJ.neclc 
11 to serve the Saviour among the Heathen". (34) 
Accorrmodation was so inadequate that in 1767 a Single 
Sisters' Oeconomy was settled not fs.r away at Little-
moor and. the following year saw a S"ingle Brethren 1 s 
Oeconomy begUn at Wel1house, Mirfield. . ... 1768 was 
also marked by the end of eleven years of service at 
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Fulneck by Br.La Trobe who left.to become the 
Provincial Helper. That year Fulneck was visited 
by the Dil"'ectory, or supreme board of .the Brethren's 
Church, and three more Brethren went to work amongst 
the heathen. 'l'he next year two Single Brethren 
went to missionary work in Guinea and one married 
couple went to Jamaica. 
At a meeting at Fulneck in 1768 Brother La Trobe 
stated that since the settling of the place thirteen 
years previously:-
11It had yielded 20 Sel"'Vants ano_ handmaj.ds 
who had gone from it to be employed actually 
in our service, and that Samuel Isles, one of 
them, had been the Apostle of the Blacks in 
Antego: and William Balmforth, another of them, 
was now, with 1nuch diligence and success, 
employed to carry forward. the work of the Loi•d 
in Island (Iceland)"· (36) 
An entry in the Fulneck Diary for Feb. 26th 
1773 states:-
"Late at night was the Cup of covenant 
(Praise) with dear Brother Meder, who sets out 
in the mor·ning for London and Antigua". (37) 
And another for January 15th, 1777:-
"The day was concluded. in the Hall with the 
Cup of' Praise with our dear Brethren and Sisters 
bound for st. Kitt•s, who are to set out to-
morrow ••.• the people felt a good deal at parting 
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with them from this place, especially Br. and 
Sr. B.irkby". (38) 
Not only was Fulneck a place of departure for 
labourers in the mission field but converted natives 
from the various fields of labour came to resid.e in 
the sett~ement. .we read, for instance that in 1769:-
"The Eskimo boy Karpick departed (died) here 
very happily, being baptised by Brother Drachart 
upon his siclc bed". (39) 
And in the burial ground of the co ngregation at 
Mirfield there were interred two Otaheitan youths, 
Christian Mydo and Joseph Oley, who died in ~803. 
About this time a certain internal unrest seems 
to have ruffled the peace of Fulneck. The chronicler 
of' 1785 writes:-
"Of the year 1770 and some following years 
it is observed with pain that a hurtful reasoning 
Spirit of Mysticism crept in among the congre-
gation and especially some of the Single Brethren 
which caused great pain in the congregation and 
proved finally an occasion of separation of 
many from the congregation". (40) 
An interesting indication of the way this worked out 
and the com.munity accepted spiritual discipline is 
seen from an extract from the entry for 1772:-
"The year 1r172 will always be memorable to 
:bhe congregation in Fulneck, as a year in which, 
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from September ~o November, our dear Lora. kept·. 
a close and salutary school with us by occasion 
of a visitation of the Brethren Henry, 28th 
count Reuss, and La 'rr·obe. Our dear Saviour, 
being cl.ispleasea. with several members of the 
congregation, who had lost true simplicity, and 
the Jesus - like way of thinking and acting, 
which might have ended in the final ruin of 
the congregation, thought it necessary, by with-
holding the enjoyment of the Holy Corrununion for 
three months, t·o cause a general and strict 
heart's examin·a·tion, and to point out to each 
brother and sister what was d.ispleasing to him 
in them: but after many tears of shame and 
sorrow had been wept before him, he·also renewe« 
his mercy, and cured the hurts of his people • 
. The 13th November w11en our Lord. and Elder de-
clared anew his thoughts of' grace and peace 
over this their mour•ning and distressed congre-
gation, and gave them full absolution, permi tt.;i.ng 
them again the enjoyment of the Holy Corrununion, 
will remain unforgotten". ( 41) 
It was in December 1772 that the great friend 
of the Moravians at Fulneck, the Rev. Benjamin Ingham, 
cl.iea .• 
EARLY All the congregations, with the exception of' 
EDUCA'riONAL 
WORK. Mirf'ield, had established day schools during this 
-
INDIVIDUAL 
POVERTY. 
period. The only boarding school was at Fulneck 
and this was mainly for the children of' Ministers. 
At first the course of' tuition was very limited 
being restricted pretty well to reading, writing and 
arithmetic, and the hours not spent in learning were 
given to manual labour. Brother Steinhauer (1763) 
was the first to raise the standard of' instruction 
by the introduction of such studies as Latin, German, 
French, Music, etc. which considerably encroached 
on the time_set apart for manual labour. Both at 
Fulneck, and later, as Minister at Wyke (1773), 
Steinhauer made use of his own press to circulate 
copies of hymns and addresses among the children -
thus anticipating the work of Sunday Schools by some 
twenty years. ·His work at Fulneck was ably followed 
up by Brother Benade (1772). (42) 
There were hard times for the people of the 
settlement. It is recorded in 1779:-
"Victuals were very dear and trade not very 
flourishing, the outward maintenance of' some poor 
Bretl1ren ana_ Sisters Has :r:•ather heavy and diff'icul t 
to them; yet our gracious Lord :provided them the 
necessaries of lif'e 11 • ( 43) 
Some idea can be formed of the poverty of the 
Brethren when it is seen that the married couple who. 
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served the Pudsey congregation were expected to 
maintain themselves on eight shillings a week, and 
even thirty years later the Congregation-helper in 
Fulneck was in receipt of only twelve shillings weekly! 
This apparent poverty was probably relieved to some 
extent by perquisites which we have no means of 
evaluing. 
THE There were some fifty societies and preaching 
"BROTHERLY 
A'GR:EgMEN'l'". places in the close area of the West Hicling between 
Bradford and Leeds and the district just south of the 
river Aire. Seventeen of these were served from 
Fulneck. It was in dealing with the problem of what 
to do with these places, th~t the Brethren made their 
great strategic mistake. The one alternative way was 
to treat each one as the nucleus of a future congre-
gation and this would have led to extension. 'fhe other 
way was to keep it as a mere Society and this was the 
course that the Brethren, under orders from the 
Directors in Germany, chose. All full members of 
the Moravian Church had to sign a document known as 
the "Brotherly Agreement" by which they swore fidelity 
to the Augsburg Confession, promised to do all in 
their power to help the Anglican Church, not to pro-
selytise from any other denomination and to be subject 
·to a very rigid and strict discipline. (44) These 
strict rule:s were enforced in the Congregations, but 
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did not apply to the Societies and preaching places 
where. the bulk of the members were refused membership 
of the Moravian Church and, for the most part, remained 
members of the Church of England. Once a quarter 
these society members, with a Moravian Minister at 
their head, marched in procession to their parish 
church to ·the Holy corrununion. Tl1ere are a number of 
reaso ns for the smallness of the Moravian Church in 
England now, but this singular policy was one of. the 
main factors in preventing extension. 
RECONCILIATION The old antipathy towards the Moravians was 
OF WESLEY 
AND OTHERS being dispersed. More than anyone else, perhaps, Br. 
'1'0 'l'HE 
MOR..r\VIANS. Benjamin La Tx·obe, helped to shake off the mud thrown 
by Rimius and Frey, with his writings and preaching. 
John wesley began to revise his views of the Brethren 
nnd thin..l{ and act more kindly towards them. He 
defended them against an attack by Lord Lyttleton, 
saying in his Journal:-
"Could his Lordship show me in England many 
more sensible men than Mr. Gambold and Mr.Okeley? 
And yet both of these were called Moravians ••• 
What does he know of them but f'rom caricatures 
drawn by Bishop Lavington or Bishop Warburton?n. 
(45) 
He visited Bishop John Gambold in London and re-
cording this event in his Journal he remarked:-
"Who but count Zinzendorf could have separated 
such friends as we are?n (46) 
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SCHOOL. 
He and his brother Charles called on John de watte-
ville in London; he renewed his friendship with the 
old man James Hutton on December 21st, 1771, after 
not having seen him for twenty five years.(47) He 
visited the Moravian Settlement at Zeist in Holland 
in 1783, where he spent a very happy 80th birthday. 
(48) 
On more than one occasion he called in at the 
settlement at Fulneck when he was in the west Riding 
of Yorkshire. 
During the thirty years or so of the existence 
of the Yorkshire congregations following their settle-
ment in 1755 a remarkable industry had firmly estab-
lished them and their set"!~lement system. In the 
forty years that followed - 1785-1825 - a reaction 
is noticeable on the one hand whilst, on the othe·r, 
·the Brethren exhibited an equa~ energy and activity 
in a field untried by them before - the conduct of 
large educational establishments. At the General. 
Synod in 1782 a resolution had been passed that 
education should be a recognised branch of Church 
work and so, following the example set in Germany, 
the English Brethren now opened a number of public 
Boarding Schools. The first attempt was made at 
Fulneck. 
A few parents who were not completely·connected 
with the Moravian Church but kept close touch with it 
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had. placed their children in the two schools already 
established at Fulneck. An increase in such appli-
cations for admittance and. the insufficiency of the 
accommodation for the schools in the rooms under the 
Chapel made an additional building necessary. In 
August 1785 the older jortion of the present boys' 
boarding school was solemnly opened for this purpose 
by Brother Traneker who, at that time, combined the 
functions of gongregation-helper and minister with 
those of the school-director. The number of pupils 
increased steadily from 50-60 in 1785 to 200 in 
1817. (49) 
Girls 1 sc.hools were opened at Dukinfield and 
Gomer sal in 1792, and another at Wyke in 1794. Girls 1 
schools followed at Fairfield in 1796, Gracehill in 
1798, .and Ockbrook in 1799. A boys' school began at 
-
Fairfield in 18~1, and in the same year a girls' 
--
school at Bedford and another at Mirfield. A boys' 
school came into being at Gracehill in 1805 and 
another at Ockbrook in 1813. 
The hard, Ul1Selfish work of the Moravians was 
undoubtedly responsible for the success of their 
schools, but certainly an important f'B;ctor was their 
absolute refusal of any appearances of proselytism. 
Their name became known and parents had confidence in 
them that whilst giving instruction on a sound 
religious basis they would not use any sectarian 
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influence. Another factor of importance was the 
connections with the Moravian German congregations 
which secured a supply of well-educated classical and 
mathematical teachers fully c~pable of carrying on a 
course of instruction beyond what was then usual in 
the majority of English private schools. 
In 1782 there were two forms in addition to the 
little ones who were simply taught reading and writing. 
The upper form, with an average age of about 11 yrs., 
had in their weekly time-table, 8 hours of Latin, 
2 hours of Greek, 2 hours of German, and additional 
instruction in Ancient History, Geography, and Euclid. 
The lower form had plenty of Latin but no Greek or 
Genman. The records of a public examination of the 
boys in the presence of the members of the Elders' 
confei•ence and other Brethren and Sisters on April 
lOth, 1794 give some idea of the scope of' the school 
curriculmn and the text-books .in use. This examinamion 
began at 7.30.a.m. and ended at 6.30.p.m. The 
proceedings consisted of seventeen items, of which 
items five, nine and the last three were in the 
nature of 11 speecl1 - day" performances. 
I 
The f'ii•st subject for examination was Christian 
Doctrine and a thorough questioning was conducted on 
a knowledge of the Augsburg Confession. Next was. 
reading and the children of the three classes, starting 
with the lowest, were required to stand up and read 
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aloud. Children of the first class were required to 
read from Aesop's Fables, numbers three, four, five, 
.. 
seven, nine, twelve, fifteen, twentyone, twentytwo.,. 
twenty"tlu:•ee and twentyfour. The second class had to 
read from "The curiosities of Literature" - The 
.. 
Excellent Preacher, the Venetian Horseman, '»he 
Porridge Pot of the Cordeliers, The Gift of Imitation 
in Animals, and Dethroned Monarchs and Pope Sixtus Vl. 
For the. t· ·op class two papers from the Spectator had 
been selected - "The present life to be considered 
. . 
only as it may conduce to the happiness of the future", 
and "The advantages of a good education". Brother 
Steinhauer, who was presiding, remarked that it was 
with much :pleasure that he observed the majority of 
the children had, in great measm"e, lost that singing 
tone in reading so very disagreeable to the ear. The 
third item was an inspection of specimens of the 
pupils' handwriting. 
-
Fourthly carne the arithmetic test in which the 
boys were required to do swns on the blackboard. The 
first class had to multiply 271.0432 by 375 and then do 
questions 92 and 94 from "Walli:ingame's Tutor's Assist-
.. 
ami". •rhe midclle class had to do sums fi•om four 
Bpecies in Integers and Money. and examples in reduction 
taken from t'hQ .. 36th ·:·in' wa:.lldngame. The top gi• oup 
were tested on the 93rd in Reduction (Land Measure) 
f:r>om walkingame, also his Single Rule of Three, D.ouble 
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Rule of Three, Interest and Purchasing of stock, The 
Extraction of Sg_uare Roots (they had to f'ind the sg_uare 
root of 7596796), and some g_uestions from Clare's 
"Ir~.troctuction to Trade and Business". 
Next, the scholars from Brother Clayton's reading 
school rehearsed pieces of prose from Fennine;'s "Uni-
versal Spelling Book11 • '!'his i tern was followed. by a 
test in geometry. Questions wet•e aslced on Lines,. 
Angles, TI'iangles and other figures, together with 
this problem:- 11To mee.sur•e the d.istance of two places 
to one of which only you may have access from c. 11 
apparently was formed in two ways using first eg_ual. 
tr·iangles and then similar triangle~. The time then 
being 10. a.m. the company adjourned for a breal{ of 15 
minutes. 
Immediately f'ollowing 1 .. e-assembly the boys were 
examined in the 7th item, Book-l{eeping, and. then in 
English Grammar. In this latter subject there were 
two .. classes; the lower class were examined in the 
ten parts of speech aceorcl.ing to Ash's 11 Grammatical 
Ins.ti tutes", and the upper group were examined on the 
rules of syntax, concord, govermnent and the right 
disposition of v1ords in a sen·tence, based on Alex 
This 
Bicknell's "Grammatical- Wreath11 • In item 9 certain 
-
scholars recited their own compositions in verse, and 
then those who·· did Greek were tested on a passage from. 
'the New Testament (st. John Vll). Item 11 was the 
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test in Latin for three classes. The lowest group 
were tested on the parts of -speech aml the cl.isting-
uishable marks of the 5 declensions and 4 conjugations, 
the genders of nouns, end degrees of comparison. The 
mida.le class had to translate into English from the 
first 6 chapters of' the 6th book of Eutl"'opius' "Roman 
History". The top group had to rehearse (trans-
lating into English) the Latin Dialogue of .Amos 
Comenius from his "Agenda Scholastica". Then at 12 
noon they had a break until 1.30.p.rn. 
In the afternoon the first examination was in 
Geography in three classes. The first class was 
required to show a knowledge of the map_of_ Europe 
,·-_ -· (po;I,;i, tical); the second group a knowledge of the 
geography of England (counties, tovm, etc.); and t11e 
top class were tested on the geograplzy of' Ger•many. 
Item 13 was an examination in French which took the 
form of a dialogue conducted in French between Brother 
Steinhauer and various pupils. Then came a test in 
History in 4 classes. 'rhe lowest group were examined 
on the Old Testament (mainly the story of Moses) _based 
on Doctor Watts' "Scripture History". The second 
-group were questioned on Roman History (the reigns of 
Augustus and Tiberias). The third group~ subject was 
Old Testament History f1•om the Exodus to the Monarchy;. 
ana. the top group were tested on English History (the 
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Houses of r.~ancaster and. Yor•Ic to Henry VII). 
The final. 3 i terns were the rehearsal of' pieces 
of poetry, performances on musical instruments, end 
the perfor·mance of a sacred elrama entitled "Daniel". 
The text books r>efei•red to included a number of 
Readers .Buch as Fennings Universal Spelling Book, 
Aesop's Fables, and curiosities of Literatuz•e; Ash's 
Grammatical Institutes and Alex Bicknell's Grarrnnatical. 
wreath, for· English; Walkingame's Tutor's Assistant,. 
and Clare's Introduction to Trade and Business, for 
mathematics; Doctor Watt's Scripture History, Dr. 
Golc:'J.sm i th' s History of England, and Rus-sel's Modern 
- .. 
Eur·o:pe; and a number of classical texts f'ol" Ancient 
and Modern History and. Latin. 
The staff at the Fulneck school were originally 
divided into two categories; one were the learned., for 
teaching purposes, and the other the 11unlearnec1 11 , for 
purely supervisory pui'poses. One member of the st~:.t.ff' 
in the eighteenth century is worthy of' mention for his 
long service in the school - Job Bradley, who served 
for forty-five years fr>om 1765-1810! (51) 
Th.is school has procluced many worthy and eminent 
sons in its two centur>ies and among the more outstanding 
were the folJ.ov;ing. James Montgomery, the poet and 
hymn writer entered the school in 1'~77. Richard Oastler, 
the philanthropist responsible for the relief of 
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chilCI_ren working in factories, entered at the age of 
eight in 1 '798. An extract from the School Acconnts 
book has some interest: 
"September 1798. 
Oastler, Richard. To board 4/14/6; Pmy 2/2; 
Papers 1/6; __ Lfs 9d. 
cuttg.hr. 2cl. shoe bill 4/3. 
music 10/6; taylor·' s bill 1/2; 
Arnolc1' s .. lessons bonnd 12/-; 
mending linen ano. stockings 
1' I j yr. 3 -; total £6.10.6~" 
(51) 
Charles Joseph La 'l'ro-oe entered school in 1807 
and later became Governor of Victoria. Charles Parsons 
Reichel entered in 1824 and later bec~me Bishop of 
Meath. William Lewes ,Jackson entered in 1854 a:nd 
was later Baron Allerton, Chief Secretary for Ireland. 
Arthur Herman Gilkes entered in 1858 and became Master 
of Dulwich College. Herbei•t Henry Asquith, Prime 
Minister of Englrmd, entered the school in 1861. Sir 
Robert Robinson O.M., a Presiclent of' the Royal Society 
and a Nobel Pri·ze Winner for Chemistry, entered the 
school in 1899. (52) 
'l1HEOLOGICAL Another step in the educational field was in 
'SEMINARY 
AT FUL~. connec·~ion with the training of ministers, who at the 
time had to go to Germany for their education and 
training. This had been made diff'icu.lt owing to the 
interruptions of cormnunications with the continent 
during the Napoleonic wars. So an academy or theo-
logical seminary was opened at Fulneck in 1809 to 
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provide ministerial training in England and it · 
continued to do a very useful work until it V!as dis-
continued in 1827 and the practice of training ministers 
in Germany vras restored. (53) However, this exper-
iment was to be renewed later in the nineteenth century. 
In looking at this point of educati·onal activity 
the work of' Sunday Schools cannot be overlooked~ 
scai•cely ten years had elapsed since these insti tutiona 
had been introcluced in·co Engle.nd 11Yhen they v1ere 
successfully established at Fulneclc in 1800 by the 
exertions of Br. c.r. LaTrobe. They-prospered at 
first but then the novelty seems to have worn off and 
many parents in the neighboul"hood stopped using the 
advantages t_hey offered. So they were closed in 
1806 and then very successfully re-opened in 1813. 
Sunday Schools -oegan at Wyke in 1802, at Gomersal in 
1816 and at· Mirfield .in 1827. (54) 
'!•he concentration or educational work undoubtedly 
had a tremendous effect in bringing Moravian infli.1ence 
for good. to bear indirectly on society through the ·· 
lives of the children who had passed thr·ou.gh their 
hands. But it resulted also in a one-sided develop-
ment of interest and work. . 'l~he congregations began 
. . 
to suffer because the schools drained the resources 
of ministerial and other help. Everything seemed 
to be ploughed into the schools and there was a falling 
off of congregational activity. This was probably 
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encouraged by the alternative provision of spiritual 
care in the neighbouring regions by the builo.ing of 
new churches and the provision of dissenting chapels 
with resident ministers, so that the Moravians felt 
perhaps they could relax their former enthusiasm and 
industry. The first question of visiting brethren 
seems not to have been 11 \11/hat spirit animates the 
congregation?" but "How full are the schools?" To 
some extent this r·eactionary tendency seems to have· 
been held up by the brilliant ministry at Fulneck of 
Brother Ramftler -1812-24. Still, in 1817, Br. Moore, 
the Provincial-helper, visiting the Yorkshire congre-
gations, found abundant reason to deplore the degenerate 
spirit prevailing. (55) The Pudsey congregation had 
to be united with Fulneck in 1811 because of the 
decreasing numbez·s, but, on the other hand an extension 
was given to the work by the organisation of the 
members at Baildon into a congregation in 1816. The 
latter part of the period was also characterised by a 
depression amongst the diaconies, probably resulting 
from same luke-war:mness on the part of the managers 
by which many o:pportWlities of extension were lost 
never to be presented again as the competition of the 
times increased, thouw1 this failure in competition 
was, in any case, probably inevitable. 
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3. Decline and Recover]( 
1825-55 There seems to be an entire absen~e of. striking 
A PERIOD 
OF DECLINE. events of a positive character cluring the thirty years 
fi•om 18-B·S'i- 1855. This time of inactivity was perhaps 
a natural reaction to the rather feverish activity 
of earlier years but it was also, in some ways, a 
natural legacy of the policy of the previous period •. 
The first century of the lj_fe of the Moravian Church. 
in Yorkshire after the settlement of the congregations 
in 1755 seems to fall into three inter-related parts. 
The first thirty years were the time of greatest 
congregational.activity, the next forty years were an 
almost exclusively educational period, and the third 
pet•iod, of thirty years, was one of. comparative 
inactivity. The success of the schools can almost 
surely be traced to the fruits of the first exertions 
of the YoPkshire congregations and it would. appear that 
the burdens of' the third. :period were prod.uced by the 
rather one-sj.ded labours of the second. 
FAIUJRE It has already been mentioned that at the 
OF THE 
DIACONIES. beginning of the 19th century the service of the schoo.ls 
was swallmving up a great number of the bl,ethren with.-
out creating an equivalent supply of new members. The 
depressed state of the diaconies compelled even more 
to go out to earn elsewhere a livelihood which they 
could. no longer fi~d at Fulneck. (56) The coming 
of the machine was beginning to make itself really 
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felt in the industry of the west Riding and the . 
establishment of the .big mills was maJ<:ing it harder 
for the older forms of manufacture. ~'his tendency 
was reflected in the outsiCI.e world in the Machine 
Riots such as those at Shipley_ in 1822 and Addingham 
in 1826. Looking at Bradford where industry was 
tending to· centre we see a rapid growth of big mills 
and population. Its population of 13,264 in 1801 had 
grown to 16,012 in 1811, when there were 5 mills. In 
1821 there \o'lere 20 mills and the population had risen 
to 26,309. Ten years later there were 31 mills and 
a population 43,.507. In 1841 the population had grown 
to 66,715 and in 1851 there was a population of 103,77Ji., 
with the number of mills at 129. (57) This sort of 
development was bound to affect the Settlement at 
Fulneck, especially on its trading side. 
·The hardness of the times was aggravated by the 
increased·costs of living due mainly to the effect of 
the Napoleonic wars. Wheat which had been 7/6 a bushel 
in 1783 had risen to 17/- a bushel in 1800, giving 
rise to the Bread Rio·ts in Leeds, and to 22/- a bushel 
in 1812. (58) There are freq_uent entries in the 
diaries of the second decade of the nineteenth century 
referring to the poor state of trade and hard times. 
In 1819 the Inn was given up as a business; in 1837 
the Cloth business was dj.scontinued- and in 1846 the 
Bakery business was given up. (59) 
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In 1855 only one 
diacony remained in the hands of the congregation 
and one belonged to each choir house. Thus the 
congregations we.re on all sides using up their 
resources wi th.out tal{ing adeq_ua te steps to recruit 
them. By the middle of the Century the way in which 
the congregations were crippled for want of men rather 
than lack of means was all too clear and same began 
to see that the schools also would have to decline 
if the~r, in. turn, were to be exposed to a want of 
faithful and efficient teachers. 
STATISTICAL It is apt at this point to look briefly at some 
SUMMARY 
OF THE of the statistics for the various congregations through 
YORKSHIRE 
CONGREGATIONS. the course of the century. 
At Wxke there were 62 members present at the 
settlement of the congregation and the numbers in 
society - fellowship ai•ound Wyke were 14.0 and in 
Halifax 70 - total 210. The average nmnber for the 
first ten years was · 17·5, and the greatest average, 
about 250, was l"eached in the fourth decade. In the 
ten years prior to 1855 it was only 71. A giils 1 
school was established in 1794 and its numbers reached 
an average of 33 between 1804 and 1814. (60) 
At Mirfield, 50 members were present at the 
settlement of the congregation but the n~~bers in 
society - fellowship were 160 around Mirfield, 25 
at Ossett and 25 at Golcar - total 210. At the end 
of the first eight years the number had reached its 
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maximum of 259 and in 1855 had fallen to 168. A 
boys' boarding school had begun in 1801 and by 1855 
some 52 teachers had served it, 20 of whom had become 
ordained ministers of the Moravian Church, three ordained. 
ministers of the Church of England, an0_ one the 
pastor of an Independent congregation. About 650 
pupils had passed through the school. ( 61) 
At Gornersal 111 were presen~ at the Settlement 
of the congregation butthere were others.in the area 
in society-fellowship. The average number in the 
first ten years was 174; the greatest average 215 
was achieved. between 1788 and 1797, and at the end of 
the hundred years it was down to 116. A gi1~1s 1 ·day 
school existed at Gomersal f'rom 1758-64 .and later 
a boarding school operated successfully. (62) 
At Pudsey 150 VIere present for the settlement 
·but the total in fellowship was 345- 125 at Pudsey, 
60 at Dudley Hill, 70 at Great Horton, 30 at Baildon, 
60 at Leeds and Holbeck. (63) In the first ten years 
this number averaged 660 and towards time of union with 
the Fulneck congregation in 1811, the number was. about 
400. 
The average numbers at Fulneck were 268 during 
the first ten years, 425 at the highest point, and 
less than 400 at the time of union with Pudsev. 
" 
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out-preaching places had been maintained at Holme, 
Wibsey, Horton, Baildon,Woodhall-hill, FaP:aley, 
crimbles, 'l'Poydale, Gild.er(-)Otne, cutler' s-Heights, 
.. 
Dudley Hill, Farnley, Armley and Pudsey. By 1855 
there were only seven monthly preaching places, at 
Woodhall-hill, Farnley, Greenside, Chapel 'l'own, 
Waterloo, and two at Lit.tlemoor; (64) all but the 
first two of these seven were in Pudsey. TWO of the 
out-preaching places, however, had_ grown into impOl .. t-
ant offshoots of the congregation • 
Baild.on had become by 1855 the largest of the 
country congregations, being settled as a distinct 
congregation in 1816. In its first ten years the 
n~nbers averaged 224 and in its last ten years they 
had reached an average of 261.. In fact, of the York-
shire congroega_tions, Mirf'ield and Baild.on ·were the 
only ones showing an increase in m.unbers and prosperity 
in other respects, at the middle of the 19th Century. 
The cont,rrega tional figures ( 65) at Fulneclc show 
a steady progress in the first ten years m1d then the 
rate notably inc1 .. eased in the second clecacte. A re-
tarding of the increase in 1768 probably reflects the 
de:9arture of a number• of women to the new Sisters 1 house 
at Li ttlemoor Hall in 1767 because of the laclc of 
acco~nodation at Fulneck, but the advance continued 
until the peak was reached in 1'775. After 1775 it 
would seem that losses by death ana. departure for one 
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reason or m1other more than counter balanced any 
recruiting and the numbers began to fall consid.erably. 
The dates of deaths az•e generally gtven but the dates 
and reasons for Brethren or Sisters leaving are 
freq_uently not recorded, so that it becomes impossible 
to get aceurate annual membership figures for rome 
years, but the numbers had dropped. by 100 in 15 years. 
'l'he dm"lnward tendency :proceeded steadily during the 
last decade of the century, apart from the year .lr/95 
which reflects the return of the Sisters to the· 
Fulneck Community from Littlemoor Hall which closed 
;i.n 1794. Despite this tempor•ary augmentation the 
numbers continued. to fall almost down to 300 at the 
end of the century. This state of affairs d.oes not 
seem to have existed. in the other cong-regations 
generally in the same period, for the Pudsey figures 
show an improvement in the 1..'1. st 5 years. Also, whilst 
the figures for 1795 show a drop in the other congre-
gations and no separate figui'es are available f'rom 
then in 1798, the total figure for that year shows 
no decrease in 8 years in spite of Fulneck 1 s drop. (See 
the lists of CongPegational membership on pages 132-4). 
When the congregations of' Fulneck and Put'l.sey were 
made one, it is clear that Pudsey had the preponderance 
of numbers, but it must be remembered that they in-
cluded the "daughter" society at Bailt'l.on, and the 
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Numerical strene;th of the 
York8h!.£~~!l:grega.t.:!·.')ns_ in_~very tentll_z~ar 
OF their first centu.I .. Y 9f existence. 
--·-
-
Year Fulneck Pudsey Wyke Mirfield Gomersal Bail.don 'l'o.tal 
1755 224 449 150 50 180 1053 
1765 322 660 175 259 168 1584 
1775 494 560 205 208 187 1654 
1785 407 453 267 207 194 1528 
1795 41.1 441 180 153 215 1400 
- united -
1805 771 170 165 185 1291 
1815 64:3 130 153 185 1111 
1.825 651 140 . 141 168 2f~4 1324 
1835 625 127 174 129 222 1277 
1845 628 100 173 116 232 1249 
1855 605 71 168 100 261 1205 
L32. 
Annual_Qon~~at:i:_2!!_al F'igures 
(where available) 
for the last 15yrs. of the 1 s·~_l'.!: ... Cent ur]L 
----
Yea.£_ Fulnecl~ PuclseY. Wy_ke Mirfield Gomersal Baildon Total. 
-------- -- --
1785 407 453" 267 207 194 1528 
1786 220 
1787 
1788 
1789 419 419 269 216 209 1532 
1790 394 36'7 260 206 210 1437 
1791 393 382 251 
1792 367 370 257 207 235 1436 
1793 339 
1.794 
1795 411 441 180 153 215 1400 
1.796 393 
1797 
1.798 355 433 1437 
1799 305 
133. 
Annual Con~egational 
Fi81J.res for Fulneck 
1755 - l7r(Q 
Yea _E. Fulneck Increase 
1'755 224 
1756 238 14 
1757 '243 5 
1758 24:8 5 
1759 258 10 
1.760 272 14 
1761 283 11 
1762 298 15 
l763 305 7 
1764 :312 7 
:1765 322 10 
1766 340 18 
l767 369· 29 
1768 382 13 
l769 401 1.9 
1.770 416 15 
1771 433 1.7 
1772 450 17 
l773 464 14 
1774 476 12 
1775 494 18 
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OTHER 
FACTORS 
ASSISTING 
CONGREGATIONAL 
establishment of the latter as a separate congregation 
in its ovm right, is reflectect by the drop in the 
joint Fulneck-Pudsey numbers from 1815 onwards. 
The way in which the catalogue of members was 
ke pt in the f'irst hal:f of the 19th centui•y makes it 
impossible to work out the yearly figu1•es, but it 
seems fairly certain that in 1849 the Fulneclc congre-
gation membel"'ship was 304 (more Ol"' less the same as 
it was in 1799) a~l that it was the Pudsey part of 
the Union which had continued to decline in those 
50 years. The new congregation at B~ild.on, on the 
other hand, had steadily gro¥m in strength. 
The offshoot of Baildon hacl mainly contributed 
to -keep up the nu .. rnbers in fellowship in Yorkshil"'e. 
In the other places the average number in the Ja st 
ten years was less then the fi~st, so that without 
Bailcton the aver•age number in the whole district could 
scarcely be 1,000, or 50 less than in the first year, 
whereas with Baildon they come well above +,200. 
Already in 1855 Moravians were begilming to thin....lc that 
propagation by offshoots was in fact necessary for the 
vigour and fl"'Ui tf'ulness of a Chl'istian Chur·ch, ( 66) 
and to Pealise the fatal results of theil' policy of.· 
centrali-zation inherited from Germany. 
The decline in congregational institutions was 
helped by several other factors. ~'he system of 
~!.1-ur:---- ministerial training, except for the provision of 
].·35. 
--· .. ·• 
1 .• SYS~'EM OF the seminary at Fulneck 1809-27, compelled all 
MYNISTERIAI .. 
TRAINING candidates to go to Germany i:f they desired a good 
education. (67) The result of this was that those 
who did not go. were poorly educated, and those who 
did go to Germany stayed there so long, first as 
students and then as masters, that when they returned 
to England they wer·e full of German ideas of authox•i ty 
and the impression was often given that the Church 
was not only German in origin, but meant chiefly 
for Germans. Ministers too were overworked and 
underpaid and at the Provincial Synod held at Fulneck 
in 1835 it was openly confessed that one of the chief 
hindrances to progress was laclc of' time on the part 
o·f the ministers. ( 68) There seems to have been 
a reluctance to adapt either the system or its services 
to the exigencies of the age and especially it can 
be seen that \lli"hils t the general trend in England was 
to greater lay participation, the Moravian Church 
was a strongly _authorata~ian society. 
2. THE USE Another hindrance was the persistent use of the 
OF 'r.HE LOT. 
- Lot. For many years the English Brethren stuck to 
the custom of enforcing its use in marriages and even 
when its use was abolished in marriages, it was 
applied in applications for membership. The rule 
of the use of the Lot in connection with membership 
was still enforced at the Provincial Synod held at 
Fairfield in 1847. (69) 
.1.36. 
3. LACK OF 'l'he laclt of periodical literature due to 
PERIODICAL 
LITERA'ruRE. o:f:'ficial policy discouraging the airing of views, 
was a factor in the general.decline, for during a 
hundred and eight years (1742-1850) the Moravians 
had· struggled on in England vti th no of'ficial or 
unofficial Church magazine. The only literature 
they possessed of a periodical sort were the 
q_uarterly missionary reports "Periodical Accounts". 
( 70) 
Thus Church members had little means of airing 
opinions. If some member conceived a scheme of 
reform and wished to expound it in public, he had 
to wait for the next Provincial Synod, and this 
opportunity did not came often because only five 
Synods were held in fifty years! Further, no· 
member was al1CJ1ued to publish a book or pamphlet 
dealing with Church affairs without the consent of 
the Unity Elders' conference or the Synod. This 
.. 
muzzling or•der was eventually repealed and. the first 
to speak his mind in print in Britain was John carey, 
an Irishman who had been stationed as the resident 
minister at Horton in 1839. In 1850 he issued a 
monthly magazine. entitled 11 TJ1e Fraternal Messenger" 
which nmnbered Bishop Alexander Hass~ among its 
contributors. (71) carey described visits to places 
in Irelana. where the Brethren had "been strong and 
revealed what opportunities they had throvm away in 
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FIRST 
SIGNS OF 
RE_Q__OVERY. 
NEW 
POLICY 
REGARDING 
CHURCH 
EXTENSION. 
the past. 
In Yorkshire perhaps the first sign of 
returning life vias the petition of the Single 
Br•ethren in 1847 to have the office of Labourer 
filled again after a vacancy of some five years.(72) 
Then at tile Provincial Synod held at Fulneck in 
1853, it was apparent to all that ~ new influence 
was at work. There, for the first time, the Brethren 
resolved that in their efforts for the Kingdom of 
God they should 11 aim at the enlargement of the 
Brethren's Church 11 • They sanctioned the employ-
ment of lay preachers, and established the "Moravian 
Magazine" edited by John England, and even encouraged 
a modest attempt to re-kindle the dying embers at 
Arva and nrwnargan, in Ireland. (73) A further 
spurt was given by the tremendous interest shown in 
and aroused by the Yorkshire Centenary Jubilees in 
1855. 
At the next Synod held again at Fulneck in 
1856 the change in policy was even clearer. The 
Synodal sermon was preached by William Edwards, a 
member of the Directing Board, who deliberately 
declared that, instead of following the German plan 
en 
of con~trating their energy on settlements, the 
Brethren ought to pay more att~ention to the town 
and country congregations. 11It is .here", he said, 
"that we lie most open to the chal"•ge of omitting· 
138. 
DEVELOPMENT 
OF 
PROVINCIAL 
HOME RULE. 
opportunities of usefulness". '!'he Synod proceeo.ed 
to make arrangements for a Training Institution, 
rejected the principle of' a "Church within a Church" 
which had ruled so long, and resolved to for.m a 
society called 11The Moravian Home Mission Society" 
with the object not only of evangelising d§rk. and 
neglected districts, but to establish Moravian 
Con·gregations wherever p~ssible. Charles E. Sut-
cliffe, who had pleaded the cause of home missions 
for many years, was made the general Secretary of 
this Society. (74) 
It was at this point that the ruling of the 
en:tire Moravian Church by the Unity Elders' confer-
ence, with the consequent stifling influence of 
German direction in the affairs of English Mor•avians 
ceased, and the principle of Home Rule came increas-
ingly in·~o operation in three independent provinces. 
The British Ivioravians, considering the benefit to them 
of Home Rule, played only a modest part in the 
movement i'or its establishment. 'J.lhe bulk of the 
work - the agitation that each Pr•ovince should have 
its own property, hold its own Provincial Synods 
and manage its ~fn local affairs - must mainly be 
credited to the Moravians in America. As their 
Home Mission. wor·k had extended so very rapidly the 
American Church felt more and more the absurdity of 
their work being managed by a Directing Board in 
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'l'HE NEW 
CONS'l'I'I'U'riON 
OF l857. 
Germaey. So at the Provincial Synod held at 
Bethlehem, Pa., on 2nd May, 1855 they laid down a 
proposal that American affairs should be managed 
by an American Board, elected by an American Pro-
vincial Synod. (75) 1'hus they demanded independence 
in all ~nerican affairs to manage their own concerns, 
to make their own regulations at their own Provincial 
Synods an~ to have their own property. They requested 
the Unity Elders' conference to srurunon a General 
--Synod at the f'ir•st convenient opportunity to consider 
their proposals .• These demands awakened only a 
partial response in England and in Germany they 
excited anger and alarm for there they were afraid 
that the granting of these demands would destroy the 
unity of the Church. At the German Provincial-
Synod in 1856 they condemned the Arnel"'ican proposals 
as unsound and ra thel"' pathetically aslced the Americans 
to reconsider their position. (76) 
Finally the General Synod met at Herrnhut on 
8th June, 1857 and began with an appeal by Bishop 
John Ni tschmann that in their cleliberations they 
should avoid any-~hing that meant separation among 
the Brethl"'en. So they began to examine the American's 
proposals and eventually framed a. new constitution. 
If the .unity of the Church were -~o be maintained 
there still had to be one supreme authol"'i ty and so 
they decided that henceforward the General Synod 
should be the suprem~~~islative body, and ~he Unity 
Elders' conference the supreme administrative body. 
'l'he constitution of the General Synod was changed 
and though there were still a nu~fuer of ex-officio 
Jnembers, there were a large majority of elected 
d~puties. '!'he functions of the Genei•al Synod were 
def'ined as follows:-
1. To determine the cloctr•ines of the Church. 
2. To decide as to all essential points of 
titUl"'gy. 
3.. 'l'o prescribe the fundamental rules of order 
and discipline. 
4. To detei•rnine what is requii•ed for membership 
in the Church. 
5. To nominate and appoint BiShops. 
6. To manage the Church's Foreign Missions 
and Educational work. 
7. 'I'o inspect the Church's general finances. 
-
8. To elect the Unity Elders' ConfePence • 
.. 
9. To form and constitute General Synods, fix 
the tim~ and place of meetings ana. establish 
the basis of their representation. 
10. 'l'o settle everything concel,ning the interests 
of the Moravian Church as a whole. 
The Unity Elders 1 Confel,ence was, for the sal~e 
-
of efficiency, divicted into three Boara.s, the Edu-
cational, Financial e.na. Missionai·y, and they managed 
the schools in Germany, the general f:'inances, and the 
whole of the foPeign missions, and they also acted 
as the Pr•ovincia·l Elders' conf'ePence for the German 
Province. ( 77) 
In this way the unity of the Church was 
141. 
ABOLITION 
OF THE-u8E 
OF TH]L!_.O'r. 
maintained and then, to satisfy the American demands,. 
they dec ideo. that e·ach Province shou.lct have its own 
property, and. hold its own Provincial Synods. The 
three Pr·ovincial Synods f:lhoulc1 each have povrer to 
make laws, provided they did not conflict with those 
laid d.own by the Gener··al Synod. In Britain and 
America their own Provincial Elders' Conferences 
-
should. have power to manage the affair·s of the 
Province, controlling all provincial property, 
appointing ministers to their :posts and. surranonj_ng 
Pl"Ovincial Synods as needful. 
•rhis constitution l"emained unaltered for• twenty-
two years and some changes then tool{ place in 1879· 
and. 1889 when all refe1•ence to the Lot was struclc out 
of the regulations of the Church. (78) The final 
change in the constitution was of Britj.sh origin. The 
continuing trouble in t11e constitution had been, at 
each General Synocl, the problem of r·econciling the 
Ul).ity of the Church with the rights of its respecttve 
Provinces. The flaw lay in the rnembersh ip of the 
Unity Elders 1 Conference \~1hich was the suprt..:nne man-
It was obvtously unfair to the .Amer:icans 
and British that eight of the twelve members w·ere 
really the German Provincial E:ld.ers' Conference, 
elected by-the German Provincial Synod. At the 
Pl"Ovincial Synod held at Mirf'ielcl in 1898 the British 
iv10l"avians drew up a plan which would bring an encl 
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EE'FECTS 
OF THE-NEW 
CONS~'ITU'l'ION 
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YORKSHIRE. 
1. 
MINIS~'ERIAL 
'!'RAINING. 
to the Unity Elders' Conference (?9) and this plan 
was pl~actically carried into e.ff'ect at the General 
Synod at Herrnhut in 1899. (80) 
Under the new constitution the General Synod 
remaineo. the supreme legislative body. 1'he Church 
was then divid_ed into foul" Provinces, Geiman, British, 
American North and American South, each of which \'las 
to hold its own Provincial Synods, make its own laws 
and. elect its ovm Provine ial Elders' Conference. i'he 
supreme ·unity Elclers' Conference cease1P. to be a bocly 
seated in Germany ca1)able of holding frequent meetings, 
·and now was composed of the Mission Board and the 
four governing boards of the four independent Pro-
vinces. There can be little doubt that this decentral-
ising change in the general constitution of the 
Church and the co.ntrol of' its affairs was an import-
ant factor in the recovery of' the Moravian Church 
in Yorlcshil''e in the latter half of the nineteenth 
centul"Y· 'l'he way was cleared for the change in 
character from a "foreign'' church to an English church 
able to progress in its ~Jn way unfettered by the 
cramping effect of German ideas of institutions and 
customs. In :¥orJcshire, as elsewhere, the change of 
policy, expressed at the Synod at Fulneck in 1856, 
began to have its ef'f'ect. 
First, in respect of the training of ministers, 
as soon as the British Moravians became independent 
143. 
they again opened their OVln Theological Training 
Institution at ]'ulneck. As long as the students 
lived there they saw little of the outside world, 
but in 1874 the College was removed to the settle-
ment at Fairfield in order to let the students take 
advantage of the lectures at Owens College. In 1886 
they began to study for· a ~egree in the Victoria 
University (Manchester) and then in 1890, they were 
allowed to study at the Universities of Edinburgh 
and Glasgow. (81) Thus the ministry of the Moravian 
Church bearing English names, training at British 
Universi M.es, learning their theology from English 
or Scottish P:r:-ofessors, imbued with English io.eas 
of Christianity, even though some d.id go to spend a 
year or two in Germany, was d.ivested of the foreign 
flavour which had characterised it in the earlier 
Jrears. 
2. Secondly the decline in the congregational 
CONGREGA'l'IONAL 
EXPA]TSION. activity which had eaused such concern in the preceding 
g_uarter of a century was now replaced by a steady 
expansion resulting in the establishment of a number 
of new congregations. Rather significantly, whereas 
the earlier congregations were established iu small 
country places, the new ones now tended to appear in 
grovling towns and populous areas. 
In 1859 new work was begun from Mirfield at 
Heckmondwike whj.ch received a resident minister of 
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its own in 1871 and was given congregational status 
in 1874. It vras in 1859 also that wor·lc began at 
crook, in ooun·~y Dur·ham, from the congregation at 
Baildon. William Allinson secured a house there which 
was used for services, and his work was continuecl 
by J.P.Libby. Then Johm carey, who had been Pastor 
at Little Horton in 1839 and retired to Greengates, 
Apperley, near Leeds in 1856 ( 1Nhere he had started a 
mission) moved to croolc and did some stalwart work 
there resulting in the provision of a permanent Chapel 
in .Jviay 1860 ancl the recognition of congregation 
status in 1867. Carey d.i ed on January 27th 1867 at 
Gracefield, to which he had retired. In 1864 a new 
Congregation was established at Wellf'ielo. (Shipley) 
·-afl.8.--a-f-1:1:P-tJ:.l.er one at HOl'ton (BPa.dfor•El) was sstab1 isbed· 
-at \"Je3:-l~h:ipley) and a further one at Horton 
(Bradford) was established in 1867. Acrose in 
Lancashire new congregations were begun at westwood 
( Old.ha.m) in 1874,, and at Openshaw in 1899. 
As the effect of' German authority waned and 
democratic ideas began to work out in Home Rule there 
was a natural grmvth in freedom of speech. This is 
most clearly seen in a movement arising at the 'l'heo-
logical College at )?airfield where, for the f'irst 
time in the Brftish Province a number of rao.ical 
Moravj_ans ·Combined to express their opinion in print .. 
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Led by Maurice O'Connor they issued a :pamphlet in 
-1890 entitled "Defects of Mod.ern Moravianism 11 • In 
this they suggested:-
l. That Theological students should be allowed to I 
study at some other Theological College. 
2. That a Moravian Educat.ional Profession be 
created. 
3. That all British Moravian Boarding Schools 
should. be regularly inspected. 
4. That the monthly magazine "1'he Messenger" be 
improved, enlarged and changed to a ·weekly paper •. 
5. 'l'hat in the futul"'e the Church should concentrate 
its energies in large towns and cities. 
6. That all d.efects in the work of the Church 
be openly stated and d.iscussed. (82) 
Some of these points were met at the Provincial 
synod at Oclcbroolc in Derbyshire a few months later, 
which decided to hold. Synods annually instead of every 
four or five years and also to change the character 
of the magazine. (83) Henceforth it was to be a 
fortnightly instead of a monthly, its title to be "The 
Moravian Messenger", and less "official". In its new 
fonn it certainly increased circulation and influence 
~nd became a recognised vehicle for the expression of 
public opinion. The Synod also resolved that their 
theological stud.ents ·should be allowed to study at some 
other Theological College. At the Synod at Horton in 
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4. 
WORSHIP. 
1904 arrangements were put in hand far the establish-
ment of a teaching profession, (84) and the Synod at 
BailO.on in 1905 arranged for the inspection of the 
Boarding School. (85) 
•rhere was an incr•easing influence of English 
ideas on public worship and the observance of tradit-
ional customs. At the Provincial Synods of 1878 and. 
1883 corrunittees were appointed to revise the Moravian 
Hymn Bool{ and when the next edition appeared in 1886 
it contained a large number of hymns by popular 
English writers. Since they were also wedded to 
popular English tunes these were admitted into the 
next edition of the 'l1une Book in 1887. HO\Yever, 
whilst they readily included the new hymns frOJJl such 
Wl"'iters as Toplady, c. wesley, Rawson, Lyle and new 
tunes from composers such as Sullivan, s. Wesley and 
Hopkins, they did not give up their own tradional. 
chorale. There was some objection to this older 
form by people who said that the old chorales were 
too difficult for Englishmen to sing. In the preface 
to the Mor•avian Tune Book, Peter La Trobe crushed 
this objection, saying that, at st. Thomas, Zinzendorf' 
had. heal"'d negroes sing Luther's fine "Gelobet Seiest ";. 
at Gnadenthal in South Africa, Ignatius La Trobe had 
heard the Hottentots sing Grurnmer's 11Jesu, der du meine 
Seele"; in Antigua the negroes could. sing Hassler's 
11 0 Head so full of bruises"; and so he concluded that 
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chorales not above the level o~ Negroes and Hottentots 
could easily be sung, i~ they only tried, by English-
men, Scotcl"unen and Irishmen of the nineteenth century~: 
Despite this official attitude, many of the standard 
chorales d.id eventually fall into disuse being re-
placed by somewhat lighter English tunes. 
An inevitable result of the developing English 
character of· the British Pr·ovince was e. decline of 
the customs peculiar to Moravians and, in some cases, 
their replacement by new institutions. By the end of 
the nineteenth century British congregations could be 
divided into two classes, one o~ which, consisting 
mainly of the old.er congregations such as Fulneck,. 
Fairfield., Oclcbroolc and Bristol, tended to retain the 
old customs, and the other in whd.ch many of the old 
customs were g_uite unknown. In the more conservative 
group at the opening o~ the twentieth century, there 
could still be found the Love-Feast, division into 
choirs, the regular choir festivals, and the observance 
of the Mernor ial Days, thot'tgh as time went on, even in 
these congregations these things tended to become more 
streamlined, so that fewer i'e:;;tivals and fewer Memorial 
Days were kept. In the ethel' group these things were 
absent and little woulcl have impressed a visitor as of 
specific Moravian stamp beyond the use of the Moravian 
Litany at the mo:r•ning Service and the exj.stence of some 
hymns in the hymn book which would not be fo1md else-
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where. In place of the special meetings for Single 
Brethren and Single Sisters, there would be Men's 
and women's Guilds and the Christ~an Endeavour: in 
place of the Brethren's House, the Men's Institute; 
in place of the Diaconies, the Weeldy Offering, Sale 
of' lNork, and Bazaars; in place of the Memorial Days, 
the Harvest Festival and the Church and Sunday Sqhool 
Anniversaries. By the micl-twentieth Century many 
of these new institutions have infiltrated -into the 
older-fashioned congregations and ]'ulne-ck has long 
had its Boys' Brigade; ._its Memol,ial Days have been 
-· 
streamlined and reduced to four:-
1. March 1st 
2. May 12th 
3. July 16th 
4. Aug. 21st 
. 
,.. 
. 
·-
Founding of the Brethren 1 s Cht..1rch, 
1457. 
Renewal of the Brethren's Church,. 
1722. 
Martyrdom of John Hus, 1415. 
First Mission to the Heathen, .1732. 
Two Choir Festivals are still in use, the Single 
Sisters' Festival in May, and the Married Choir Fest-
•· 
ival in September. 'l'here aPe those who would like 
to see the old fashioned titles such as 11Single 
Sisters" al)olished as being out of keeping wi t.h the 
moo.el,n outlook. Fulneck still holds its Love-Feast 
on the fiPst suno.ay of each month. Whilst much else 
has undergone chane;e, the intePest in and support of 
Missionary work have never lagged and r·eports from 
ever widening work in this direction are still received 
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anct read with entl1usiasm. 
'I'he build.ings and lay-out o:f Fulneck are the 
same today as they have been for· most of its two. 
htUldred years and more - the long road through the 
middle, with houses on the upper side and the Chapel 
and School builclings on the lower sicte, with the 
wonderful terrace on the south. Much of the old 
atmosphere clings but much has changed. The Settle-
ment system broke down and t11e congrege.tion-diaconies 
were given up one -oy one. The houses on the north 
sicte of the road are occupied mainly be Mor·avian 
members as private houses; the Chapel has the Parson-
age to one side and the Widows' house (the only "House" 
-to remain as such) on the other. Eest of the Parson-
age are the buildings occupied by the flourishing 
Boys' Boarding School, and the. buildings to the west 
of the Widows' House al"'e occupied by the eq_ually 
flourishing Girls' Boarding School. The whole estate 
-
is the property of' a Moravian Trust, and the Congre-. 
ga·tion which is no longer tied to the "place" is only 
concerned with the Chapel. 
One can still visit many of' the places which have 
figured in the story of the Moravians' Settlement in 
-
Yorkshire, such as Smith House, now privately owned 
and occupied, and the old Sisters' House at Wyke, but 
there are now only the nine Yorkshire Congregations of 
Fulneck, Gomer sal, Wellhouse (Mirfield). WYlce, (Bradford), 
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Baildon, ·crook (co. Durham), Wellf'iela. (Shipley), 
Horton (Bradrord)and Hecronondwike, carrying on very 
much the same as the Churches or other denominations 
in the ai•ea, which wi tmess to the remarkable story 
of industry, zeal and raith of two centuries ago. 
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APPENDIX ! 
1. Holcters o:f Office :i.n 1742. Y~!:!s.~h!!'~Co~gi'ej@_tion 
-~---------------
General Helper or vorsteher : 
Assistant vorsteher 
Elder 
Vice Elder 
Eldress 
Vice Elo.ress 
Sick Waiter and Admonisher 
on Sisters' Side 
servant on Sisters' Side 
Sick Waiter and Admonisher 
on Brethren's.Side 
Servant on Brethren's Side 
. 
. 
. 
•· 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
A 
2. vorstehe;:~La.'llbs Hill (Fulneck) 
1742-·3 
1743 
1743 (July to 
Nov.) 
1743 Dec. 
Spangenberg 
Piesch 
R. Viney 
w. Holland 
Spangenberg 
Piesch 
T<;>eltschig 
Viney 
Sister Piesch 
" Gussenbauer 
" 
Toeltschig 
" Stonehouse 
Ockershausen 
Marshall 
1747 
1750· 
E.L. Schlicht (In 1748 P. Munster 
appointed Gong. 
Helper - took pre-
ceclence over 
vorsteher) 
1752 
1754 
. 
. 
. 
. 
B. La TI'obe 
w. Horne 
BI•odersen ( pl"'o-tem) 
In 1755 the Office of' Vm:asteher was merged with that 
of Congregational Helper. 
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3. Ministers (Congr~-~).. Helpers) and Assistants 
at Fulneck~ 
1748 
1750 
1750 
1752 
1755 
175'7 
1759 
Minister 
P. Miinster 
A. Seiffert 
F. Marshall 
J. Iiauptmann 
G. Traneker 
B. La 11robe 
1768 M. von Dohna 
1770 
1'772 
1776 G. ·~aneker 
Assistant 
Pugh 
Worthingt'on 
.. 
Sym.s. 
Erasmus Muller 
vacant till 179]. 
1791 J. Steinhauer 
1797 J. Hartley 
1800 S.T. Benade 
1805 Henry, 55th Count Reuss 
(for one year) 
1812 C. F. Reichel 
1813 Ramftler 
1824 Holmes 
1829 
1837 
1839 
1843 Rogers 
1849 Essex 
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S. Wilson 
J. Smith 
·J. Carey, as Asst. 
at Horton. 
Assistant's Office 
ended 
1.850 
1852 
1865 
Minister 
w. Edwards 
Libbey 
G. Clemens 
J. Baxter 
J.E. Zippel 
, 
L.G. Hasse 
1881 
1899 
1907 
1908 I L. St. A. Hasse 
1912 
1916 
1917 
P. Jl{smiissen 
H.w. Mellowes 
R. B •. Willey 
1923 C.H. Shaw 
1924 C.H. Mel1owes 
1932 w. Smith 
1938 W.A. Smnmers 
1944 J.H. Fay 
1948 E. 1Jililson 
1954 H.P. coru1or 
1961 L.J. Britton 
1963 G.E. Birtill 
4. Directors of the School 
-- -
In the earlier clays the same :person usually held. the 
offices of congregational Hel11er (or Minister) and School 
Director. Later the School Director became the Assistant 
Minister and then from 1848 he ceased to have regular 
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congregational duties. 
1749 Almers ? 
1751 G. Traneker (began at Smith House) 
175'7 B. La Trobe 
1768 M von Dohna 
1776 G. Traneker 
1791 J. S.teinhauer 
1797 J. Hartley 
1801 S.T. Benade 
1812 C.F. Reichel 
1829 s, V'!ilson 
1848 B. Seiffel"'t (pro tern) 
1849· w. Ellis 
1852 J. Willey 
1879 J •• racJ\:son Shavre ( 1879 Gi!•ls' School separated 
under its own Headmistress) 
1882 W.T. Tittering ton 
1915 E. Walder 
1917 E.J. Libbey 
1928 J. Connor 
1938 c. Taylor 
1944 L.J. Britton 
1948 A.J. Lewis 
1953 Hill 
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5. MINIS'I'ERS IN THE O'l'HER YORKSHIRE CONG!_{EGA'l'ION~ 1755-185_§. 
Puclsey Mirfield Gomer sal 
1755 Gross Rice Hauptman Pro sky 
1756 F. Ok~ly Pyrlaeus 
1757 Hauptman Ockershausen Pyrlaeus watson 
1759 Pyrlaeus watson Ockershausen 
1760 Pugh Pyl .. laeus watson 
Watson Ockershausen Pyrlaeus Pugh 
Hauptman Schulze Worthington Pyrlaeus 
Schu1·ze watson Watson 
1762 
1763 
1764 
1765 Charlesworth Worthington Watson (1765-70 
1767 
1768 
1770-
1'771 
1772 
Gruening 
Zander 
1773 M. Willey 
1776 
1779 
1781 
1783 
1788 
1790 
1792 
Caldwell 
watson 
J. Miller 
1793 CaldwelJl. 
1795 
Zand.er 
Syms (temp) 
Birkby (temp) 
steinhaue"r 
E. Miller 
Verney 
s. Church 
Foster 
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Gussenba"!ler 
Willey 
Caldwell 
No resident 
Minister) 
Hass6 
Sulger 
Rice 
J. La '!'robe Caldwell 
Zander 
s .. Church 
L. west 
MINISTERS IN 'rHE O'l'HER YORKSHIRE CONGREGA'l'IONS 1755-1855 
{Cont.) 
:Pu:cr~ 
1798 Cowley 
1800 J. Smj.th 
1802 s. Church 
1804 Klinesmith 
Holmes 
Ike (temp) 
1805 w. Olce1y 
1806 J.La Trobe 
Mirfie1d 
s. Church 
w. Okely 
Pohlman 
Gomersa1 
Ign. 'rranel{er 
J. Cluu~ch 
1807 Cm'lley 
1809 J. Smith 
1811 Pudsey united 
with Fulneck 
1812 Grimes 
1813 Beck 
1815 Rudolph 
1.816 Baildon 
Cong. established 
Shuff1ebothaJn 
1818 
1821 
1823 
1824 
1826 
1827 Libbey 
1828 
1830 Shawe 
1831 Crosby 
1835 Libbey 
Lauten 
w. Edwards 
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T. Ma11alien 
Ign.Traneker 
D. Craigl 
Rea 
Rudolph 
Liley 
Grimes 
Beclt 
Ministers in the other Yorkshire Congregations :1'!75'5-1855 
= (Cont.) -
Baildon Mirfield Gomersa1 
1836 Grimes J.La TPobe Lauten 
1841 Kirkland c. west 
1844 Edwards 
1846 Sutcliffe w.I.Okely 
1847 w. Ellis 
1849 Jno. Lang 
1850 Herman Porter 
1851 Willey 
1852 Jn. Smith Jas. Lang 
1854 Clemens 
6. Various Lists of Officers at Fulneck 
(a) Sin~le Brethren's Laboure~ 
-1742 A, Reinicke 
1743 w. Horne 
1744 J. Charlesworth 
1747 a. Schulze 
1751 R. von Laer (pro tern - Co-labourer at the 
1752 H. Jorde time) 
1755 J. Konigdorfer 
1756 A. Taylor 
1765 (Jan. - Aug. ) s. Utley 
1765 (Sept.) J. Lochmann 
1767 J.a. Marteus 
1770 H. ·Jorde 
1772 J.F. Moeser 
1779 J. Swertner 
1783 J. Miller (Muller} 
1788 J. -Dawson 
1791 w. Arme 
1797 J. Chambers· 
1798 J. Holmes 
1800 J. Newby 
1802 C. A. Pohlman 
1805 J. Newby 
1808 T. Mallalieu 
1812 J. Willey 
1814 c. Pro sky 
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various Lists of Officers at Fulneck 
(Cont.) 
Single Brethren's Labour~ 
1815 N. Rea 
1821 .Shawe 
1824 Libbey 
1828 G~A. Cunow 
1830 Chambers 
1833 Kirkland 
1836 J. Waugh 
1840 W.H. Oates 
1842-47 Office vacant 
1847 Clemens 
1850 w. Taylor 
1852 s. Connor 
1853 J. Lee 
1855 J. Baxter 
1860 J. Jackson Shawe 
1862 H. E. Shawe 
1864 R. Elliott 
1865 w. Eggleton 
1868 c.T. Elliott 
1870 H. Edwards 
1872 H. E. Blandford 
1873 A. Wiggins 
1873 J. Waugh 
1877 B. La Trobe 
1878 w.o. Lang 162. 
Single Brethren's Labourer (Cont.) 
1880 w. Titterington 
1881 w. Birti11 
, 
1883 E. Hasse 
l883 H.R. Mumford 
1884 w. Robbins 
1886 P. Asmussen 
1891 A.H. Mumford 
1893 J.E. Hutton 
1894 E.J. Libbey 
1896 w. Hawk 
1897 w. Lacey 
1899 E. Walder 
1901 c. Jackson Shawe 
1904 C.H. Shawe 
1904 G.J. Clemens 
1906 N.F. Orr. 
1907 C.H. Mel1owes 
1908 J.W. MacLeavy 
1911 W.A. Summers 
1915 P. Horton 
1916 vacant - it would seem that the office came 
to an end. 
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(b) Single Brethren's Co-Lab~urers 
-
His duties were mainly to do with the Great Boys. 
1747 J.F. Hintz 
1749 u. von Liidecke 
1750 R. von Laer 
1758 J. Worthington 
1762 s. Utley 
1765 J. Steinhauer 
1767 J. F. Mohring 
1770 J. Nieder 
1773 S. T. Benade 
1775 J. Swertner 
1779 J. Bradley (ad interim) 
1782 J. Miller 
1784 w. Foster 
1789 H. Reuss 
1795 J.G. Brett 
1800 Job Bradley 
With Job Bradley the Office of Co-Labourer came 
to an end. 
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(c) single_ Brethren I s wardens 
-In t11e early days this officer was often called Choir 
Deacon or Servant. The office seems to have come into 
existence about 1747 though James Charlesvl"orth, whilst 
Labourer, may have also acted as Warden from 1744 onwards. 
1747 •r. Knight 
1748 J. Charleswor~h and T. Knight. ('1'. Knight being 
away from Fulneck) 
1752 H. Backer and T. Knight 
1754 J. Frankelton 
1757 J. Hargrave 
1759 F. Bagge 
1765 J.F. Moeser,:· 
( T. Knight being away 
fpom Fulneck) 
1765 J.F. Moeser and C.F. Lochmann 
1767 C.F. Lochmann 
1768 ~.F. Moeser 
1772 T. Grinfield 
1774 J.F. Moeser (held office together with Labourership) 
1779 J. Church 
1784 J. Wilson 
1786 T. Verney with J. Chambers as Co-9'Narden 
1791 J. Chambers ( fr·om 1797 he held offi.ce together 
with Labourership) 
1798 J. Newby (from 1805 he held office together with 
Labourer ship) 
1808 J. Wi11.ey 
1810 c. ProsJcy 
In 1814 ·c. Prosky became Labourer and from that year 
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the: wardenship was combined with the Labourer's 
Office and then in 1840 the warden's duties were 
-
transferred to the congregational warden. 
166. 
(d) Single Sisters' Labourer 
1742 Marg. Lloyd (married T. Moore) 
1744 Eliz. Claggett 
1748 Anna Maria Arch6 
1752 Marg. Vogelsang (In 1756 July-Dec. pro tem 
Dor·othy Crellins whilst Iviarg. 
Vogelsang visited Germany). 
1765 Anna Rosina Anders 
1766-67 vacant 
1767 Eleonora van Seidlitz 
1772 Anna Rosina Anders 
1803 Karen Borg 
1817 1~ Templeton 
1820 Elizabeth Clarlce 
1824 Esther Tanett? 
1832 Eliz. Bull 
1834. Sarah Church 
1840 Eliz. Smith 
1843 Ann Jackson 
1851 Eliz. Hunting 
1879 Eli·z. Clough (held office together with 
S. Sisters Wardenship) 
1890 
1896 
1897 
Henrietta •ri tter·ington II II tt It 
? carey It II II 
" 
Ermna Caroline Lawford It 
" 
II 
" 
In 1904 the Sisters' House and Girls' School 
. exchanged buildings. 
1912 Eliz. c. Clemens (Was Laboureress without Warden-
ship until 1923 when she took such duties of 
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Single Sisters' Labourer (Cont.) 
warden's office as remained). Eli·z. Clemens 
remained in office till 1932 and was its last 
holder; it was then merged with the office of' 
Warden of the Widows' House in the person of 
Gertrude Belshaw. 
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(e) Single Sis·t~rs' C9-Labourer 
Except in the cases of co-labourers lJefore 1752 and 
also in the case of Eli·z .. von Seidlit·z, who seems to have been 
General Co-Laboureress and also to have supervised external 
affairs, this office was especially for the care of the 
Great Girls. Until 1748 the Great Girls were included with 
the Children and were looked after by the 11Chilc1ren 1 s 
Parents 11 , and then from 1748 unt.il 1750, or later, Sister 
·Held (the "Children's. Mother") continued to assist with 
the Great Girls although they were recognised as part of 
the Single Sisters' department. 
1742 Eli.z. Claggett and susan Claggett. 
1744 Jane Chambers 
1748 Sarah Cennick 
1750 Marg. Vogelsang 
1752 Eli.z. von Seidlitz 
1754 Eleonora von Seidlitz 
1755 Sophia Engel back (mar•Pied. Geo. Tl ... anelcer) 
1759 
1773 
1'778 
1784 
. 1786 
1789 
lr/91 
Henreitta Ohlson 
(Jan.-Aug.) Helena von Seid1itz 
Sarah Bryant 
E1i·z. Lewia 
Mary Shoesmith 
Eliz. Mort~ner (married J. Miller) 
Benigna Syms (marrierl C.J.La ~['r•obe) 
Mary Watson 
1794 Eliz. Lewia (married J. Chambers) 
1798 Martha Sinfield. 
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Single Sisters' Co-Labourer (Cont.) 
1801 Karen Borg 
When Karen Borg lJecarne s. Sister>s' Labourer 
-
in 1803 the office of co-Labourer> was dis-
continued and was only revived for one br•ief' 
period. -
1829-·32 Eliz. Bul~ 
1'70. 
(f) Single Sisters warden 
It is not possible to id.entify a Ward.eness (in the 
latei' sense) in the earliest days. In the Poundation. 
stone Docrunent, 1746, E. Claggett is referred to as 
"Eld.ress" and J. Chambers is called "Vorestair11 ( Su:pel"'-
visor) and these two have been classed as early co-
Labourers. By about F/60 the Sister specially in charge 
of external aff'airs is recognised by the title of Choir 
Deaconess and Ann Kii•kby is the fiPst to be so called. 
Probably until about that time the supervision of 
externals was part of the Labourer's work, or, as 1ong 
as 11Liesel 11 (as Eliz. von Seicllit·z was generally known) 
was there, part of her woPk as Co-LaboureJ:-. She is 
sometimes thought of as the first Warden, but no title 
of Deacon 01 ... such. is found for her· in ·the recor•ds. 
A. Will.oughby and s. Ripley wePe the first to clo the 
bulk of external WOl"'k, and though they are not callecl 
by the title of warden, seem to cleserve to start the list .. 
1752 Ann Willoughby 
1755 Sarah Ripley 
1758 Ann Birkby 
1781 susan watldns 
1786 Rachael cox 
1801-4 Arm Hargraves 
1805 Office vacant 
1806 Hannah Connor 
1820 Eli.z. Clarke (helcl of'f'ice together with Labourer 
ship) 
171. .. 
1824 
Single Sisters Warden (cent) 
1820-25 Co-',11/arden: Eli·z. cTarrett. 
Esther·Jarrett 1825-·29 No Co-Warden 
1829-32 Eliz. Bull as C.o-warden as 
well as co-Labourer. 
1833 (Jan.:-Au.g.) Frances Bl"'yant 
1833 (Aug.) Eliz. Bull 
1834 R. Spence 
1850 Sarah Fletcher 
(held of'f'ice together with 
LaboureJ:>ship) 
1870 Eliz. ·cJ.ough (From 1879 helo_ office together with 
Labourership) 
1890 Henrietta 'l'i tterington (held office together vii th 
Labourer ship) 
1896 '"t Carey ( II 
" 
II 
" 
) 
1897 Emma Lawforcl (Until 1912 II 
" 
n tl ) 
1923 Eli·z. c. Clemens ( II 
" 
II II ) 
Until 1932. 
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(g) Wic1mvs' Labourer 
--
This office was combined with Widows' Warden, and 
only one Warden was separately appointed. It is the only 
one of these offices which is extant and the recent 
holders have been known as Widows' wardens. 
1750 Augusta Brurmn 
1756-7 Office vacan~ 
1757 Alice Vicars (pro tern. She was called to 
manage a business and then was 
asked to act as Labourer). 
1760 Barbara Held 
lr/65 ? cannnerhof 
1766 Barb~ra Held 
1768 ? Crumnerhof 
1771 Esther Steeman 
1797 E1i·z. Miller 
1799 Jane Moore 
1812 Hannah Hartley 
(Often referred to as warden, for 
Alice Vicars continued to help). 
(marr•ied Ab. Taylor) 
(1787-·94 Aru1 M. La Trobe, 
Co-Labourer). . 
1792-1803 Mary Taylor Vlfas Warden 
and from 1797 Co-Labour·er. 
1814 Rachael Jackson 
1816 Anne Eli·z. Church 
1825-27 Office vacant and duties undertaken by Sister 
Kaltofen 
1827 Ann Ka1tofen 
1835 Mary Ql{ely 
1840 susan Taylor 
1853 Mary Ann Collis. 
1858 Harr·iet Mallaliel'tll. (marJ:·ied Br. Hasse) 
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Widows' Labourer 
1862 Ann Eliz. _Coleman 
1866 Sarah Waugh 
1875 Ma.ry Blandford 
1889 Ann Zippel 
1897 Hannah Jane Connor 
1904 Eliz. Shawe 
1909 Eliz. Willey 
, 
Mary Errnna Hasse 
(Cont.) 
1919 
1921. Gert. Belshaw, held the office until she 
resigned in 1929, leaving 
Fulneck. 
1932 Gert. Belshaw, returned to Fulneck as warden 
of both the Widows' House and s 
Sisters' House. ':f.'hese offices 
were merged fPom then on •. 
1936 L. King 
1944 E.A. Moreton 
1952 A.M. Douglas 
1961 Emily Shaw, the present holder of the office of 
Warden of the Widows' and Sisters' 
Houses. (1965) 
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(h) Children's Labourer 
These officers were appointed only in the early 
days and Cl.ealt with the children of the congregation 
at Fulmeclc and the Country Congregations but not with 
the ch.ild_l .. en of the 11 0economies 11 • 
1745 Br. and Sr. He~d 
1752 " " 11 Kahn 
Gross (as well as being Pudsey 
Minister) 
rt57(0ct) Br. Schulze, and from Dec. 1757· (date of 
It II II ~755 
his marriage)_ Sr. Schulze. 
In 1rl63 the Children were given into the care of 
the Labourers of the respective congregations. 
1.75. 
(i) Congresational Warden 
The earl.iest period is not clear as to titles ancl 
a.uties. 
~743 - 52 Cl'las.Metcalf'e (James Charlesworth seems to 
have acted as his assistant) 
1755 - '70 James Charlesworth 
1768 - 75 M.de Schweinitz, Co-Warden 
1770 - 72 Ab.Tay~or, Co-Warden with 
Schweinit·z and took over 
Congregational affairs. 
1772 Ockershausen 
lr/76 J. Moore 
1780 W. Co11.:ils 
1785 J. Autes 
1798 J. Oh~bers, Co-Congregational 
Servant as well. as Shop Manager. 
1809 H. Lautenschlaeger (Kllll.own as Lauten) 
1818 Ben. Brooke - but Agency separate. and in the 
1846 
J.B66. 
hands of' c. Hanneman until 1841., and 
then in hands o~ B. Brooke. 
G. Robbins - but Agency in hands o~ Brooke 
until 1862, then in hands of RoblJins. 
C.B.Ellis 
1.871 w. B. Nelson 
1876 J. Ellio,tt In 1878 the Wardenship was dis-
continued and duties divided between Agent and 
Steward. 
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(j) Shop Managers 
The Shop started in 1762 out of a union of 
Brogclen' s and Walker' s shop in one Congregational 
-
business. 
1762 Wm. Matthias 
1771 Jeremiah Haley 
1797 Jn. Foster (pro tern) 
lr/98 J. Chambers 
1.801 Roederer (pro tern) 
1.802 Fred. Smith 
1804 H. Laut.enschlae ger 
1.809 Jn. Hinchcliffe 
1.810 Christ. Hannem~n 
1818 Ben. Broolte 
1832 Samuel Sykes 
1863 Henry Dawson Clough 
1878 Stead Glover 
1.91.2 26 Ralph Barl{er 
About this time the Shop ceased to be a congreg-
ational business and was leased t.o a private t.enant. 
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APPENDIX S. 
Chronological Swmnary. 
178. 
APP:E:l'TDIX _ _g. 
CHRONOLOGICAL SUMMARY 
1738 The Rev. B. Ingham requested. that 'l'oe1tschig help 
him in Yorkshire. 
1r139 Toeltschig arrived to v1orlc with Inghem in Yorkshir~. 
1741 Boehler came to YoPkshire. 
1742 nyorkshire congregationt!. formed at Fetter Lane, 
London, and carne to Smith House, near Halifax. Inghwn 
placed his societies in Mor·avian hands. 
1743 Zinzendorf visited Pucl.sey and fixed the site i'or 
the settlement. 
1744 Ingham was commissioned to buy the Fulneck Estate 
for the Moravians. The Brethren occupied houses 
on the hill top, one as a dwelling house and one as 
a meeting-house. 
1'745 A cloth "manufactory" was begun at Banlchouse (Fulneck). 
1r14,6 May 21st Foundation stone of the Chapel laid. 
1'748 Ministers house and other rooms built. Boys moved 
to Smith House from Buttermere .• 
1'74-9 Visit of Zinzendorf and his son, Renatus. Foundation 
stones of the Brethren's and Sisters' choir houses 
. -
· laid. consecration of Btu•ie.l ground at ]'ulnecl{. 
1751 Chapel built at Gomersal. House used as Chapel at 
Mirfield. 
1752 Brethren's and Sisters' houses completed and in-
habited. Chapel begun at wyke. 
1753 Chapel at Wyke completed. Boys arrived from Smith 
House to Fulneck - t bl" hm t f es a ~s en o Fulneck Boys' 
P/9. School. 
Chronological Sunm1ar_y - cont. 
1755 Sett~lement of the Place congregation at Fulneck 
and the Country congregations at PucJsey, Gomersal, 
Ivlirfiela. and Wyke. New work pegun at Dukinfield 
in Lancashire. 
1757 Distress owing to bad state of trade. 
1758 Additions made to the Brethren's and Sisters' Houses. 
Appointment of a watchman. 
1760 neath of Zin-zendorf.'. Board o:t' Arbi tr·ation estab-
lished at Fulneck to decide clisagreements between 
Brethren. 
1761 Road repaired. 
1762 congregational Shop begun. Bakehouse and block 
adjoining for weaving and joinery erected. The Inn 
moved from the Lane end to within the Settlement. 
Extensions to Brethren's and Sisters' Houses. 
-1764 Brethren I.a •rrobe and CharlesVIorth went as deputies 
to the Synod. at M~rienborn. Widovfs 1 House erected. 
lr/65 Widows moved into their new house. Extension of.' 
land to the estate. Perpetual lease arranged for 
Chapel and Labourers house at Iviirf'ielCI.~ 
1766 Provincial Synod at Fu~neck. 
1767 Sisters' house full, so a house taken at Littlemoor 
for their accomrnoo.a.tion. 
1768 Brother Dohna attended the Synod a·t; Mai•ienborn. 
l'rto ·Death of James Charlesworth. Widows 1 House extended. 
1?71 New Shop built and Inn finished. Brotherly Ag:beement. 
drawn up. 
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Chronological Summar·~ - cont. 
1772 Discipline by Deprivation of Congregation of 
communion. Sept.-Nov. Death of Rev.B.Ingham in Dec. 
1774 nay school i'or boys begun. Chapel procured at Wisbe~r. 
1775 Last visit of Peter Boehler. (Chapel at Wyke rebuilt 
and enlarged. 
1777 A Society established at York. Smallpox at Fulneck. 
1779 Trade Bad and condi tion.s hard... Belfry built. 
1780 Apprehension at Fulneck as result of a mob at Leeds 
threatening Moravians accused of being Papists. 
~'783 Plans consider•ed.. for a Square at the east end of the 
]'ulneck settlement. 
1784 Additions to.Chapel (Porches). Tontine established. 
Settlement £>,t ]'airfield (fPom Dukinf'ield.) or)ened. 
1785 Boys 1 Boarding. School moved from rooms under the· 
Chapel to new b':lild.ings (present Headmaster's house) 
betV{!3en· ·~h~ Chap~~ ~.an¢!. Brethren~'·~ House. 
1789 Societies begun at Doncaster and Kirby Lonsdale. 
1792 Girls' Schools opened at Dukinfield. and Gomersal. 
1794 Girls' School opened at Wyke. Evangelistic work at 
Keld. 
1795 Provincial Synod at ]'ulneck. 
1796 Girls' School opened at Fairfield. 
1800 Sunday School held in the Boys' Day School and the 
Sisters' House. 
·-
1801 Boys' School opened at Fairfield. Girls' School 
opened at 'l'anfielo .• 
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ChronologiCaf Summary Cont. 
1802 Bishop Traneker died. Sunday School began at ~~ke. 
1803 B1•ethren purchased themselves 1'ree from militia 
service. 
180~ Brother Fr.v.Schweinit·z and S.R. Reiehel were ship-
wrecked off Flamborough Head on the way from New York 
to Germany ancl given hos:pi tali ty at Fulneclt. 
1808 Brethren Verbeck and Forestier of the Unity Elders' 
Conference, on their way from America, visited Fulneck. 
1809 Theological Seminary opened at Fulneck. 
1811 nrighlington Preaching place was given up. 
1816 Stmday School begun at Gomersal. Baild.on settled as 
a congregation. 
l8lr/ Brethren c. G. Reichel, L.D.von Sch'~tveinitz and Cunow 
visited Fnlneck on their w~y to the Synod from 
America. Galleries enlarged in Chapel. 
1818 Br. Ramf·tler attendee. Synod at Herr.'nut as a Deputy. 
Boys' Boarding School extended. 
1819 The Inn diacony was given up. 
1823 BP. Wild. from Unity Elclers' Conference visited Fulneck. 
1827 Sunday Schools begun at MiPfield. William Wilberforce 
visitecl Fulneck. Theological Seminary closed. 
1835 Provincial Synod at Fulneclt. 
1836 Br. w. Mallalieu deputy for F'ulneclt at Synod at 
Her:r:·nhut. 
1837 Cloth-making diacony given up. Br. Fruauf from the 
Unity Eldel"S' Conference visited F'ulneck. 
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Chronological summary. (Cont.) 
1838 Scriptur-e readei' appointed. Some alterations in 
Chapel to the ge.l:Lery and organ. 
1846 Gas lighting introduced. Baking diacony given up. 
Br.J.G. Herman of the Unity Elders' conference visited 
~ 
Fulneck previous to setting out with Br.W.Mallalieu 
on visitation of' the missions in the w. Indies. 
1848 Br. G.Clemens went as deputy for Fulneck to Synod 
at Her•rnhut. 
1850 New o1,gan openea. in the Chapel. 
1853 centenary celebrations of the Boys' Boar(ling School. 
P~ovincial Synod held at Fulneck. 
1855 Yorkshire congl"egati.ons' Centenai'y celebx>ations. 
1856 Provincial Synod again at Fulneck. 
1857 General Synod at Herrnut. Beginning of Provincial 
Home Rule. Theological Seminary begun at Fulneck. 
1859 work begun at Heckmondwike fPom Mirfield and CI•ook 
from Bai ldon. 
1863 congregation established at Crook, Co. Durham. The 
monthly "Messenger" started. 
1864 congregation established at Wellfield (Shipley). 
1867 congregation established at Horton (Bradford). 
1871 Provincial Synod at Fulneck. 
1874 congregation established at Heclanondwike. Theological 
college moved to Fairfield to enable students to attend 
Owen's College, Manchester. 
1879 Boys' Boarding School took over the Brethren's House. 
1886 Provincial Synod at Fulneck. New edition of Hymn Book. 
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Chronological Summary. (Cont.) 
1889 Reference to Lot struclc out of Church regulations 
at General Synod. 
1890 The monthly "Messenger" became the fortnightly 
"Moravian Messenger". 
1898 Provincial Synod at Mirfield. Plan for constitut-
iona} l"earrangement prepared. for submission to 
General Synod. 
1899 General Synod at Herrnhut. Final constitutional 
revision 
• 
1904 Provincial Synod at Horton. Arr•angements for the 
establishment of a teaching profession. 
1906 Provincial Synod at Baild.on. Arrangements for the 
·inspection of the Boarding Schools. 
1955 Bi-centenary celebPations at Fulneck. 
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APR_~Np.J.X ~· 
LIST O:B, C:~mgCI-!~S IN '!'HE M_9R~IAt!J?..Rf'£m~£!-~!lOVII\I'CE. l965. 
T.he date indicates the year of establishment as a congregation. 
1. Yorkshire District ______ .. _________ _ 
Fulneck 
Gomer sal 
1755. Crook(Co.Durham) 
1755. Wel1~ield(Shipley) 
Well.house(Mirfield) 1.755. Horton(Bradforcl) 
Wylce { Bl"adfor•rl) l755. Heckmondwike 
Baildon 181.6 .. 
2. LancashiPe District 
Du1dnf'ie1d 1755 westwood (Oldham) 
1.863. 
1864. 
1867. 
l874. 
1874 
Fairfie1d(Manchester)1785 \11/heler St. (Openshaw) 1899 
Salem (Oldham) 1836 
3. Easteyn District 
Fetter Lane (London) 1742 Prior's Marston (Rugby) 1806 
st.Luke's (Bedford)l745 Kimbolton (Bedford) 1823 
Ockbrook (Derby) 1752 Queen's Park (Beclford) 1896 
Rise1ey (Bedford) 1759 Hornsey (London) 1908 
Eyc1on ( woodforcl) 1760 Upton Manor (London) 
Woodford (Rugby:)-: 1796 
4. weste~!~i~!£1 
Tytherton (Chi:ppenham) 1748 Brockweir 
Bristol 1755 Swindon 
1912 
1833 
1899 
Kingswood (Bristol) 1757 Bath (Cor.•onation Ave. )1907 
Le_ominster 
Ma1mesbur·y 
1'759 Bath (we.ston) 
1770 
186. 
1954 
List of Mor£vian ghurches i~_th~ British Prov!nc( 2 1~2Q)• 
Cont. 
5. Irish Distri£i. 
Dublin 
Ballinderry 
1750· University Rd.('Belfast) 1887 
1755 Cliftonville (Belf~st) 1909 
Gracehj.ll ( Ballymena) 1755 
Kilwarlin (Hillsborough) 1755. 
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APPENDIX ..1• 
Doctrine in the Moravi~n Church. 
188. 
_/UlPENDIX 4 .. 
DOCTRINE IN 'rHE MORAVIA_lif CHURCH .. 
;;;;....;;,.--;.;.__ -
Doctrine in the Moravian Church can be gathered from 
statements in the "Results" of the very important General 
synod of 1899, from the catechisms, Liturgies and Hymnals, 
and can be expressed under the f'ollo-vv ing heads:-
1. Personal Faith 
2. Scripture, the sole Norm. of Faith 
3. The Trinity 
4. The Fall 
5. 'I' he Atonemen·t 
6 .. Justification by Faith 
7. Grace 
8. Prayer and the Ministry 
9. Sacraments 
10. Eschatology 
1. Personal F~ 
Moravians have always placed life before merely 
intellectual ap:pi•ehension and assent and so seelt to exemplify 
a living Church.of Jesus Christ, constituted of regenerated 
men and women, VJ.hilst it offers a meeting point for 
Christians holding to different dogmas. Personal f'aith 
in the crucified saviou.r forms the chief f'ouna.ation for 
fellowship. 
·
11 We aim at the comprehension, in a higher living 
unity, of the diversity of Doctrinal views, in so far 
as this diversity turns on the interpretation of Scripture, 
anc1 arises from the cliff'erent modes in 'i'Jhich the same 
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scl"'iptural truth is apprehended by different minds. 
'l'his aim, hovtever, we do not seelc to attain l1y simply 
s.hutting out differences of opinion, or by leaving 
them unnoticed. On the contrary, we desire that such 
diff'erenc.es should find expression, and be I'ecognised 
as legitimate. Nor again, would we establish unity 
by allowing all possible opinions to subsist, and 
letting love bear the sway over their heads. We seelc 
roather a positive and living unity. This we find 
in the f~i·th in the crucified Christ, in whom, as 
in the son of Goo., we have reconciliation to God -
that is, the forgiveness of m1I' sins. (Rom.V.lO., 
Eph. I. '7). 'l'his faith, snd the personal living fellow-· 
ship with the saviour which goes with it, we place, 
with all emphasis, in the very centre of' the Chl"'istian 
life; indeed we give these so high a place that for 
us everything else, in comparison therewith, is 
relegated to a relatively subordinate place". 
(1) (Results of the Genel"'al Synod of 1899 p.23). 
11
'I'he chief thing, then, for us all as members of 
this Brethren 1 s Unity is, aru.'.l. Pemains, to strive to 
, 
be One, and to become more ana_ more One in all that 
is ·essential, so that we may have a sure ground for 
our state of grace, ano. may become true members of 
the- One Body whose Head Chi•ist is". 
(2). (Results of the General Synod of 1899 p.24) 
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Scriuture the Sole Norm of Faith 2.. • 
However, the doctrinal position is not one of colour-· 
less negation. 'rhe statements of Synods, the language of 
the e.uthorised catechisms and liturgies and hymnal8, clearly 
present the position Pegarding the cardinal truths of 
salvation. The Church carefully guards the right of 
private judgement but also just as carefully provides against 
dissemination of erro:r and unfaith in pulpits and schools. 
'l'he sole norm of faith is the inspired recoPd of revel,ation 
in the Olcl 'l'estament and New •restament. Nothing is stated, 
hovvever, as to the mode of inspiration, for this God has 
not revealed. 
11
'l'he Holy Scriptures of the Old and _New Testaments 
are, and shall remain, the only rule of our Faith and 
practice. we venel"'ate them as God's Word, which He spake 
to mankind of old time in the :pro].lhets, ::mel at last in 
His Son ana_ by His Apostles, to instruct us into 
Salvation through faith in Chi•ist ·Jesus. 'v,/e ar.e con-
vinced that all truths that declare the Will of G.od f'or 
our salvation are fully contained there:j..n. 
"We continue strictly to hold to what has ever been 
the principle among the Brethren, that it is not our 
business to determine what Holy Scripture has left 
und.etermined, m• to contend about mysteries impenetrable 
to our human rearo n 11 • 
(3) (Results of the GenePal Synod of 1899. p.26). 
3. The Tr:i:_nijz 
•rhe 'l'rini tar· ian nosi tion of the Moravian Chu:r•ch is 
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explicit in their forms of worship. The entire structure, 
for instance, of the Litany for Easter Sunday is based on 
the doctrine of the TPinity. (4) However, the Trinity is 
one of the mysteries of faith Vfhich the Church does not 
define although it firmly holds that Holy Scriptur"e implies 
God as triune - Father, Son, and Holy Ghost~ and in the 
American catechism the Apostles• creed is cited in connection 
with this doctrine. 
4. The Fall 
The Fall and the conseq_uent inheritance of sin and 
death by the human race is aff'j.rrned clearlyj. but t'l.ogmatising 
on theoi·ies, such as infrala:psarianism or supralapsarianism, 
is carefully avoided. •rotal depravity is taught but t.heor-
etical discussions concerning original sin are not pursued. 
. . 
"The doctrine of the Total Depravity of human natur•e, 
. . 
that since the Fall, thel"'e is no health in man, and that 
he has no strength to save himself. (John III 6., 
Rom.III 23; VII. 18, I 18-32j III 9-18., Eph.II 8-13) ••• 11 
( 5) 
"What clo· we mean when we say tl1at human nature is 
sinful? We mean that there is in it a natural tendency 
to sin, a love of evil, an indisposition to that whieh 
is good, and a prdomirmnce of evil passions over better 
convict ions 11 • ( 6 ). 
Sin is s..l-J.own to be alienation fr•om God as well as 
the concrete act of disobedience, and. a matter of awful 
consequence. 
"What is sin, therefore, in its vei'Y essence, or 
true nature? 
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Sin, in its true nature or essence, is a falling awa·y,. 
or estrangement from God, and is therefore, in itself 
ha tef'ul and evil, as d.arkness is darkness". ( 7) 
"1Jl!hat is the punishment. of sin called'! 
The punishment of sin is called death". (8) 
"What is meant in scripture by death? 
By the word death is meant, not only that the body dies 
and is exposed to external sufferings, but especially 
the misery of' the souls of the wickeo_ in this woi•ld 
and in the world to cane. Temporal or natural death 
denotea_ the external consequences of sin, as shown in 
this world, as pain, suffering, dishonou~ and natural 
death (or the death of the body)., Eter·nal death 
denotes the consequences of sin in the life to came, 
everlasting diimlnation". (9) 
5. The Atonement 
The Moravian Church teaches the Love of God manifested 
in redemption through Jesus Christ, the Incar•nate Son: of 
God. They hold up His vicarious atonement as the only 
objective means of salvation, but they a.o not insist on ·the 
acceptance of' a particular theory of atonement or :scholastic 
presentation of justification:-
"The doctrine of the Love of God, the Father, 'who 
gas chosen us in Christ before the foundation of the 
world',. and 'so loved the world that He gave His only 
-begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in Him ·should 
not perish but have everlasting life'. (John III 16; 
Eph. I 3 & 4; I John lV. 9; EPh. II 4) •••• 
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"The doctrine of the real Godhead and the real 
Hurnani ty of Jesus Christ - that the only -oegotton son 
of God, by whom all things in heaven and earth were 
created, f'orsook the glory which He hacl with the 
Father before the world was, and took u_pon Him our 
flesh and blood, that He might be made like unto His 
brethren in all things, yet without sin. (John I 1-13; 
14; XVII.5; I John v.20; Cor .. I.l7-19; Phil.II 6 & 7; 
Heb. II. 14.17; 1V.l5) "· (10) 
"The doctrine of oui' Reconciliation unto God, 
and our Justifj_cation befoi'e Him through the sacrifice 
of Jesus Christ - that C.hrj_st 'was delivered for our 
offences, and was raised again for our justification', 
and that by faith in Him alone we obtain thrm1gh His 
blood forgiveness of sin, ~eace with God, and freedom 
from the bondage of sin. (Rom. III 24 & 25, v. I, I Cor .. 
!.30; Heb.II. 17, lX 12; I Pet.!. 18 & 19, I John I.9, 
II cor. v.l8 & 19)". (11) 
6. Justif'ic~tion by Faith 
Justification by ]1ai th alone and the necessity of. 
regeneration, the work of the Holy Spirit in the human 
heart, are stated as facts of personal experience rather 
than tenets of' theology:-· 
. "The doctrine of the Holy Ghost and the opePations 
of His grace, that without Him we are unable to know 
the truth; that it is He vtho leads us to Christ by 
working in us the knowledge of sin and faith in Jesus, 
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and who 'beareth witness with our spirit that we are 
children- of God' (Johm XVI. 8-11, 13-14. I Cor.XII.3; 
Rom. VIII.6). 
"Living heart-faith is necessary, for one becomes 
a true Christian only through faith; but it is also 
necessary th~,t the soul be brought to a deep and 
thorough conviction of its sin and misery, of its· 
worthiness of damnation, and of its need of redemption. 
For the mor·e earnest is the longing for peace the 
more confidently, on the evidence of God's faithful 
Wo1~a., can the redemption wrought out be Christ be laid 
hold of by faith. 
11 Through faith the sinner received fr•om God, 
through grace, the forgiveness of his mns, purification 
in the sight of God, and peace with Goct; and he 
receives the power (the. right) to become a child of 
God. (Luke VII 48-50; Rom.V.l, John !.12). 
11As to the manner in which·God, in His merci:iful 
compassion, effects this great change in the human 
heart, both Holy Writ and the experience of believers 
show that there is great diversity in God's ways of 
leading souls to their eternal salvation. Some, lilte 
Paul, are able to give the hour of the decisive 
tui•ning in their inner life, when, called and awakened 
by the voice-of God, they found justification and TJeace 
in believing. With others, again, the exper•ience of 
their awakening and pardon cannot be defined as 
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belonging to any one particular momentu, (12) 
7. Grace 
'J!he Moravian ChuPch does not teach ].)erfect ionism but 
it rejoices in the reality of sanctifying grace, holding 
that those who have received forgiveness of sins and a 
conviction of their sonship with God, receive d.ivine power 
for resisting evil aml overcoming sin. Their duty and 
their privilege is to pursue holiness proving their faith 
by works of love as they r•each for the goal in imitation of 
Jesus Chrlhst,, the :perfect example:. 
"The doct1•ine of Good Works as the fruit of the 
Spirit, inasmuch as faith manif'ests itself as a living 
and active principle by a willing obedience to the 
Commandments of God, prompted by love and gratitude 
to Him who died for us. (I.John v. 3-5; Eph.II 8-10; 
JEunes II lr/) 11 • (13) 
"'I'he same grace which effects in the soul the 
lcnowledge of sin, and justifies the sinner -before God 
and makes him a child of God, worlcs~ in him further also. 
true sanctification. This sanctification however, 
consists not merely in the laying aside of certain 
sinful .habits and vices, but far· .more in the renewal of 
the inmost mind, and the clecision of the whole heart 
and will to be the Lord 1 s. we love Him who fir·st loves 
us, with the whole heart, the whole soul and the whole 
mind, and we give proof of our love by doing the will 
of God with the whole heart, and obeying His commandments. 
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"The eoncurrent marl{ of all tPue childr•en of God is 
.this, that they have received the Spirit of Christ 
(Rom.VIII.9). It is this Spirit of Christ who first 
certifies them b~l His witness that they have the for-
giveness of sins, that they are children of God and 
heirs of eternal life. He works :in them, instead of 
the spirit of a slave and of fear of the wrath of God, 
the spd.l"i t of sonship in which they cry 'Abba, Father! 1 
-
He impels them to follow after that sanctification, 
without which no man shall see the Lord. He sheds 
abroad in their hearts the love of God ·oy which they 
receive power no longer to let sin reign in their 
mortal body that they should obey it in its lusts. He 
reproves them, makes :them sorl"Y with a godly sorrow 
for the sin that is still pr•esent 'l'li th them, and at the 
same time prod.uces in them .heartfelt conf.'i.dence in their 
Lord, so that they ever and again confess their sins 
to Him who is fai t.hful and just to forgive them tl1eir 
sins, and to cleanse them from all their unrighteous-
ness. In view of the goal of sanctification in Christ, 
the child of grace, in deep humility, and also with 
holy ancl. earnest rlecision, confesses with Paul 'no·t 
that I have already obtained, or am already mad.e 
perfec~; but I _press on, if so be that I may apprehend 
that f'm"' ·which I was apprehended by Chris.t Jesus' 
(Phil. III 12). 
"But all the power thus to press forward towards the 
goal is given us by the gracious operation of the Holy 
Ghost, if we a.o not cease to look in faith at the 
whole merit of His life, sufferings, death, and 
resur1•ection- and if we abide in that constant and 
confidential intercourse with Him which e. par•doned 
sinner has wi"th his Savioui'. •rhat intercourse i:s 
none other than the abiding of the branch in the vine, 
of ·which Christ says: 'As the branch cennot bear 
fPuit or itself, except it abide in the vine; so 
neither can ye, except ":ire abicle in me; for apart from 
me, ye can do nothing'. (John XV. 4 & 5). 
-· 
"'rhus the new life of the regenerate child of God 
is se.f.ely carried for·wai"ds towarcls its maturity, 
according to the measure of the stature of Christ, 
toward its glorif'ication in the image of Christ and 
its perfection in eternity". (14) 
The Moravian Church stresses the n.eec1 of praye1• and 
other private ·and public means of grace for the culture of 
:_spiritual life but, whilst complete liturgical ritual is 
provicJ.ed for the Lord's Day, the Sacraments, aml various 
rites such as Confil"mation, Marr·iage and Burial, and the 
Christian Year is obsel,ved, they o.o not tie their Ministl"Y 
0_ovm to Church see. sons in the pulpit nor keep them f'1,om the 
use of free prayer. 
The three orderB of the Ministry, Bishops, Priests, 
and Deacons, e..re perpetuated, but not vii th a hierarchical 
conception of episcopalian function, and the congregation~, 
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through the Elders, shr-tre the aominj_stration of 
d.isc ipline:-
"What is our part and duty in the work of 
sanctification? We shoulCl. watch over ourselves, 
and maintain our commttnion with God, our Saviour, 
by means of prayer. 
"What do the Holy scriptur•es teach us with 
regard. to prayer? It is our• privilege and our 
duty to bring all our· feelings, wishes and clesires 
in prayer before. God., in all. places and at all 
times". (15) 
"The Christj.an. Church has not c ens icl.ered it 
sufficient to dwell upon our LoPd' s r•ed.eeming work 
in general only on Sundays, but has also recormnended 
the cormnemoration of the essential pEn"'ts of that 
redemption by special festivals. From these has 
arisen the course of festive seasons, which embrace 
in historical sequence the whole counsel of God. for 
the salvation of the human race, and occupy the first 
half of oul" Church year•". ( 16) 
"Regulations belonging to our 1•itual ana. litur•gy 
must never be allowed to become a clead letter, or to 
degener•ate into dry, cold form. It is rather a 
princ:lple of our Chul"'ch to be highly esteemed, that 
we have and maintain libel"ty to introo.uce changes 
and improvements in our I'i tual as circtmn3tances·. may 
requir·e. 
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"Every Minister presid.ing at a service must be 
at liberty, in unessential points of ritual, to act 
as the Spiri-t moves him". ( 17) 
"What has Christ instituted foi' the establish-
ment and the spread of His Church on earth? 
Christ j_nstituted the sacr•ed ministr•y for the 
pm:-pose of maintaining the ]{nowleclge of' the Gospel, 
and. spreading the same by means of living witnesses". 
( 18) 
"The ministry in the Protestant Church of the 
Brethren, by means of which it can enjoy an indep-
endent and undisputed activity in the Kingdon of 
God in the s<:une manner as every other_ organised 
Church rests upon the consecration of Bishops, 
Presbyters and Deacons". (19) 
"IJ:•he Diaconate is the first o.egree of orcters 
in the Church. It entitles to the exercise of' the 
·ministry of the word and of the Sacraments. After 
the example of the A,postolic Church, this conse-e-
ration be also imparted to those brethren to whom 
the control of' the tempoPal af'f'airs of- the Church 
i s committed 11 • ( 20) 
"The degree of presbyter is primarily to be 
conferred upon such deacons as are appointed to the 
ministry of the word, e.nd to the charge of a 
congregation in._ one of the three Pr•ovinces of "Ghe 
Unity, or are entrusted with the direction of any 
particular bl~anch of Church work". (21) 
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"The office of a ·oishop imparts in and by itself 
no manner of claim to the control of the whole 
church, or of any part of it; the administration 
of particular dioceses does not therefore, belong 
to the bishops. A bishop, lilce every other 
Minister of the Unity, must receive a special 
commission from the Synod·, Ol"' fl"'Orn the Directing 
Board. of' a Province, fo1~ every office which he may 
have to fill. 
"A bishop alone is authorised. to perform or·d-
inattons to the various grao.es or the Ministry of 
the Ohurch 11 • (22) 
9. Sacraments 
The Moravian Church refuses to fonnulate definitions 
in respect of the sacraments, classifying them among the 
"mysteries" of revelation. However, it does affirm that 
Baptism is a sacred rite, by which under the emblem of 
water, we receive a pledge of the forg:lveness of sin and 
admission into the covenant of God, through the Blood. of 
,Christ; and that children also may be baptised as a sign 
and pledge to them of the promise of Christ that t.heirs 
is the Kingdom of Heaven; and furthermore, that in the 
Lord's Supper the believer receives a divine seal of the 
covenant which was ratified by the Bloocl of Christ, and 
that he is thereby drawn into the most int.ima te corrnnunion 
with Jesus Christ:. 
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"VI/hat are sacraments? 
sacraments are sacr•ed rites, which Jesus Christ has 
ordained in His Church, in o1~der to communicate and to. 
confirm to us the gifts and promises of the Gospel". (23) 
"How many SacPaments has the Christian Chureh? 
The Christian Chur·ch has two Sacraments; Holy Baptism 
and the Lord 1 s Supper or t.he Holy Conununion". (24) 
"What j_s Baptism? 
- . 
Baptism, as an external rite, is a sign of dedication 
to Goo., and. of reception into the Christian Church". (25) 
"What is the higher and spiritual signification of 
Baptism? 
'l'he external emblem signifies a dying of the old man, 
and at the same time, an admission into the covenant 
with God". · (26) 
"lfl.'hat do we, therefore, receive by Baptism? 
By Baptism we receive, under the condition of faith, the 
promise of the grace of God in Christ Jesus for the for-
giveness of sins, and at the same time. the communication 
of the Holy Spirit for sactification11 • (27) 
"What then is the Lord's Supper? 
. 
It is a sacrament instituted by Jesus Christ in memory 
of His death". (28) 
"~ifnat is it besides? 
It is also a Communion or covenant-rite, and as such a 
Divine seal of the 'l'estament ( OI' covenant) which was 
ratified by the Blooo. of Christ for our salvation and 
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reconciliation ·with Goo.. '•rake, eat: this is My ·Body. 
This is:MY Blood of' the New Testament, which is shed for 
many for the ·remission o1' sins'. (Mat.thew XXVI 26. 28). 
'rhe Holy communion is, therefore, a mysterious enjoyment 
of the BoGly and Blooa. of Christ; that ts, when the LoPd' s 
Supper is enjoyed a~cor•c:ling to the mind of Jesus Christ, 
the partaking of thy bread and wine is connected with 
the enjoyment of the Body and Blood of Jesus, in a manner 
incomprehensible to us, and therefore, inexpressib-le. 
"The fourfold fruit of the communion, therefore, is:-
1. The assurance of the forgiveness of sins. 
2. The strengthening of faith. 
3. IJ:•he increase of mutual love. 
4. The confirmation of the hope of· eternal life, 
and of a gloriOl:lS resurrection". (29) 
,
11 What is reg_uisi te in order that we really become 
partakers of all these blessings·? 
we can: become partakers of the fruits and promises of the 
Lora.' s supper only by approaching the table of the Lord 
.. 
in a worthy manner". (30) 
"What is necessary if we would approach the Lord' s· 
table in a wol"'thy manner? 
Wel"'ious preparation and self-exemination aPe requisite 
to a worthy participation of the LOI'.o.' s supper. ( 31) 
16. EschatoloS¥ 
.Whilst the defining of o.ogma regarding eschatological 
q_uestions has also been avoid~d, the Mor•avians plainly teach 
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. .. ,_ 
a conscious existence o~ the individual after death and 
the resurrection of the· body, the visible return of 
Christ in glory for judgement, and that those who are 
His will enjoy the consurrunation of perfect lif'e for 
ever, v1.hilst the condemned will suffer· eternal punish-
ment: 
"When will the work of grace be completed? 
At the glorious coming of our Lord Jes~s Christ." 
"When will He come? 
The day and hour no man knows, for He will 
come unexpectedly" •. 
"What will then take place? 
'l1hen all the dead will be raised up by Jesus 
Christ; but the dead in Christ (believers) will 
rise first". 
"VVhat will hl:tppen to those believers who 
are still ·alive at the 'coming of Christ? 
Those believers who are still alive at the coming 
of Christ will be changed; e.nd their bodies will 
be made like 1:mto the glorified body of Jesus 
Christ, in the same manner as the risen bodies 
of the saints". 
"What will take place aftel"' the genePal 
resurrection? 
After the general r'esurrection of the de·aa., the 
Pinal Judgement will take place. 
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"Who· wtll be the judge? 
Jesus Christ, the Judge of the g_uiclc and the 
dead, will recompense to every man according to 
his works. 
"What will be the condition of man after Cl.eath? 
After the resurrection and 1'inal judgement, man 
will partake either of evei•lasting happiness or 
of everlasting misery. 
"Who will be the partakers of everlasting life? 
The righteous; that is, all who have believed in 
Jesus Christ, will attairt to everlasting happiness, 
being released from sin, from death, and fl"'orn 
all pain, admi tteo. to the most intimate communion 
with God and Jesus Christ, and made partakers of 
His glory. 
"Vi'hat will become of the wicked? 
The wicked, that is, all who halo. the truth is 
unrighteousness, and are not obedient to the 
Gospel, shall go into everlasting punishment, and 
shall be separated from God and all His Saints. 
"What will then happen to the Universe? 
'rhe whole visible creation (heaven and earth) will 
then undePgo an entire change. 'l'his is called the 
end of the world! 
"And I saw a new heaven ano. a new earth, for the 
first heaven and the fir·st eal"'th viere passec1 away" 
(Rev.XXXI.l). 
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"We, accoro.ing to His promise, look for new 
.heavens and a new earth wherein a.welleth 
righteousness" (II. Peter III 13) "· ( ~:S2) 
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A. DIVINE-SERVICE 
1. PUBLIC WORSHIP . 
The Preaching of the word ha-s always occupied the 
central place in the worshih:j;>piBg activity of the Moravian 
Church and we are told tha·t in eld times "their Ministers 
g~ve most _of _their attention to this point, not only on 
sabbaths and festivals, but also· on common week-days, 
whenever a funeral, a wedding, or a simi'lar solemnity 
gave them an opp<:>rtunity 11 • {1) 
In the early days Sunday was devoted f~Rt·i:r-~ly to 
Divine Service and t.q.e con~e.gat·ion assembled four times 
to hear the Ward of God, twice in the foreneon and twice 
in the afternoon·. In the first gathering select passages 
from the pro)hets were expounded and at the secondp which 
was the principal service, sermons were preached from the 
Gospels. The first afternoon service used the Epistles 
as subjects for meditation,_ whilst at the evening service 
the Bible was read,. in portions of suitable length, from 
beginning to end,. the Mini-ster making occasional instructive 
observations as he read.;- These four services were added 
to by a fmtth during the summer, commencing at Easter. 
which was specifically for the -purpose of catechising the 
children but was a~so attended by parents and other adults. 
This was immediately after the mid-day meal. 
The preacher w-as allowed gfieat latitude in the choice 
of his text and treatment, but it was laid down as a 
p:rinciple that long and tedious sermons we-re to be avoided. 
So it was a rule that the morning and afternoon services,. 
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including any singing should not last more than an hour, 
but in ·the principal service one hour was ·allotted for 
' the sermon. The noon and evening services were limited 
to half' an hour. The manner of preaching was to be simple, 
not using the aids of rhetoric and generally to be in 
the words of scripture, and to be devised to suit the 
ages and conditions of the hearers. 
All services opened with singing and concluded with 
a prayer, singing and the blessing. The Brethren's 
collections of hymns ~ere often enlarged and issued in 
new editions, and their main aim was to impress script-
ural truths on the memory through the medium of singing. 
The old Brethren set a high value on singing and th~ 
congregation sang with one voice led by a precentor and 
without the use of "artificial church music". Their 
hymns were adapted to Gregorian chants borroweq .. from the 
Roman Church and, later, sometimes precentors introduced 
popular German melodies which were more easily learned. 
·This practice was often frowned upon because the tunes 
"awakened recollection of .the unspiritual songs, for which 
they were originally composed, and thus disturbed dev-
otional feeling". (2) 
The centrality· of preaching in the conduct of worship 
has remained with the Moravians, but the antipathy to 
11artifical 11 musical aids had died out amongst the Brethren 
of the .. Renewed Church and many ·of their Churches in 
~ermaey and here in England were, furnished with fine organs. 
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The old use of Gregorian chants also gave place to the 
German chorale form. EVen so there is a cautious note 
in. the approach to Church music and in the Church Book, 
Section 74, issued by the British Synod in 1892, it is 
stated: 
"Music that accords with the character of the 
Brethren's Church tends in a high degree to render 
the services of the congregation harmonious and 
devotional. This refers to the more artistic pieces 
as well as to the organ accompaniment of the -usual 
singing of the congregation ••• All the more is it 
necessary that it should be wisely and judiciously 
directed in accordance with the spirit of the Church. 
For when music, however artistic, beautiful and sublime, 
improperly obtrudes itself, as though it were of the 
first importance ••• its effect is not to edify, but 
to do harm and disturb ••• The Minister of a Congre-
gation has therefore, to see to it that only such 
Brethren are entrusted with the conduct of the music 
of the congregation as are fitted for it by their 
~p;ir"itual. character and insight". (3) 
The normal pattern for Sunday worship today is two 
services, one in the late morning and one in the evening. 
The service of catechism was long ago replaced by the 
Sunday School. Each of these services centres around 
the 
sermon and, generally speaking, the morning one 
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follows a liturgical form provided in the Mo~avian 
Liturgy, and the evening service takes the rather freer 
form associated with the worship of the Free Churches. 
The Moravian Liturgy was revised, authorised in 
1958 by the British Provincial Synod, and issued in 
1960, in the preface of w.hich, it is said:-
11While in no \~ay seeking to restrict or stereo-
type public worship, the Moravian Church values her 
liturgical tradition as a gift bestowed by her 
spiritual forefathers, since they felt that in this 
way full participation by the congregation and a 
satisfactory inclusion of the wide ranges of prayer 
might be assured"• (4) 
There are six orders of service which may be used 
at the discretion of the Minister. Of these the fifth 
is particularly suited for use at Youth ·services and the 
sixth as a form of ante-Communion Service. Often the 
first four are tr.eated in turn as the basis orf' the 
Morning Service on successive Sundays. 
The first order preserves the Church Litany, which 
is the oldest and most characteristic for.m of Moravian 
Liturgy. It was compiled by Martin Luther based on 
sncient litanies of the Church and was printed in the 
Brethren's Hymn Book in 1566 and continued to be used 
·until it was revised and recast by count Zinzendorf in 
1741 and published in the first German Liturgy Book of 
the Renewed Church in 1744 •. 
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The second order has pa·ssages more reminiscent of 
the Litany of the English Book of Common Prayer and the 
fourth order has a number of elements in the type of the 
Morning or EVening Prayer in the Book of Common Prayer. 
Each order opens with some· sentences, ·includes the 
singing of a Psalm or a Hymn, proceeds with the reading 
of Lessons and hymn singing, forms of prayer more or 
less on the pa.ttern of a litany, continues with a Hymn, 
the sermon, another Hymn, and concludes with the Blessing. 
Extempore prayer and 11free 11 forms of worship are 
ext.ensively used but most frequently for the second 
(evening) Service on Sundays. No directions are laid 
down as to the vesture of a Minister when conduction 
Divine Worship but it is the general practice for 
Moravian Ministers to wear a white surplice on such 
occasions. 
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2. THE LORD 1 S SUPPER 
-In a sketch o~ the ritual o~ the Ancient Unitas 
Fratrum im Bohemia, Moravia and Poland, re-issued by the 
synod at Herrnhut in 1818 we are told:. 
"The Brethren celebrated the Lord's Supper, ~our 
-
t~es in the year, generally on the high church 
~estivals, and sometimes, when it seemed proper, 
more ~requently. Vihen the communion approached, they 
took great care to prepare all the communicants to 
enjoy it worthily •. Hence this sacred ~east was 
procla~ed a ~ortnight or three weeks be~orehand by 
the Minister, on which occasion he spoke on the aim, 
dignity and the blessing o~ this mystery. He at the 
same t~e called upon each o~ his hearers, to examine 
himself, to prepare ~or the great solemnity by 
penitence and prayer, and also to visit him ~or the 
purpose of private conversation. 
"Before the communion was proclaimed, the minister 
sent for the Elders of the Congregation, and asked,. 
whether the Lord's Supper could be held at that time, 
or whether there were any impediments· in the way? He 
then inquired, what was the. general walk and convers-
ation o~ the Brethren and Sisters, and if they knew 
anyone, who stood in need o~ admonition, reproo~ or 
punishm~nt? According to the reply.received, the 
minister gave notice, when the Communion was to be 
celebrated, and began his examinations. Each house-. 
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father, with ail the inmates of his familY, waited 
on the minister at a stated ttme, when they were· 
examined as to their punctual attendance on divine 
service, as to the profit they had derived from it, 
whether they adorned the doctrine of Christ by 
godly living, whether the heads of families set a 
good example to their household, instructing them in 
piety and good morals; whether children were obedient 
to their parents, domestics to their masters and 
mistresses; etc. Of course these examinations gave 
occamon for admonition, instruction, and warnings. 
Whoever was found unwortny, was not allowed to go to 
the c·ommunion for that time, unless he faithfullY 
promised amendment. If any one shewed himself 
stubborn, refusing to acknowledge his faults, or to 
confess his sins, he was totally excluded, until he 
should again submit to the yolte of Christ. Distressed 
and mourning sinners, who owned and repented of their 
deviations, were strengthened with divine. consolations, 
and assured of God's forgiveness through Christ, though 
~ 
the greatness of their sin was by no means palliated. 
If anyone absented himself from the Holy Communion, 
the minister asked him the cause, expostulated with 
him, if indifference to this bond of fellowship of 
the saints was his motive. 
"·No strangers were admitted to the Lord's Supper,. 
unless furnished with testimonials by their own 
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minister or recormnended by a member of the congre-
gation, to whom they were well known. 
"Immediately b·efore the solemnity, the cormnunicants 
were encouraged in an addres·s, to draw near to Christ's 
table with real .hunger and thirst for the bread and 
wine of eternal life. After this was the general 
confession, when the congregation invoked our heavenly 
Father, to be gracious to His feeble children for 
Christ's sake-, to forgive them their sins, to cleanse, 
justify and renew them, to strengthen them by His 
Spirit, and to make them worthy to receive the true 
body and blood of His Son. Then the forgiveness of 
sins was solemnly proclaimed in the name of the 
Trinity, a-s also the right of God's children to draw 
nigh unto the Lord's table-. 
-
"The minister, arrayed in a white surplice, now 
read the Lord's last Testament. At the words: "he 
.. 
took bread and brake it", the minister took the bread 
in his hand, and broke it in sight of the whole 
congregation, and at the words: "in like manner He 
also took the cup", the minister put his hands upon 
the chalice. He added a brief explanation of the 
words of institution, calling upon all to believe, 
that these outward symbols were, in a sacramental 
mode, the body and blood of our Lord, giv;en for us 
unto death, and shed for the remission of our sins .• 
He encouraged them to enjoy this heavenly feast in 
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faith, and to lift up their hearts unto the Lord. 
The communicants then approached the table, which was 
covered with a clea·n white linen cloth, with all due 
reverence; first the servants of the Church, then 
persons of magisterial authority, next the Elders, 
and finally the remainder of the congregation 
according to age, first the men, then the youths 
and last the boys. Then followed the females in the 
same order. While receiving and enjoying the conse-
crated bread, they used to fall down on their knees, 
because their earlier forefathers, when they began 
to· enjoy it standing, in order to avoid the appearance 
of adoring the host, had thereby drawn violent 
persecution upon them. They also found this devout 
custom profitable, as it awakened f'eelings of humility 
before Go.d, and joy of heart, combined with holy 
trembling. During the enjoyment of the bread and 
wine, the congregation praised the Lord in hymns, 
treating of the sufferings of Christ and the blessings 
of His salvation. Finally the whole congregation 
again knelt down, to thank God for the benefits re-
ceived. At the same time they besought H~, to 
aid their growth in the inner man, and to give them 
stedf'astness to withstand temptation, to free His 
church from the errors of Antichrist, to fill His 
servants with His gif~s, to make them f'aithful in 
their calling; to preserve the congregation in faith 
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and fear, love and hope,. to raise up the fallen,. to 
shew mercy to the penitent, to comfort the mourner, 
to support those imprisoned for the truth, to heal 
the sick, to enable magistrates and governors to rule 
well, to subdue the enemies of the Church, and convert 
them into friends, and to grant His pe ace unto all. 
"The congregation was finally encour•aged to walk 
worthily of the grace received, and to shew their 
gratitude by giving alms to the needy. The whole 
solemnity was concluded with the Old Testament 
blessing". ( 5) 
The Moravian Church Book of the British Province, 
1892, makes. the followin-g points:-
1. "The Kiss of peace, a usage taken from the 
Apostolic Churches (Ram.XV1.16., 1 Pet.v.l4) is to be 
retained where it can be continued with acceptance, 
as a token of brotherly- love and renewed UI).ion based 
on the Lord's death. But where there are· goounds of 
-
objection, the giving of the hand is recommended 
instead". The Kiss of peace and the right hand of 
fellowship were alternative practices which·had 
developed in connection with the Holy Corrununion in 
the Renewed Church of the Brethren almost from its 
beginning. 
2. No fixed regulation. was provided for the freq-
uency of celebration of the I.ord' Supper, but it was 
recommended as desirable· at least once a month. 
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3. "With all true Church Members it must be a 
heart • s -heces:si ty to partake frequency of the Lord's 
-
supper" - but it was left to the state of heart and 
conviction of each one to partake less frequently. 
No-one should partake from unwortlw motives e.g. 
thinking his abstaining would lower him in the eyes 
of his Brethren. 
4. Howevel"', continual and unworthy withdrawal from 
the Lord's Supper was a matter of unfaithfulness and 
.. 
sin against the saviour. 
5. The Holy communion should be administered to 
the sick if they requested it and the cir·curnstances 
of their illness allowed it. 
6. People who were not members of the Brethren's 
. . 
Chu~ch could be admitted as guests of the congre~ation. 
(6) 
With regard to the care about adnlitting "strangers·" 
to the Holy comrr1union we may recall how the Brethren had 
excluded John Wesley whilst admitting John Ingham on the 
occasion of t11eir visit to Marienborn. 
The current practice seems to be to hold the Holy 
communion once a month on a Sunday as an extra service. 
usually in the afternoon. 
It begins, usually after the Love-feast,. with the 
Sixth Order of Liturgy, which includes the "Christ Litany 11 
of Count Zinzendorf, continues in the form for the Lord's 
Supper, with a prayer for preparation and a prayer of 
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humble access and then a prayer of consecration either 
extempore or according to the fo~ as set. After a 
hymn the Bread is distributed, and then the Wine, to 
the standing congregation. After receiving each 
element the congregation kneel·and sing the verse of 
a hymn. Hymns are also sung during the distribution. 
A prayer of thanksgiving follmvs and after that a 
covenant Hymn is sung during which the Right Hand of 
Fellowship is given. 
patriarchal blessing. 
The Service closes with the 
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3. THE LOVE FEAST AND THE CUP OF COVENANT 
(a) The Love Feast 
The Moravian 11Lovefeasts" .s.tand connected with a 
similar usage, the-Agape, in the early Christian Churches 
and "express the family tie uniting Brethren and Sisters 
in their common love towards Christ". (7) 
The custom was revived spontaneously in the Renewed 
Moravian Church at Herrru1ut following the deep experience 
of unity and fellowship at the connnunion Service on 13th 
August,l727. Zinzendorf had sent food then to sustain 
the groups which continued in prayer and hymn singing. 
Later it became a recognised service expressing the 
fellowship in a special way. There are two kinds 
of Love-feast: The first is a more formal service and 
precedes the usual celebration of the Lord's Supper. It 
-
consists of talk on the affairs of the Church and congre-
gation and meditation on some aspects of the Lord's Supper-
usually ba·sed on a text f'rom the Text Boo;tt. The object 
of this Love-feast is to deepen the sense of fellowship 
through the covenant to follow Christ. The second kind 
is in connec~ion with celebrating a Festival ~whether 
of the whole Church, or the local congregation, or even 
a smaller group or "choir". It is held to promote the 
. ' . 
fellowship of Christian believers and has no ·set form. 
The characteristic features are hymn singing, addresses 
on some appropriate topic, and the serving of a simple 
meal. 
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(b) The cup of covenant 
The cup of covenant is really a third form of Love-
. feast and must not be conf'used with the use of the Cup 
in the Lord's Supper. It is a custom peculiar to the 
-Brethren's Church and originated with the Single Brethren 
-
at Herrnhut in 1729. (8) When a young Brother was 
called to serve in the Mission Field, the whole "choir" 
met and. entrusted him to-christ in this particular way, 
as a pledge of united service and trust. The practice 
soon spread to oth.er "choirs" and today may mark a 
Church Festival, or any corporate act orr re-dedication. 
The order prescribed is as follows: 
All stand and. the Minister says "Jesus took the 
cup, and gave thanks, and said "Take this and divide it 
amongst yourselves". (9) Them follow a hymn and pr~er, 
and a Reading or Address, after which the Minister says: 
11Jiesus said, I am the true vine, ye are the branches: he 
that abideth in me, an d I in Mim, the same bringeth 
forth much fruit, for without me ye can do nothing". The 
cup is then passed from hand to hand whilst verses ex-
pressing Brother·ly union in the service of Christ are 
sung. .Af'ter the partaking the Minister says, 110ne is 
your Master, even Christ, and all ye are b-rethren". Then 
a covenant hymn is sung and the Right Hand of Fellowship 
given and the service closes with the New Testament 
Benediction. 
In some congregations individual cups are used and 
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in that case, when they have· been distributed the 
Minister says, "Now ye are the body of Christ, and 
severally members thereof", and they all then partake 
together. 
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B. OCCASIONAL OFFICES 
1. Baptism, Confirmation and Reception 
The· three modes of admission to full communicant 
membership are Adult Baptism, confirmation and Reception. 
Whilst Adult Baptism, which involves the conscious and 
willing acceptance of the Faith by the candidate, ia 
therefore, the norm of admittance to conwunicant member-
ship, it readily appears that, in a Christian society 
practising Infant Baptism, such form of Baptism _with the 
complement of confirmation, is the mode of admission in 
most frequent use. Reception is the mode of admission 
for .those entering from communicant membership of other 
Churches. 
Infant Baptism. 
The Sketch of the Ritual of the Ancient Unitas 
Fratrum issued by the Synod at Herrnhut in 1812 says that:-
"A few days after birth, the children were incorpor•ated 
into the church of Christ by Holy Baptism. After a text 
had been read, a short discourse was held, to show that 
the divine covenant extendea also to the children of 
believers. This covenant was made by the parents and 
sponsors repeating the creed in the name of the child. 
The parents, at the request of the Minister, took the 
sponsors to be their assistants in educating the child, 
giving them full powers to instruct him in the Christian 
religion, and to reprove them, if they should be guilyY 
of negligence in the task of education. On the other 
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hand, the godfathers and godmothers assured the parents 
of their willingness to ~dertake this task, and 
engaged more particularly, to execute their duty with 
all faithfulness, in case of the parents death. Hence 
·it was a rule, that no ignorant or aged persons, whose 
days could not, in all probability, be long, should be 
invited to stand sponsors, much less were parents allowed 
to ask rich people or men of rank, from ~PUl'e motives, 
to perform this duty. 
"They all then prayed our Heavenly Father to cleanse 
the infant from its native corruption by the blood of 
Chr.ist, to regenerate it by the H.oly Spirit, to give it 
the seal of this grace by Baptism, and to gTant it a 
place among His chosen. 
"After the prayer the Minister gave the child the 
name proposed by the parents, and baptised it, agreeably 
to Christ's command, with pure water, in the name of the 
Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost. 
"The parents and sponsors were then once again admon-
ished, to remember their duties, and to educate the child 
in all diligence, until they could present him to the 
care of the Minister, as a well-bred, well-taught and 
pious child". ( 10) 
The practice of Infant Baptism is clearly considered 
. . 
to be in accordance with Holy Scripture and agreeable to 
Christ's command. Section 84, in the Moravian Church 
Book of the British Province (1893) states: 
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"Our 9hildren are already by their birth within 
the Christian Church, called of' God to a participation 
in the KingdOlll! of' Jesus Christ (1 Cor. VII.l4) and Christ 
Himself' blessed little children and declared them to be 
of' those who belonged to the Kingdom of' God (Mark X 14-16). 
It is, theref'ore, in the Brethren's Unity the duty of 
-parents to present their children f'or Baptism at the 
earliest age as soon as circumstances permit". (11) 
Except in special cases, and then only by consent 
of the Provincial Elders' Conf'erence, children past the 
-
age of' two years were considered too old for the Admini-
stration of' Infant Baptism. The rite of' lnfant Baptism 
was to be treated as a public matter and not administered, 
except in extreme cases of' illness or great distance,. in 
private houses but in Chapels or a public meeting of' the 
Congregation .. 
The opening exhortation in the Service f'or the 
Baptis~ of' Inf'ants in the present :Moravian Liturgy 
{authorised 1958) states: 
"Baptism sets f'orth the saving work of' Christ, wllere-
in we are washed f'rom our sins, and raised into newness 
of'· lif'e; and in this s·acrament we make conf'ession of 
f'ai th in him. 
"In inf'ant baptism we declare that our children share 
with us these benef'its of' our Lord's redeeming work, and 
-
we claim them f'or the f'ollowing of' Christ as members of' his 
body, the Church. 
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"Moreover, it is written in the Gospel that Jesus 
said "Suffer the little children to come unto me; forbid 
them not, for of such is the Kingdom of God. And he took 
them in His arms and blessed them, laying His hands upon 
them". ( 12) 
Confirmation and Adult Baptism 
The confession of faith in Christ is made on behalf 
of infants by their parents and sponsors who promise 
to "teach them the truths and duties of the Christian 
faith" and the bring them up "in the nurture and adman-
ition of the Lord, and in the fellow-ship of the Church 11 • 
(13) 
Thus, for full adult membership, this confession of 
the faith must be made for himself by the person who was 
baptised in infancy. This takes place in Confirmation, 
and infants or minors who have been admitted by Baptism 
forfeit their Church Membership if Confirmation does not 
follow in due course. Section 85 in the Moravian Church 
Book (British Province 1892) says:- . 
11As in other sections of the Christian Church, it is 
the rule also with us that between Baptism and the Lord's 
Supper confirmation comes in for the ratification (o·r 
confirmation) of Baptism, and for conferring the right 
to partake of the Lord's Supper. In the case of persons 
-
who have been baptised as Adults, Confirmation is, there-
fore, as a rule not used. 
"The age at which confirmation is to take place 
cannot be definitely fixed; but.it is recommended that 
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the step be not taken hastily. It should be preceded 
by a full course :·.of instruction in the whole doctrinal 
system of Salvation, and by an examination in the chief 
points of the same''• (14) 
In the Ancient Unitas Fratrurn, we are told, "the 
children who had been born and bred in the Brethren's 
Church, and learned the fundamental truths of Christianity 
either at home or at school, were publicly committed 
to the Minister's care, in the presence of the whole 
-
congregation, and confirmed in their baptismal covenant, 
before they were admitted to partake of the Holy Communion. 
(15) 
In the ceremony the candidates, who had previously 
been examined, made their affirmation of faith and resolve 
to live in accoraance with the promises of their parents 
and sponsors at their baptism and, joined in a prayer 
of general confession. After this:-
"theyreceived absolut1on, and their right to approach 
the Lord's Table as children of the living God, was 
-proclaimed. The Minister concluded the ceremony by 
laying his he.nds upon them in the apostolic manner, and 
calling upon the Lord on their behalf, that the hope 
of d.ivine grace might be confirmed in them". (16) 
In the modern liturgy of the British Province Adult 
Baptism takes place in the same office as tha't of con-
firmation. After the first part of the service, which 
includes the declaration of faith, and intention to live 
a godly life in the fellowship of the Church,. the Minister 
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lays his hands on the head of the candidate, recites 
a suitable text of Scripture, and then baptises him in 
the usual Trinitarian formula. (17) 
candidates for oonfir.mation who had made the same 
affirmations as those required o:f candidates :for adult 
baptism, are confirmed by the Minister, who stands in 
:front o:f them, names them, and lays his hands on the 
head o:f each, reciting a suitable text o:f Scripture, 
and then pronounces the Blessing over them. Then, in 
the cases o:f both baptised adults and those c on:firmed, 
the Right Hand of Fellowm ip is given in tolcen o:f 
reception into the communion o:f Christ's Church. 
Reception 
The third mode o:f admission into communicant member-
ship is the reception o:f members :f.rom: other Churches·. 
In the Ancient Unitas Fratrum-, when persons :from other 
Churches made known their desire to join.:.-
"they were asked, in the :first instance, what 
induced them to seek :fellowship with the Brethren, 
i:f they were :fully convinced o:f the truth o:f their 
doctrine, and o:f the utility of their rules and 
discipline. I:f it appeared that the applicant was 
properly acquainted with the Brethren's doctrine 
-
and discipline, and that he would go along with them,· 
and moreover, led a blameless life, they received 
him without hesitation: if not, the reception was 
deferred to a more suitable time". 
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"The reception was not public, but took place in 
the presence of the Elders of the Congregation. 
Those who were about to be received were asked, if 
they would promise obedience to God and His congre-
gation, if they were willing to submit to the 
servants of the Church in Christ's stead, empowering 
-
them to instruct, to admonish, to warn, to punish 
them, especially when they should fall into. tran.s-
gression; if they had laid their account with 
suffering reproach and persection for· the sake of 
Christ and His Church, and if they were ready to 
abide steadfast in the truth unto death. After they 
had promised obed.ience to enter into sacred fellow-
ship with the other believers and to take their 
refuge, in all distress of eonscience, to the 
Ministers". {18) 
Later, in the first century and mor-e, of the renewed 
Church of the Brethren, the dec:i,sion about reception was 
referped finally to the Lot, wh~ch was an arbitr~ry pro-
cedure and probably excluded a number of desirable pot-
ential members until it was discontinued well on in the 
19th Centry. (19) 
In modern times reception is, as for.merly, more 
readily extended to those genuinely desiring to ~are the 
fellowship of Moravian Church Membership, but the Reception 
now takes place publicly at the Communion Love-Feast, or at 
the beginning of the communion Service, usually in the 
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following form:.-
"Dearly beloved, in the name of the Lord Jesus 
Christ we give welcome to M.M. who has already con-
fessed the faith of Christ before His people and has 
been received into full communion with the Church, 
and now desires to join our congregation. 
"May- the blessing of God rest upon us in our 
fellowship and service; may we help and enrich one 
another,-living.together in the spirit befitting the 
company of Christ's people, and bearing witness in 
the sight of the world to the strength and grace of 
Jesus Christ our Lord and Master". (20·) 
Then, during the singing of a Recept"ion Hymn, the 
Right Hand of Fellowship is given by the Minister to the 
one received. 
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2. MARRIAGE 
In the Ancient Unitas Fratrum those who intended to 
marry had to do not:O,ing without first consulting their 
parents or guardians, and the Minister, and clandestine 
pr~ises of marriage were strictly forbidden, any being 
found guilty of them falling under ecclesiastical discip-
line. 
"The marriage ceremony was performed publicly. 
After a text of Scripture had been read, and various 
hints founded upon that text had been given as to 
. the duties required of married Christians, the couple 
were desired to step forward. The.y pledged them-
selves mutually in the presence of the congregation, 
who were witnesses of their free and lawfu~ union,. 
to show constant and unceasing love and faithfulness 
to each other. Then the Minister joined their right 
hands, and declared them to be lawfully married, 
confirming his declaration with the words of Christ: 
"What God hath joined together, let no man put asundertt 
(Matt.XlX.6) in the name of the Father, and of the Son, 
and of the Holy Ghost. A prayer was then put up on 
their behalf, and they were encouraged by the hope of 
divine blessing, and exhorted to be moderate and 
becoming in celebrating their nuptials". (21) 
In later t~es, in the Settlements of the Renewed 
Church of the Brethren, the final decision as to ·whether 
two people could marry or not was made by submission to 
the Lot. Even after the use of the Lot had been dis-
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continued in this respect, the question of the marriage of 
Church members was still considered a matter of concern to 
the congrega·t-ion and should be contracted within its sphere. 
"The Provincial Synods are especially enjoined by 
the General Synod to make it a matter of serious 
attention that even in countries where Civil Marri~ge 
has been introduced, members of the Brethren's Church 
should not marry without receiving the blessing of 
the Church on their marriage". 
In order to facilitate the marriage of members in the 
presence of their own Congregations it was strongly recomm-
ended that, "all Congregations should have their Chapels 
licensed for the solemnization of Marriages". (22) 
The ritual for the solemni-zation of Marriage in the 
present Liturgy (Authorised for the British Province 1958) 
is based very largely upon•:~that in the English Book of' 
Connnon Prayer. The significant additions being the solemn 
declaration by both the manl~. and the woman that they know of 
no lawful impedient to the marriage, the words of the·man 
at the giving of the ring: 
11 I give this ring as a pledge and token of our union; 
and I call upon these persons here pre·sent to witness that 
I, M.M., do take thee N.N., to be my lawful wedded wife,. 
to have and to hold, from this day forward, for better, 
for worse, for richer, for poorer, till death us do part, 
according to God's holy law; and thereto I give thee my 
troth". (23) 
And the words of the woman in reply: 
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·ui. receive this ring as a pledge and token of our 
union; and I call. upon these persons here present to 
witness that I, NN., do take thee M.M., to be my lawful 
wedded husband, to have and to hold, from this day 
forward, for better, for worse, for richer, for poorer, 
till death us do part, according to God's holy law; 
and thereto I give thee my troth". (23) 
It is then that their right hand·s are joined and 
the Minister pronounces them man and wife. 
The Service proceeds with prayer, Scripture reading, 
probably an address and a hymn, and closes with the 
Blessing. 
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3. THE THANKSGIVING OF MO'rHERS 
It is difficult to believe, that in a society so 
devout and spiritually aware as that of the Brethren's 
Church, women did not cane to the Church to express their 
thanksgiving after giving birth to a child, but it must 
be presumed that such an act of thanksgiving was fonnerly 
a matter of individual piety and informal expression. 
No mention is made of a formal liturgical provision for 
such an occasion in the earlier days of the Unitas Fratrum, 
nor does the Moravian Church Book of the British Province 
of 1892 malte any reference to it. However, in the 
Authorised forms of Liturgy fo·r use in Great Britain and 
Ireland (revised in 1912) the fifth item provided for 
"The Thanksgiving of Mothers". The rubric directed that: 
"When a mother desire's that the Congregation join 
her in giving thanks to God, this may be done at the 
Baptismal Service, or on some other fitting occasion11 • 
At the time chosen the Minister had to say: 
"Our Sister (N. N.) here pre-sent desires to render 
thanks to God in the presence of his people for the 
special mercy and deliverance he has vouchsafed to her11 • 
And the final rubric followed: 
"(Then may be read Ps.ll6 verses 1-9, 12-14, 19, 
followed by Prayer, Hymn No. 762 and the Old Testament 
Blessing)". (24) 
The provision in the liturgy authorised in 1958 
is rather more formal and extensive. After an opening 
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hymn the Minister says:. 
"Let us pray. 
0 God, the Protectpr of all VV'.ho trust in thee, without 
whom nothing is strong, nothing is holy; increase and 
multiply upon us thy mercy, that thou being our Ruler 
and Guide, we may so pass through things temporal, that 
we finally lose not the things eternal.; grant this, Q; 
loving Father for Jesus Christ's sake. Amen. 
-Our sister, N.N. here present, desires to render 
thanks to God in the presence of his people for the 
special mercy and deliverance he has vouchsafed to her. 
Gracious is the Lord, and righteous; yea our God is 
merciful. The Lord preserveth the humble. I was brought 
low and he helped me. What shall I render unto the 
~ord for all his benefits towards me? I will take the 
cup of Salvation and call upon the name of the Lord. I 
will offer to thee the sacrifices of thanksgiving. I will 
pay my vows unto the Lord now in the presence of all his 
people, in the courts of the Lord's house. Praise ye the 
Lord. 
Let us pray. 
(here all kneel} 
v. Lord, have mercy upon us, 
R. Christ, have mercy ~pon us. 
v. Lord, have mercy upon us. 
R. Christ, hear us". 
Then after the Lord's Prayer has been said by all, 
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there follow the following responses and prayers: 
v. no Lord, save thy servants. 
R. Who put their trust in thee. 
v. Be thou their strength and stay. 
R. May all their.ways be peace. 
v. Lord, hear our prayer. 
R. And let our cry co me unto thee. 
We thank thee, 0 heavenly Father, for thy gracious 
providence over our homes, and especially over this home 
in which thou hast given deliverance to the mother,. life 
to the child, and gladness to all. Grant that the 
parents may have grace and wisdom to bring up their child 
in the nurture a-nd admonition of' the Lord; and, as thou 
.hast added him to the number of' mankind, so also unite 
him.to thy holy Church, through Jesus Christ our Lord. 
Amen. 
(If' the child is dead, this Prayer may be used: 
0 L.ord God, we would join with thy Servants who desire 
to thank thee in thy Church for thy gracious providence 
in a time of' trial and danger. For.the life thou hast 
preserved we bless thee; and the life which thou hast 
withheld we would humbly resign to thee, in full reliance 
on thy wisdom and goodness. console and comfort these 
thy serfants, we beseech thee, 0 thou Father of mercies 
and God of all comfort; and grant unto them the assurance 
of thy tender compassion and unfailing love; through 
Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen.) 
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we thank thee, 0 God, for the skill and care of 
those who minister to us in times of illness and pain, 
for the love which we have for one another in our homes, 
and for the greater lmve which embraces all thy children 
in this life and the next; through Jesus Christ our 
Lord, Amen". { 25) 
After the hy.mn 762 the Service closes with the .. 
Old Testament blessing. 
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4. THE BURIAL OF THE DEAD 
At ~unerals in the Ancient Unitas Fratrum the 
Minister and the school children accompanied the deceased 
to the burial-ground, singing verses, and there the 
Minister held an address to those present "instructing, 
comforting, warning them as circumstances req_uired11 .(26) 
The Church Book o~ 1892 advocated a "memoir" o~ the 
departed at ~unerals to 11 give occasi on to glori~y 
the riches o~ the grace o~ Jesus, also to warn the 
congregation, and to give com~ort and strengthen the 
~ai th11 • 
But it ~urther enjoined that: 
"Empty praise, or the passing of a stric't judgement 
upon the dead, must be avoided in the funeral 
discourses". (27) 
Remains about to be interred in the Burial groun~ 
were to be brought into the Chapel during part o~ the 
ceremony. Generally speaking, only those who were ack-
nowledged members o~ the Moravian Church or under the ·.!. 
immediate care o~ one of its congregations were to be 
interred in their Burial grounds, but this rule· could be 
waived in extraordinary cases by the Minister and Committee 
of the Congregation acting together. Simplicity and 
uniformity of gravestones and inscriptions was the rule. 
There are no·grounds ~or the rumour which once spread 
abroad that the Moravians buried their dead in a standing 
position. This amazing notion took hold in the mis-
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understanding by outsiders of the Moravian conviction 
regarding resurrection which strongly coloured their 
attitude towards bUrial. By burying in this position 
the "gossips" supposed Moravians placed their dead in a 
more ready position for the final awakening! 
In the present day rite (authorised 1958) the Office 
for the Burial of the Dead falls into three parts. (28) 
First, there is the Service in the home which opens with 
these sentences spoken by the Minister: 
"Peace be to this house, and to all who dwell.. 
therein. 
In nothing be anxious, but in everything by prayer 
and supplication-with thanksgiving let your requests 
be made known unto God. "And the peace of God shall 
guard your hearts and thoughts in Christ Jesus". 
Then follows a reading from the Scriptures after 
which the Minister offers prayer. Five prayers are 
printed in the rite, including one particularly for use 
on the death of a child. 
The second section is the Service in Church which 
opens with the Minister reading a series of Scripture 
sentences and a prayer. The singing of a hymn or 
canticles is followed by the re~ding from the Scriptures 
and an Address. The prayers that come after the address 
a,re introduced by a short imprecatory litany and the Lord's 
Prayer, and incl. ud:es special prayers provided for the 
occasion of the death of a child and a death by accident 
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or disaster. 
Benediction. 
The section closes with a hymn and 
The last section is the service of Committal. This 
is a brief section introduced by Scriptural sentences 
which lead straight on to the committal in the following 
form:. 
"Forasmuch as it hath pleased Almight God to take 
unto himself the soul of our brother here departed, 
we therefore commit his body to the ground {elements), 
in sure and certain hope of the resurrection to 
eternal life of all believers, through our Lord Jesus 
Christ; who shall change our earthly body that it 
may be fashioned like unto his glorious body, accord-
ing to the mightuworking whereby he is able to subdue 
all things unto himself. 
"I heard a voice from Heaven saying unto me, 
From henceforth blessed are the Dead which die in the 
Lord; even so, saith the Spirit; for they ~est from 
their labours; and their works do follow them". 
The section closes with four· short prayers, an 
ascription of glory to Chris.t 11 The Resurrection and the-
Life", and the Grace. 
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5. ORDINATION 
In the Ancient Unitas Fratrum there were five types 
of Church Offices into which a man could be ordained. 
In every congregation a MINISTER was appointed, who had 
DEACONS and ACOLUTHS under him. The Unitas was governed 
gener~ by the CHURCH-ELDERS (SENIORES) or BISHOPS, 
whose assistants were the CO-ELDERS (CONSENIORES) or 
CO-BISHOPS. 
The Office of the MINISTER (or CURATE) consisted 
. . . 
chiefly in preaching the gospel, administering the 
sacraments, and acting as counsellor and guide to his 
flock. In general the Brethren la.id more stress on 
piety, unblemished md»·ral conduct and intimate acqua:d.ntance 
with the scriptures as the Word of God, than upon great 
learning and knowledge or the liberal arts. One good 
reason for this was the fact that in the early days the 
Brethren were not able to attend any University and it 
wa-s not until after Luther 1 s Reformation that yo"gng 
. .. 
Brethren, distinguished by talents in the field of learning~ 
attended the German Universities to study. the learned 
•, 
languages and divinity. Mostly, however, young men 
were prepared for the Ministry by the Curates, w:P,o 
educated th~m. 
Ministers did not canvas for places, now were they 
chosen by the congregations they served. The Bishops 
appointed Ministers, selecting those who seemed best fitted 
to do the work in particular places, and the Minister'., 
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went obediently to the place to which he was called and 
there was accepted and respected by .the congregation as 
its appointed shepherd. {29) 
When a new Minister was to be introduced to a 
congregation he preached a sermon before them, and then 
the Bishop stepped forward and annow1ced that the Bishops 
had, after mature· deliberation, fixed on this man to be 
their future Minister. He begged them to receive h~ 
in love as a servant of Christ, and exhorted the Minister 
to be faithful in h~a office and careful in watching his 
flock. The Minister promised faithfulness to the congre-
gation, who, in return, declared that they would give him 
the obedience due to a servant of Christ, confirming this 
declaration through their Elders who gave their hands 
to the Minister. \¥hen the congregation had dispersed, 
the retiring Minister, in the presence of the Bishop and 
the Elders, handed his successor a list of the congre-
gation and all the Church property. 
The Minister was obliged to give an account of the 
state of his congregation every half year to the Bishop,. 
who had power to correct or punish him if any disciplin-
ary action were ever necessary. Most of the Ministers 
were single men though there was no law of celibacy. 
DEACONS were the immediate assistants of the Ministers,. 
regarded and treated as candidates for the sacred office. 
They began by publicly preaching the Gospel, often being 
sent, after examination and instruction by the Minister, 
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accompanied by an Acoluth, to preach in adjacent villages. 
In large congfiegationrS:~.the Deacons assisted the Minister 
in the distribution of the Bread and Cup at the Holy 
Communion. They also baptised infants in the absence 
of the Minister and instructed the children in the 
catechism. (30) 
Each Minister was under obligation to board from 
one to three (or more) boys of r-espectable parents, in 
his house to educate them, and with a view of preparing 
them for the service of the Church. As they grew old.er 
and more advanced in their studies, these youths generally 
became ACOLUTHS, or disc:iples. As such they were often. 
given new biblical names and were expected to distinguish 
themselves in the pz•opriety and industry of their daily 
conduct. Generally it was among their duties to ring 
the bell for service, open and lock the church doors, light 
the candles for meeting befol"'e daylight, and grad.ually 
become familiar with and get same expel"ience in the duties 
of the Deacons by accompanying them and helping them in 
small ways. (31) 
The Deacons, Acoluths and younger boys under the 
Minister's care were expected to conform most strictly 
and punctually with the rules of his house which had fixed 
hours for rising, prayer, study, worlc, meals and retiring. 
No-one was allowed to sit up at night, and certainly not 
to leave the house; in fact, without the Minister's 
knowledge none of the inmates were allowed to go out, 
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procure anything for their private use, send any letters 
of importance, lend their own property or take charge 
of that of someone else. 
The general superintendence and inspection of the 
Church was entrusted to BISHOPS or, as they preferred 
to be called, SENIORES or CHURCH-ELDERS. A Bishop was 
elected by the whole body of Ministers and admitted to 
his office by solemn consecration. General administrat-
ion was not committed to one Bishop, but to a body of 
four or five of equal dignity. This was mad.e a rule at 
a Synod held in 1500 after the death o:fl Matthew of 
Kunwald, who had been elected the first Bishop by Lot, 
and it was designed to obviate the dangers of supremacy. 
Each Bishop had a certain Diocese, or number of congre-
gations, under his supervision and there were generally 
two Bishops in Bohemia, tvro in Moravia and one (some-
times two) in Poland. (32) 
The Bishops were of equal rank, except that one had 
the Presidency for the swte of order, and they held o~fice 
for life, except in the case of improper conduct. Each 
one was obliged to submit to the decision of his coll-
eagues and co-Seniors in affairs of importance. If any 
congregation or person were dissatisfied with the Bishop's 
decision, he could appeal to the general Synod (which met 
every three or four years) which gave a final decision 
in virtue of the power corrmitted by God to His Church. 
Each Bishop had two or three CONSENIORES for his 
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assistance, who shared in the deliberations of' the Council 
. and helped in the superintending of' the diocese. Acoluths, 
Deacons, and Ministers d.estined for ordination were f'irst 
examined by the Conseniores before being sent to the 
Bishop. ( 33) 
The Acoluths, Deacons, Ministers and conseniores 
were Ordained to their office and the Bishops were 
consecrated. 
1.. The Ordination of' Acoluths 
Young men proposed by the Ministers f'rom the number 
of' their pupils as proper candidates for the of'fice were 
nominated Acoluths at the Synod. After an address on 
discipleship, they were called. out by name and asked if 
they were willing to devote themselves to the Service of 
the Church and pr~ise obedience to its Servants. Their 
duties were explained and they promised to observe them 
by giving their hands. The elder Acoluths gave them 
their right hand receiving them into their company. (34) 
2. The Ordination of Deacons 
Deacons were chosen from the older Acoluths and were 
examined by the Bishops as to their readiness to devote 
themselves entirely to Christ and His Church, and their 
progress in studies. Then, smnmoned before the Synod, they 
had their duties as laid down in Tim.III, a, read out to 
them, and they sole~ly devoted themselves to Christ and 
His Church. The Bishop offered up prayers on their 
behalf and ordained them with imposition of hands. Then 
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the new Deacons pledged their right hands to the Bishop 
and Ministers in token of their obedience and the older 
Deacons rc_giving them their hands) received them into 
their fellowship. (35) 
3. The Ordination of Ministers 
The Minister notified his intention of presenting 
Deacons in his charge for ordination at the Synod and 
asked the elders of his congregation to provide them with 
written testimonials as to their life and clerical 
talents. These candidates were given a threefold exam-
ination at the Synod: first by the Ministers who trans-
mitted their opinion on each to the B~shops; then by the 
conseniors who saw the candidates in groups of three or 
four at a ttme, questioning them on their knowledge of 
divinity and their motives in devoting themselves to 
Christ and His Church; lastly, each candidate wa:s sent 
to a Bishop to be questioned on his conscience and to be 
reminded strongly of the solemnity of the step about to 
be taken. After further preparation by fasting and prayer,. 
the Ordination took place next day when the Synod was 
assembled. 
After singing a hymn, a discourse was given on the 
ministerial office, and· then the ordaining Bishop stepped 
forward and read a passage of Scripture, after which he 
announced that some had been appointed and were about to 
be ordained, and called upon them to present themselves 
to God and the congregation. As one of the conseniors 
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read out their names, the candidates stepped forward from 
the congregation to be placed, by two Conseniors, at 
the side of the Bishop at the altar, saying: 
"We pray thee, venerable Brother, and Bishop, in 
the name of the whole Church, to impart to these men, 
who stand before God and before thee, the office of 
messengers of Jesus Christ, and the full powers of the 
ministerial office, and that thou wouldst confi~ them 
in their station, in due order, according to the power 
given thee by Christ and his Church." 
The Bishop replied: 
"Are these men, now standing before me, worthy and 
fit to take this holy office upon them, and adorned 
with the vitues, which should grace an ambassador of 
Christ?" 
One of the conseniors answered: 
"God has furnished ·them with the needful gifts, and 
they have been well instructed from their youth up; they 
have, by the testimony of all acquainted with them, led 
a blameless life, and in their examinations, they have 
been approved as sound in faith and doctrine, and as 
sincerely desirous to devote themselves to Christ and 
His Church; they are free from an evil conscience, and 
God, in answer to the prayers of the Church, has fitted 
them to be His WOJ?thy servants". 
Then the Bishop said: 
"This testimony given you in the presence of a 
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c·ongregation of Jesus, is accepted, and your request 
shall be granted in the name of God". 
After the candidates had vowed to discharge their 
office faithfully the ordaining Bishop said: 
"Beloved Brethren, that you may have immoveable hope 
in the Lord's support, hear the prayer of the everlasting 
High-priest in your behalf, when He was about to offer 
Himself for the sins of the world, and fervently commended 
to His Father those, who should procla~ His salvation 
among all people". 
Another Bishop then read ~he High-priestly prayer 
of Jesus from John XVII and the act of ordination followed, 
. . . 
with all the Bishops laying their hands on the candidates, 
praying that Christ would receive them in the number of 
His faithful servants and fill them with the gifts of His 
Spirit. Meanwhile the whole assembly, kneeling, sang the 
hymn "Come Holy Ghost, come Lord our God" (No. 680 in the 
Moravian Hymn Book). (36) 
After the Bishep had pronounced the Divine blessing 
on the candidates they rose and gave their hands to the 
Bishops and Conseniors in token of their obedience, and 
to the older Ministers in token of their initial love and 
trust, and the Deacons gave their hands to the newly 
ordained to testify their respect., and the whole trans-
action concluded with the Lord's Supper • 
.. 
4. The Ordination of Conseniors 
When any vacancies occurred on the council (of 
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Bishops and their conseniors) some pious and experienced 
men were chosen by the conseniors and Ministers, who 
noted down the person(s) they regarded as most fitted to 
fill the vacancy(ies) and the list of names was sent, 
sealed, to the Bishops. Those having the most votes 
were then added to the conseniors, being ordained with 
tmposition of hands in the presence of the Synod. (37) 
5. The consecration of Bishops 
In order to elect a new Bishop a Synod was called 
and the first day of assembly given over to the fasting 
and prayer that God would fill the vacancy and point out 
the man He had chosen. In an address the Assembly were 
reminded of the Scriptu~s requirements for this office, 
-
and when the Assembly separated, all the Bishops, con-
seniors and Ministers wrote down on papers, without 
prior cunsultation, their votes, and these were sealed, 
collected, and then opened. by the Bishops in the belief 
that he who had most votes was the one appointed by God. 
The name of the one thus chosen was not made known 
immediately, but on the foll~ting day, before the whole 
Assembly, the consecrating Bishop announced that God had 
pointed out the man and urged that that man ought not 
to be disobedient to the call. Then another Bishop 
rose and named the person elected, who then stepped 
forward and was asked if he aclmowledged this as a Divine 
call, and if he were ready to serve God and His Church thus. 
If the answer were affirmative the duties of this .office 
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were laid before h~, he pledged himself to attend to 
them faithfully, and the Bishops consecrated him with 
~position of hands, beseeching God's blessing, while 
the congregation sang the 11Veni Sancte Spiritus". 
After the cons·ecration the Bishops received their 
new colleague by giving the right nand of fellowship 
and a brotherly embrace; the conseniors and Ministers 
promised him obedience and pledged their hands, and the 
Service concluded with songs of praise. (38) 
I:n the Renewed Church of the Brethren following the 
resuscitation at Herrnhut the historic episcopacy of the 
Ancient Unitas was adhered to and was inherited by trans-
mission of episcopal authority and consecration from 
Amos comenius through Daniel Jablonsky. (39) The main 
threefold order of Ministry, depending upon episcopal 
ordination, was preserved in the orders of Bishops, 
Presbyters and Deacons. Acoluths were also retained as 
a form of minor orders in the Chul~ch' s service but v1ere 
not regarded as part of the Ordained Ministz•y, requiring 
only a form of reception in place of episcopal ordination. 
Section 61 in the Moravian Church Book (British Province) 
1891} states: 
11The Ministry in the Protestant Church of the Brethren, 
by means of which it can enjoy an independent and undisputed 
activity in the Kingdom of God in the same manner as every 
other organised Church, rests upon the consecration of 
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Bishops, Presbyters and Deacons. All those who have to 
minister the word and Sacraments among us receive the 
outward legitimate authorisation for Church transactions 
by Ordination. When the Brethren designated, with 
invocation of the Lord as Head of the Church, and in his 
immediate presence, accompanied by the prayers of the 
assembled congregation, are consecrated with imposition 
of hands in the name of the Father of the Church, we 
regard them as specially blessed by the Lord for the 
important commission to feed the Church of God, which He 
purchased with His own b·load". (40) 
From the beginning in the Renewed Church, however, 
the Episcopate had a rather different significance to 
that attached to it in the Ancient Unitas. In the old 
days the Bishops, as such, had a prominent share in the 
government of the Church. They had Dioceses and, in 
association with the Council of Elders, and in combin-
ation with the Synods they attended to the supervision and 
control of the whole Church. In the Renewed Church, on 
the other hand, the Church wa·s being organised and 
governed for a considerable time before the episcopate 
was transferred to it, and control rested in the hands of 
Elders elected by the congregations. It was the need 
for regularly appointed Ministers of the Church which 
ultimately led to the introduction of Episcopal Ordination, 
but this effected no change in the supreme control of the 
Church as it already existed. Thus from the first the 
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Bishops in the Renewed Church held an office in which 
the emphasis was very much more on the spiritual sig-
nificance rather than administrative power. 
The regulations in Section 62 of the Moravian Church 
Book (1891 ) state: 
"(a) The office of a Bishop imparts in and by itself 
no manner of claim to the control of the whole Church, or 
of any part of it; the administration of particular 
Dioceses does not, therefore, belomg to the Bishops. A 
Bishop, like every other Minister of the Unity, must 
receive a special commission from the Synod, or fram the 
Unity Elders' Conference, or from the Provincial Elders' 
-Conference, for every office which he may have to fill. 
11 (b) The Bishops are entitled to attend, as voting 
rnembers, the General Synods of the Brethren's Unity, and 
the Provincial Synods of the Provinces in which they 
respectively reside. 
"(c) A Bishop alone is authorised to perform Ordin-
ation to the various grades of the Ministry of the Church ••• 
"(d) The office of a Bishop is in a peculiar sense 
that of an intercessor in the Church of God ••• " (41) 
Men admitted to the order of Presbyter were "such 
Deacons as are appointed to theMinistry of the Word. and 
to the charge of a congregation in one of the three Prov-
inces of the Unity, or are entrusted with the direction 
of any particular branch of Church work. The latter case 
has special application to the spiritual superintendents 
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of our various Mission Fields". (42) 
The Diaconate represented the first degree of 
consecration in the ordained Ministry of the Church, 
Deacons were entitled "to the exercise of the Ministry 
of the word and of the sacraments". (Church Book, Section 
64), but those could be ordained to this order "to whom 
the control of the temporal affairs of the Church is 
commi tted 11 • ( 43) 
The act of Ordination or consecration to each of 
these three Orders was limited to the Bishop's function 
but the choice of those to be ordained was a matter for 
the administrative authority of the whole Church. In the 
case of new Bishops, their appointment was the function 
of the General Synod, though the Unity Elders' Conference 
had the right of appointment between Synods if the 
occasion required. The appointment of Presbyters and 
Deacons was the function of the General Synod, though 
the Unity Elders' conference had the right of appoint-
-
ment between Synods if the occasion required. The 
appointment of Presbyters ruLd Deacons was the function 
of the Unity Elderos' Conference, or a Provincial Elders' 
-Conference. In the case of appointment by a Confex•ence 
of a man to be a Deacon or• a Presbyter, it was then the 
Cl.uty of the Bishop ctirectec1 by them to perform the ord-
ination to converse and examine the candidate regarding 
his spiritual experience and state of heart and mind. If 
a Bishop found such a person not to be a fit candidate 
he could, for his part, decline the Ordination, 
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Section 65 - 11As to Acoluths 11 - of' the Mo!'avian Chu.rach 
Book (J;.891) states: 
"The reception of Acoluths - followers in the sense 
of Matt. lV 19, XVI.24- is a usage introduced in the 
Brethren's Church, according to which Brethren and Sisters 
give the right hand of agreement to serve the saviour in 
the Church, and to be obedient to the Servants of the 
Unity who are set over them. 
"The reception takes place within the Unity Elders' 
Conference, or within a Provincial Elders' Conference. 
It may, however, take place in another Conference by 
commission of one of the above-named Boards". (44) 
An explanatory footnote to this section goes on to 
say:. 
"Our adoption of11Acoluths" as a minor Order in the 
Ministry is due to the example of our Ancestors in the 
Ancient Church of the Brethren, who looked upon it as 
sanctioned by Scripture and by Christian usage from the 
earliest times ••••• 
"The essence of the office of an Acoluth or 
Follower lies in entire and solemn surrender: - primarily, 
to the Lord Jesus so as to be a follower of Him in person a1 
attendance on and constant communion with HUn li~e as 
were His APostles from the period of their call; second-
arily, to the absolute and exclusive service in person 
of the Church, involving (whilst such service continues) 
obedience to the constituted authorities and readiness 
to "follow in person" the call of the Church. 
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"The Order of Acoluth with us is open to Brethren 
and Sisters alike; and it is the only Order to which 
Sisters are admitted. The reception of an Acoluth is 
not an Episcopal Function ••••• 
"There is no settled form of Procedure on 
Admission of an Acoluth beyond the giving of the Hand 
mentioned above. It is left open in other respects to 
the discretion of ·the officiating Brethren, but the 
ceremony is concluded by the Acoluth receiving the 
blessing of the Church in reference to the particular 
work in which he or she is about to engage". 
An Elders' Conference, or a Minister, who was not 
connected with an Elders Conference having the consent 
of the committee of his Congregation, were empowered 
to make use of Lay Evengelists, who were sound in faith 
and acceptable-to the cong:E;"egation, to help in the 
holding of meetings and preaching. (45) 
The present Moravian Liturgy (Authorised 1958) 
provides a form of Service for the Ordination of Ministers 
which is used at the ordination of Deacons and Presbyters 
and the consecration of Bishops. The fw1ction of these 
Orders within ·the Church and their relationship to the 
administrative councils of the Church are much as they 
were. considerable use is still made of lay workers in 
the Moravian Church but the title of Acoluth seems to 
have dropped out of general use. 
The service of Ordination begins with sentences, 
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said responsively, by all standing: {46) 
"V .. Lift up your heads, 0 ye gates:. and be ye lift 
up, ye everlasting doors. 
R. And the King of Glory shall came in. 
v. Thou art the King of Glory, 0 Christ. 
R. Thou art the everlasting Son of the Father". 
A Hymn of adoration is sung and after that prayers 
are offered for the presence and help of God and the gift 
of His Spirit. Then, after the reading of Scr.ipture, 
a member of the Provincial Board, or a person delegated 
by the Board, stands forward with the candidates, and 
presents them to the BiShop as follows: 
At the Ordination of Deacons and P·resbyters:. 
"On behalf of this Province of the Moravian Church, 
I request you as Bishop of the Unitas Fra~rum to confer 
upon M.M. the pastoral office as Deacon {confirm M.M. in 
the pastoral office as Presbyter), by the pow.er committed 
to you by Christ.· and the Church; and I testify before 
God and the Church that this man, as his words shall affirm~ 
is sound in doctrine and faith, and that it is his 
sincere intention to serve Christ in loyalty with his 
brethren". 
At the consecration of Bishops: 
"On behalf of this Province of the Moravian Church 
I request you as Bishop of the Unitas Fratrum to confer 
upon M.M. the office of Bishop in the Church of God, by 
the power committed to you by Christ and the Church; and 
I testify that he has been duly chosen and elected by 
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his brethren to serve the Church of God as Bishop; and 
his acceptance of this office declaree his sincere 
intention to follow Christ in loyalty as a father in 
God among his brethren". 
The Presiding Bishop acknowledges the presentation 
with the words: 
"In the presence of the Church of Christ, and in 
the nwne of God, I accept your testimony, and grant your 
request". 
And, after a hymn or anthem, he addresses the 
Congregation and gives a charge to the candidates. Then 
the Te Deum is sung, or some other hymn such as "Come, 
Holy Ghost, our souls inspire", and. the Bishop reads 
Ephesian lV 4-7, 11-13, and exhorts the candidates to 
further consideration of the sacredness of the office 
to which they are being ordained. 
In the case of ordaining Deacons and Presbyters the 
following questions are put to each candidate: 
"Do you bring a ready mi~d to spend and. be spent 
in the service of Christ and His Church? 
(Answer) - I do. 
"Do you accept the Holy Scriptures, and above all, 
the living word, Jesus Christ our Lord, as giving the true 
revelation of God and His will towards men? 
(Answer) - I do. 
"Is it your set will and purpose to make that reve-
lation the sustance of your teaching? 
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(Answer) - It is. 
"Do you promi-se wo work loyally with your brethren, 
according to the principles and rules of the Moravian 
Church?. 
(Answer) - I do". 
The Bishop prays that they may be enabled to perform 
the things they have promised, and offers prayers for 
the Deacons and Presbyters, and for the Bishops, about 
to be ordained or consecrated, appropriate to the 
particular duties which will become theirs. 
Then, as the candidates b1eel, and the Bishops 
present lay the-ir hands on them, the Presiding Bishop says: 
11M.M. I ordain (consecrate) thee to be a Deacon 
(Presbyter) (Bishop) in the Church of God, in the name 
of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost.Amen. 
The Lord bless thee1 and keep thee; 
The Lord make his face to shine upon thee; 
And be gracious unto thee; 
And give thee peace. 
In the name of Jesus. .Amen11 • 
The act of ordination is followed by a period of 
silent prayer and them, when all are standing, the Bishops,. 
and others so appointed, give the newly ordained the 
Right Hand of Fellowship, and a special ordi1~tion 
doxology is sung. The Presiding Bishop gives a further 
exhortation and then a Lay-member of the Chur.ch presents 
a Bible to the newly ordained; to Presbyters and Deacons 
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with these words: 
"Brother, M.M. the Moravian Church sends you forth 
into the world as an ambassador of Christ, and places 
in your hand the saviour's message of redeeming gracen. 
-
and to Bishops with these words:. 
ttBrother M.M. the Moravian Church received you as 
a Shepherd of Christ's flock, and places in your hand the 
-
Royal Law whereby a man of God is furnished unto all 
good works". 
After this the Presiding Bishop invites the newly 
ordained to offer prayer and close the Service, which 
concludes with a hymn and Benediction, unless the Lord's 
Supper is to follow. 
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C. SPECIAL OCCASIONS 
J. The Christian Year 
According to the "Sketch of the Ritual and Eccle-
siastical Discipline of the Ancient Unitas Fratrum11 , the 
Ancient Unitas, in addition to their strict observance of 
the Sabbath on Sundays, also 
"Solenmised several other days, as being memorial 
days of the chief events in the life of Christ, hi~ 
incarnation, birth, death, resurrection, ascension; the 
outpouring of the Holy Spirit; also the cirumcision of 
Christ, and annunciation and visitation of Mary. 
"Besides these·, they also celebrated the days of the 
Apostles and some martyrs, to keep alive the remembrance 
of their constancy and patience in suffering. Yet on 
these days every one returned to his work, after the 
service was over". {47} 
In the Renewed Church of the Brethren this custom 
of following a course of festive seasons, occupying the 
first half of the Church year, was preserved to "embrace 
in historical sequence the whole counsel of God for the 
Salvation of the human race". so Section 93 of the Church 
Book (1891) says:-
"The Love of God the Father, who gave His only 
begotten Son, is the subject of consideration in the 
Advent and Christmas season; the Grace of our Lord 
Jesus Christ who died for us, rose again, and ascended 
into Heaven, is dwelt upon in the season of Lent, the 
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Passion Week, and Easter, to Ascension Day; the 
Fellowship of the HolY Ghost is the subject of the 
Whitsuntide Festival; and on Trinity Sunday we close 
the whole festive period with a thankful retrospect of 
all that Divine grace has done for our Salvation11 .(48) 
The way in which these Church Festivals were to 
be ceiebrated in the Congregations was not laid down in 
any set form of liturgy and so was not everywhere 
exactly the same, except for the Easter Liturgy, which 
was the only form provided in the Liturgy in use prior 
to 1960. The Liturgy revised through the Synods of 
1954, 1956 and authorised in 1958, ~owever, provides 
special forms of worship for Christmas, Good Friday, 
Easter, Whitsuntide, and Trinity Sunday, together with 
five 11ConfeSf:lions of Faith", a version of the Ten 
COIJD:lland·ments supplemented with New Testament equivalents 
for liturgical use, and the Nicene and Apostles' Creeds. 
2. Memorial Day·s 
Besides these customary general festival days of 
the Christian year, the Renewed Church of the Brethren 
has kept certain special Memorial Days of the Brethren's 
Church. Whilst there has never been any set form of 
liturgy for these occasions, beyond the provision in the 
Moravian Text Book of a special prayer for each Memorial 
Day, the Days have formed an important part of the 
liturgical practice of the Church. Congregational and 
Choir Anniversaries, referring to such events as the 
settlement of the place or the consecration of the Chapel, 
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the times of which varied aceording to local cirumstances, 
were also special occasions of liturgical activity for 
which no set form was provided. 
The General Memorial Days of the Brethren's Church 
were:. 
March lst The Founding of the Brethren's Church in 
l457. 
May 12th The Renewal of the Brethren's Church 
in 1722 
July 6th The Martyrdom of John Hus at constance, 
l415. 
Aug. 13th - The Manifestation of the Unity of the 
Spirit, 1727. 
Aug. 21st - The First Mission t.o the Heathen, 1732 .. 
. :.-.:;Oct. 31st - The Great Reformation, 1517. 
Nov. 13th - The Realization of the Headship of 
Christ, 1741. 
The Chur•ch Book· of 1891 stated that of these 
Memorial Days: 
"the 13th August and the 13th November are specially 
observed in a festive manner, whilst the others are only 
mentioned in the evening meeting or on same other suitable 
occasion. The history of the events which gave occasion 
for a festival shoulcl be communicated f'rom time to time, 
either on the day itself or previously to it". (49) 
3. The Moravian Text Book. 
The Moravian Text Book, providing the ScJ•ipture 
. . 
"Watchwords" and. "Doctrinal 'l'exts", is published annually 
and gives two sets of scriptural texts and lines from a 
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hymn for each day in the year. This book has now 
reached its 235th year of issae, but goes back to the 
practice at Herrnhut, in the early years of the Nenewed 
Church, when a Scriptur·e text, with lines from a hymn, 
was announced in the daily evening service as the 11Watch-
Woi•d11 for the following day. In 1730 a series of 
11Watchwords" was printed in advance for the whole of 
1731, and texts were first printed in English for• the 
year 1743. Count Zinzendorf selected the "Watchwords" 
until 1761 and after his death this duty devolved on the 
newly constituted Governing Board of the Church. It 
was then that·two texts were given for each day, the 
uwatchword" always being taken fi•om the Old Testament, 
and the "Doctrinal" Text was chosen from the New Testa-
ment in such a way that in one year the Gospels, Acts 
and Revelation were represented, and in the next year 
.. 
the Epistles, and in the third year all the books of 
the New Testament. 
In additbn the Gospels and Epistles for Bw~days are 
indicated and, for other days of the week, two passages 
of scripture are suggested f'or morning and evening 
reading respectively. 
Since 1939 the circulation of this Book has 
increased tremendously reaching a million and a quarter 
copies in the German language, in some years. In 1948 
the Y.M.C.A. provided an edition of 16,000 for Prisoners 
of War in England and 40,000 for Prisoners in France. 
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Smaller edit ions have been provided for many years. in 
other languages - English, for the British Isles, 
America and the west Indies; French; Finnish; swedish; 
nanish; Dutch; czech; and also in many native languages 
and dialects for use in the Mission fields. (50) 
4. The Moravian Hymnal 
The Unitas Fratr:. urn was the first of the Reformed 
Churches to issue a Hymn·Book in the popular language 
and the present Hymn Book authorised in the British 
Province has a long ancestry behind it, stretching 
across more than four centuries. 
The first I~ Book was edited by Bishop Luke and 
printed in Bohemian at Prague in 1501 and this was followed 
by other issues up to the year 1659, during which period 
Hymn Books appeared in Polish and German. The German 
HYmnal included many of the Reformation Hymns and, in 
the edition of 1566, the Lutheran form of the Litany was 
inserted. (51) The character of these earlier collections 
was objective and expressed with a somewhat rugged 
strength and they soon rooted themselves in the hearts 
of the people, providing a great source of comfort and 
strengthening of faith in times of persecution and exile 
which ensued. The Hymn Book did, indeed, provide one of 
the strong historic links between the Ancient Unitas 
Fratrum and the Renewed Church of the Brethren. 
After the resuscitation of the Church at Herrnhut 
om 1722, various private collections of hymns made by 
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Zinzendorf were used but it was not until 1735 that the 
Church Hymn Book was issued. This was compiled by 
Zinzendorf and was in German and various supplements 
were added up to the year 1748. This book was succeeded 
by "Das Londoner Gesangbuch", printed in London 1753-55, 
which had a large and catholic collection of more than 
3,000 hymns. Another collection appeared in 1778 edited 
by Christian Gregor and this, with an appendix in 1806, 
and an abridgement in 1869, is still used by the German 
congregations of the Moravian Church. 
The first English Moravian Hymn Book entitled "A 
Collection of Hymns by several authors with several 
translations from the German Hymn Book of the Ancient 
Moravian Brethren" was issued in London in 1741. A 
second edition followed in 1742 and various additions 
were made up to 1752, the Litany in English being first 
included in 1746 •. In 1754 Bishop Gambold, under the 
guidance of Zinzendorf, edited "A Collection of Hymns of 
the Children of God of all ages from the begiru1ing until 
now. Designed chiefly for the congregations in union 
with the Brethren's Church 11 • This contained 1,155 
-bymns but proved too large for general use and a curtailed 
edition was issued in 1769. Then, in 1789, John Swertner 
edited "A Collection of Hymns for the use of the Protest-
ant Church of the United Brethren", new editions of which 
followed in 1801, 1808 and 1826. ·In 1835, James Mont-
gomery, respon~ing to a request from the Synod, undertook 
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a revision which appeared in 1849, and an appendix of 
eighty-two hymns was added to this in 1876. The Synods 
of 1878 and 1883 decided further revision was needed and 
this new edition, containing 1,323 ~nns, was completed 
in 1886 and continued in use until 1912. 
The present H~nnal was the result of the work of 
a committee beginning in 1904 and completing its revision 
in 1912 and their edition was reprinted in 1920, 1930, 
1946 and 1955. The number of h~1s was reduced to 851, 
and in both character and language this last collection 
is more English than any of its predecessors. 
Moravian Church publications come under three classes:-
1. Publications Official and Authoritative, setting 
forth Doctrine, Regulations and other matter 
to which our Members individual~ and personally 
are bound to conform. 
2. Official Publications stamped with the approval 
of the Church, but the acceptance of which is 
not made obligatory on our Members, individually 
or personal~. 
3. Unofficial publications not possessing any Church 
sanction but dependent on their own merits for 
acceptance or rejection by our Members" (52) 
The most important of the second class of publications 
are the Hymn Books which have varied at different times 
and now vary considerably in the different Provinces of 
the Moravian Church, and contain many hymns by writers who 
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were not members of the Brethren's Church. These points 
-
are referred to in section 139 of the Church Book (189·1) 
which goes on to say: 
11 Great care has been talcen to exclude unsound 
Doctrine, but having ~egard to the foregoing facts and 
the character and objects of Hymnal composition, it would 
be out of place to look upon our Hymns as Standards of 
Doctrine. Hence, much as the Brez~ren 's Church values 
-its collections of Hymns, it does not per.mit them to be 
referred to as Touchstones of Doctrine. Our Hymn Books 
are designed to be manuals of private devotion and 
spiritual treasuries by means of which famil~ worship 
may be enlivened and the services of the Lord's House 
rendered increasingly instruptive and delightful 11 .(53) 
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APPENDIX 7. 
Maps: I. Showing centres of Moravian Activity 
in England. 
II. Showing centres of Moravian Activity 
in the West Riding of' Yorkshire. 
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